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Supplement to Data Sheet
354 300 Ew2 of

ESVP

In the frequency range £020 to 1300 MHz tha image rejecticn differs from the vaiue in the Data
Sheet:

interference rejection, noniinearities

image frequency rejectian

1020... 1300 MHZ ............................ >‘70d8,typ. 200 dB





Supplement A
to the Operating Manual

Test Receiver
ESVP

Bug report for ESVP firmware

The ESVP firmware, vcrsicn 1.85, contains the following bug:

The rcccivcr's IF Bandwidth will not be set correctly after a RCL 0 (default setting),
if IF Bandwidth has bccn changed bcfdrc RCL 0 and Indication Mode after RCL O.

For cxamplc:

After sequence

.... RCL 0
- IFuBandwidth 1 MHz.
.. RCL O
— Indicating Made A3

IF Bandwidth will not be sct to 120 kHz but to 1 MHz.

This bug will be corrected in the ncxt firmware version.

1001800315 A
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Test Receiver ESVP t 20 to 1300 MHZ

were " -

~20 to +137 (1p
Programmable test receiver for seteciive
voltage measurements and twoport mees~
urements in tahorateries and test departe
rnents

Field-strength measurements with test anw
tennas
RFE measurements to CESPR, VDE and
FCC

interference measurements to NHL and MG
standards {with modei 56)
Radiomenitoring

AC supply and battery operation

( tar: eaeaus)

The Test Receiver ESUP measures and demedulates AM
doubtemsideioand, singieusideuand, purse—modulated and
PM signals as well as narrowhand and broadband interten
ence in the frequency range 20 to t300 MHZ. High overtead
capacity, a wide dynamic range and numerous evaluation
capabilities make the ESVP euitahie tor

selective voltage and twoport measurements — in auto
matic test systems too ~

and alt applications in the iietd of radiomonitering and
EMS measurements.

in its ireduencymreiated characteristics and appiicetion
capabilities the ESVP is very similar to the ESV (data sheet
PD rear-1514}. in measurement convenience, intelligence
and system compatibility to the ESH 3 {data sheet
PD 756M141). its freouency range overiaps and extends
that of the ESH 3.

Different ESVP medets are availahie for the main fieids or
application:

ivtot'iel Frerjguency errors:- ritual-icatirirrt
i hit it a} t; i: it 1-1}

u ‘i:'; -. or; i}. .i :2; .- '- : rs jet;

Speciei ieatures or iEu‘iJiii

n Synthesizer; frequency resoiutient {xi-i2,
with 885 tUO Hz

i—tign measurement accuracy {error <1? dB)

Wide dynamic range:
noise figure typicaity 8 dB {preamplifier on}
3rd-order IP typiceity +20 diam (preamplifier off}

5:179 Automatic frequency scanning with constant and
frequency-«proportional step sizes; automatic scanning
with up to 50 preset fixed frequencies

an Automatic gain correction in the whote frequency range
after calibration {sinewave catibration as well as pulse
catioretion tor broadband interference measurements)

a Measurement of voltage, tietd strength, cu rre'nt, spectrat
pulse density and twoport attenuation with disptay of
physicei units; automatic consideration of probe and

Two-tone measurement on Test Receiver ESVP

x12?

"-R'Le,-

iEEE 488

AU

2t}

29 RH: 2i} kHz 23 RH:
'23

$5.056 MH2135.G?1
f-n—nn—hau-

rs-rero ts-teee issote reaeso

bandwidth correction factors; input of any frequency“
dependentcorrection factors {current pro-toes. antennae}
as wait as of frequencyedependent attenuation or gain
possible

Additional evaluation cepahiiities for radiomonitoring:
modulatienwdepth and frequency-deviation measure
ments, remote freeuencyand frequencyuoffset measure»-
ments with the aid etbuiltnin iF counter, recording of hand
occupancy, SSE demodutetor, A? fitter and sguetch with
programmaote response threshold, buitt—in toud-
speaker, indication of date and time of day
Fastautomatictietd-strength recording in moving venicte
{fieid-strength statistics)

a Facilities for connection of XY, YT recorders and up to 5
Radiornonitoring Recorders ZSG 3 from Rohde 8i
Schwarz
EEC-pus interface with tistener and tether function; latit-
only mode for data recording without controller

Nonuvolatite storage of re complete device settings, 5
data sets tor automatic frequency scanning, one data set
with 58 fixed frequencies and two data sets for correction
teeters

Full compatibility with Test Receiver ESE 3 {9 kHz to
30 MHZ) with respect to operational conceptand lEC-ious
commands

Connectors for AC suppty and 24-1! battery
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' 5.... r.‘ t .. . i.;..__ .1. ,~"".- ..-.r h a- . 'i . on 2:1:E”; i i... -.... tr 13 -..i 1.11:5 1,1: in in»: With its measurement range trom
“+20 to +13? dBu‘v’ the ESVP does not need any add-vorts to
operate as an automatic highuprecision seiective voltmeter
tor iaboratory, testing and servicing apptications. RF
currents in the frequency range 28 to 300 MHz can be
measured in conjunction with the VHF Current Probe
ESV—Zt. Excettent receiver setectivity permits the measure”
rnent of adjacent—channei power, non—harmonic spurious
signais of generators, intermoduiation and cross-moduta-
tion and distortion, as wait as the determination of noise
tigures. The ESVP is capabte of performing iowwnoise and
iowrdistortion measurements both with and without FtF
preamplifier {10 dB} and ot distinguishing any inherent non—
Iinearity from that of the test item by means of an automatic
linearity test.

titaiiorarion generator The output of the caiibration gene"
rator {90 nr‘v’ :i:{}.3 dB into 50 E2} is ideally suited for
frequency-resnonse measurements on amplifiers and
fitters; attenuation can be measured up to 110 dB and gain
up to 4? dB. The VHF Current Probe ESVuZt and the tensor“
bing Ctarnp MISS-21 taciiitate measurement of screening
effectiveness of caiotes and connectors and the VSWR

Bridge ZRB 2 can be used for measuring the return toss of
two-uterrninai networks (eg. antennas) and twoports.

Thanks to the reconversion method internatiy used in the
"REM. FREQ. measurement mode, the generator output is
suitable for connection of a frequency counter tor accurate
{remotei frequency measurement of the signat received.
With this kind of frequency measurement, the measuring
accuracy depends on the accuracy of the externat tre-

..quency counter, whereas when the buittwin iF counter is
used the accuracy is determined by the internal ESVP refer“

'ence osciilator.

den-rote controi The iEOriEEE~ous interface possesses ati
standard iistener and taiker capabilities. Commerciai
controiters without paraiiet poii capability can be used.

Typical dynamic setectivity oi ESVP
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org: euaiuation canattiiiizies
Four switch—seiected it: bandwidths:
Modet 52: ?.5ft2r’t20ft00t} Ritz
Modet 53: 280 kHz instead of 3000 itHz
iylodet 56: t0 and 100 kHz instead of 7.5 and t2 ttttz
Average and peak indication, pulse weighting to CEEPR16
and VDE 8876, Part t, with orogrammabte measuring times

Demoduiation of ctasses of emission NGN {as}, are {a1},
ASE. (a3), J3EE. teas, USB and L88) and FSE {F3}; buiit-in
ioudspeairer and headphones connector; switch-satee-
tabie AFtiiters torASAand FSE; squetctt with programmabte
threshoid level

Analog indication of ievet and trequency offset in addition to
digitai readout
indication of overtoad in essential stages and switchwseiectm
able iineariiy test

Broadband tofuttz EF output for panoramic display and
spectrum anatyzer

Narrowband tO.?-Mi~iz ti: output for osciiioscope
are and Ftvi demodutator outputs
Recorder outputs tor tevei and frequency offset
Generates output for signai frequency measurement
Digitat measurement of moduiation depth, frequency, ire-
quency offset and frequency deviation

Trigger input for ievei and frequency measurement otshort-
tirne signais

item—titties Harmonic and nonuharrnonic spectra as wet!
as gain and attenuation characteristics can readiiy
be ptotted on an KY recorder. The recorder writing area
is defined by entering the startfstoo frequency and
the maximumi’minimum ievet. The irequency axis can be
tinear or iogarithmic. Chart paper comotying with
vDEIFCCz’MlLrvG can be used.

{Even-controited Crystai fisciiiator titration Eduifintfii The
oven~controiied crystai osciiiator reduces the setting error
and the frequency measurement error of the ESVP down to
<2 x to"? This is mainiy important when the [5s is used
for frequency measurements in radiomonitoring. a 104‘;i
output oi this option can be brought out on the rear panet of
the ESVP and used for connection ot a second receiver, eg.
ESH 3.

insertion and return toss of a bandpass fitter
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interference measurements Thanks to the programmabte
automatic frequency scanning with direct controt of printer
and KY recorder for data fogging, the ESVP features cousin
derapie advantages over conventionai test receivers in this
iieid oi appiication. For measurement of interference voltas
gee, currents, power and field strengthsto the reievantstan-
dards (CESPR, VDE, iyilL, VG}, the toiiowing accessories are
avaiiaote (see also accessories tor ESV and ESVP, data
sheet PD 756.4528 and test antennas for near-tieid meaw
surements and measurements to MiL~87Ds data sheet
PE} 756.433?):

- iii—network {5 pH it so it} .......................... ESH 3‘26
e ‘v’HF Current Probe {20 to 300 iviitz} .................. ESVnZi
.. ansoroing Ciamp £30 to time MHZ} .................. MOS 2i
m Broadband flipoletéiuio 80 MHz} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. i-itiFrZi
- Biconicai antenna {20 to 290 MHz} ................... HtJF~ZE
m tog‘periodic Antenna {280 to tone Mite} .............. HUFmZB
m Conic—at Loewenirai Antenna {200 to tutti} Mite} ........... HUF‘Z-ii
~ Log-periodic Broadband antenna {80 to race Mite} ....... Ht, {i23 At

our“ 2 E _; it ...... E E .

I H dr‘flw' I, I

J ........................... J

2'11, ..... iii“.

to .

ac rte so so so so too Eco tea-u see

interference iieid strength of a motor vehicte: automatic ireou‘ency'"
scanning of ESVP with 50 fixed ireouencies

Further advantages of ESVP in interference measure—
meets:
a Automatic consideration of correction factors of any

probes and indication of physical unit tag. days, dairy,
dBuV/m, dBpW)

is Suitabie bandwidths for measurements to Mit STDs pro-
vided by modei 56 {aiso in tine with SAE draittor MIL STE}
462 8}. British DEF STAN 5941 and VG standards

is Bandwidth correction factors considered in measure-
ment of spectra! poise density to MiL and V8: readout of
measured data in dBoV/i‘viHa, dBuAftvi, dBm MHZ

a Frequency range 20 tie to t3 Gite together with ESH 3
and EZivi {see interference measurement system for
20 Hz to t3 6H2, data sheet PD 756.4928}.

e Programmahie measuring times for optimum adaptation
of automatic measurements to time—dependent varia~
tions of the interference:
Peak indication with programmable hold time for narrow-w
hand and oroadoand interference measurements to Mitt,
and VG standards
Average indication with programmahte integration time
tor narrowoand interference measurements
indication conforming to CiSPR with determination of
maximum within the programmed measuring time

a 60~d8 operating range ideaiiy suited for measurements
to Mii. and VG standards

a” iii-dB operating range for measurements to CISPR; auto—
ranging with consideration of settiing times for errorwfree
resuits, CISPR standards using fuiiy complied with even
for singie pulses

Logarithmic frequency axis for data tagging on )0?
recorder permitting direct recording of measured data on
toierance charts
Since pure broadband noise spectra exhibit a continuous
characteristic, frequency scanning in constant or
frequency—proportional steps which are greater titan the EF
bandwidth, is possible and recommendabie. Automatic
frequency scanning of the ESVP with 50 programmed fixed
frequencies is ideai in free~fieid measurements, eg. measus
rement of ignition interference from motor vehicies to VDE
08?9 and SAE JSSt. For this purpose the frequencies are
selected so that they do not taii within the channets occu—
pied by radio services.

itsdionsonitoring, propagation and coverage measure--
ments “thanks to its outstanding iii: characteristics, such
as high setting accuracy, high overioad capacity and overait
selectivity, its switchnseieoted iF bandwidths and types of
demoduiation, the wide range oiavailabie testantennas and
its programmapiiity, the ES‘JP is ideat for use in radiomoni~
toring with remote frequency measorement, moduiation—
depth and frequencywdeviation measurements, recording
of band and chaonei occupancy, as weft as for propagation
and coverage measurements, it offers the ioiiowing capacis
tities:

a Graphical representation of field-strength resuits in
particular frequency bands, in the form of line spectra or
continuous curves, on an XY recorder, with additionai
output of tield~strength teyeis and, for instance, fre—
quency offset on a printer
Measurement of the TV vision carrieris

e Measurement of the range or tieidustrength variations
within a preset time (i to tGGO s)

a Recording of field strength as a function of time for piois
ting antenna radiation patterns, eg, in natioopters and for
channei occupancy measurement

at it: panoramic dispiay in coniunction with Spectrum
Monitor EZM (data sheet PD 756.5856}

is Recording of band occupancy asa function of time, using
the Radiomonitoring Recorder ZSG 8

is Reduction of data voturne in automatic scanning mode:
oniy signat leveis above the preset threshoid are trans~
ierred to the computer

a ”trigger functions:
1. “interns?” for automatic monitoring of intermittent
carriers;
2. “at time x" and
3. every )2 seconds, minutes, hoursfor exact observation
of the occupancy and of teyei fiuctuations

Use in automatic field—strength test sets (see next page}.@

. . - : . i -. ; .- I - . -. ; . r I ‘
iii} '21.“? Ct} iii-L‘- iiiri it'ii'fi iv’iiii'

Recording at band occupancy in Vii? range
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The ESVP offers the toiiowing possibitities for optimum
system operation: The controller instructs each ES‘v'P to
perrnanenttyr scan a particuiartrequencv range and to issue
a Service Request when the programmed ievel is exceeded
m whereupon the controiier identifies the caiiing receiver by
a Serial Poi! and accepts the measured datamor to answer a
ParalleiPoitofthe controlier.thusthecontroilerandtwotest
receivers iorrn together a moitiprocessor svstern for diversi-
fied tasks.

airs-e on -r
immanent: 5:2.d11nm
I 1 dBuU 9'. | 6313‘}

‘I“i"§i?3" ’ITMLLKI“
55' i ”H5 to I 53.2.
20 i *3-2 so i can"?
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m 1 ““5 so I 4.2.e .
33 i 2323 fig 1 3n Resuits of fast Maid-strength measure-
23 1 3:3: :4: : 3&1“; rnent in moving vehicie with internai
2‘; 1 33'? m = 3234. ESVP ctassiiication; printed out on

' 93 i 30.5 . i

:3 i 33': gr I am Printer PUD 3 and represented in a
' a i 24.? ,

it“ “n w. 22.: Rayleigh network

eniornatic tieidusirengti‘i test sets furnish the data for
statistics! evaioation of spatiai and time-dependent fieid~
strength variations thus providing fondamentai data for
transmitter pianning. in an industriai environment it is
necessary to permanently check the coverage by ait radio
communication services {sound and TV broadcasting, car
tetra-phone. European radiopaging and nonmpubiic
services). The fast fieid—strength measurement in moving
vehicles with statisticat evaiuation (ESVP with speciai func—
tion Fast are, with or without internal classification) is parti—
catarlv important for rnoleiie radio networks in the VHF-UHF
range, where strong spatiai fieldastrength variations may
occur due to scattering, diffraction and reflection. A poise
dispiacement generator triggers each individual measure-
ment in the ESVP (trigger rate up to 1 kHz), whereupon the
measurement rate is independent of the speed of the
vehicle. in computerwcontroiied infiflight measurements on
transmitting antennas {usuaiiy from heiicopter} the high
measurement speed of the ESVP is a great advantage: it
takes oniv 0.2 s for one measurement at three different
frequencies. Verticai patterns are determined in an ascern
ding ftight, horizontai patterns in a circular flight. ”the
graphicai representation of the results _.. circular diagram,
standardization of the tieid strength in the direction of
maximum radiation etc. _.. is carried out by the computer
immediatety on compietion of the measurements, the time-
consuming ooint-bv~point evaluation of YT recordings
being no ionger required.
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Recording of fieid~strength spectrum in VHF range from 88 to
108 MHZ

Logging of trsouencv scanning with 2:3. frequencies seiected on
ESUP {ESVP in conjunction with Universai inkhiet Printer PUD 3
and EEC-bus interface Option PUB 264}

Channel occupancy: automatic
monitoring at one frequencyr with
intermittent Carriers; channei
occupancyr documented by time
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The front—panel cos-iiroie are cieariy arranged in functionai
groups; aii settings are indicated by LEDs.
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Frontepanei detaii with operating controls tor demodulation,
attenuation, lF bandwidth and indication

{accretion is packed up toy the foitowing indicators and
responses of the ESVP: when a logicatiy inhibited key is
pressed, the LED of the inhibiting function blinks; when the
demoduiator operating range is exceeded or essentiai
stages are overioaded {even with putsesi.tne disptay stinks;
when ittegal data is input or an essentiat moduie fails, a
coded error message appears together with an acoustic
signal. The end of lengthy, time»consuming measurements
is aiso indicated society.

The tS—digit alphanumeric diapiay of the ESVP outputs the
measured data compiete with physical unit and is aiso used
for checking the formatted input of setting data.

nion.—voi.atiie memory A battery~oufiered memory in the
ESVP can store the last and another nine complete device
settings. it atso stores ati correction values obtained from an
automatic calibration process for frequency response, IF
bandwidths and demoduiator characteristic and thus
ensures maximum accuracy at all times.

erasuency setting is facilitated by a tuning aid {offset indiw
cation with centre catiioration) and is possible in various
ways:

a quasi-continuous in steps of 1 kHz or 180 Ritz. (switch-—
selected) and of tot} Hz or 100 kit: in 888 mode, using
rotary knot)

a in steps of any preset size, eg corresponding to channel
spacing, or in steps of the fundamental frequency for
measurement of harmonics

a toy digitai entry via the keyboard
by automatic frequency scanning over a maximum of five
subranges with programmabte startrstop frequencies
and step sizes.

a
The or or. c,“ is selected either manuaily
by separate setting of RF and iF attenuation or by automatic
setting of the RF attenuation with the EF attenuation setting
being determined by the setected it: bandwidth and indica~
tion mode. A t-dB and a 4-di3 attenuator are provided for
additionai Einearity testing. The use of probes with the ESVP
does not cause any extra work in the performance of
measurements, since the physical unit is setected automath
caiiyand correction factors are taken into account, Reading
errors are oracticaily done away with.

The ireouency—dependent correction factors of the Test
Antennas HUFnZi and Ht. 823 A1 are also automatically
taken into account when a speciai function is selected.
Furthermore, the correction factors of another two probes
or correction vatues of test setups can be entered into the
batterywouifered CMOS RAM oi the ESVP for permanent
storage and carted up via a special function.

retort ope-rating ranges Depending on the
measurement task, one of three demoduiator operating
ranges can be selected: 28r‘40/60 dB. Accordingly, the
automatic attenuation setting is in steps of it}, 20 or 30 d8.

Like the Test Receiver ESV, the ESUP also fuiiilis the CISPR
iinearity requirements with a valid operating range of 10 dB,
which considerably speeds up CiSPR interference measuu
rements. The operating range aiso determines the range of
the analog levei indication which consists of a row of 31
LEDs. The range timits and iii? attenuation are digitaily
dispiayed.

Catrina-non By a short or long push of the calibration key,
two different processes can toe triggered:

t. Adjustment of EF gain and frequency offset to the rated
veins of 300 MHZ, with subsequent checking of the level
measurement at the original frequency.

2. Measurement and storage of ail caiihration correction
vaiues that are constant over a long time: frequency
response, gain differences between IF bandwidths and
demodoiator linearity.

During operation the IF gain is adjusted whenever a new
frequency and IF bandwidth is set, so that the rated levets
are also obtained at the IF and recorder outputs.

Thanks to this method, caiibration of individual functions is
very seidom necessary, and automatic measurements take
much less time than wouid be required it a calibration were
performed at each new frequency.
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{linerating princieie The Test Receiver ESVP prevides fer
deubie cenversien at the testsignal. It features the fettewing
characteristics:
RF attenuater switchabie in steps cf 10 dB trern 0 ts tee dB;
a 1—dB and a 4-dB attenuater being erevided fer tinearitv
tesfing.
Lew-neise preamptifier with high linearity can be switched
en in increase the measurement sensitivity.
High—iinearity diede mixer teiiewing it} tracking bandpass
fitters. ereviding extremeiv wide dynamic range.
Test IF bandwidth can be switched trern ?.5te12r't20f10i}8
kHz en medal 52; medet 53: 200 kHz instead et 1808 kHz;
rnedei 56: 102’100 itHa instead et 1?.52’12 ki—iz; additienal
arr-an: filter ier SSE demedutatien in all medets.
Signet evaiuatien with average and peak indicatien as wait
as guise weighting te CtSPFi Pubt. i6 and ‘v'DE 03%;, Part1.
Pregrarnrnabie measuring times {5 rns in 100 s) in suit the
test requirements.
Milt. dispiay mede. beak indieatien with autematic eenside-
ratien ef iF bandwidth cerrectien vaiues fer the measure
ment ef breadband interference.
MAX-ERIN display mede fer measuring the input signal
variatien range in a sequence at single measurements at
me me duratien each.

= Disniav tirne separately pregrammabte; te ensure suffi-
cientiv ieng indicatien and rnenitering et signats exceeding
a b’regrammed thresneld in auternatic frequency scanning
made.

Rear view at ESVP

H
res-:ra- uie- 3:, ll
”since “It (._'_‘) Heir

All esciilaters using synthesizer technique
tst it: 8%.? MHZ er 310.? MHZ
3161?“)? MHZ.
Active, high-tinearity demeeutater with subsequent
average and neakwvaiue derivatien and CISPH weighting.

Deniedulater circuits fer PM and AM and with BFO fer NON
{AG} ad are (At); Est—kHz fitter in 888 earnedulater ter
ueeer and tewer sideband; autematic iF gain eentret fer aft
AM derneduiaters; builtwin leudspeaker; switch-«selected
seeelcti with thresnetd pregrammabie in terms cf the RF
input tevet; FM eemedulaters are atse used as signai
seurces ter frequencv deviatien measurement.

Calibration generater with highly stable sinewave scarce
(tracking generater) and cruise generater ter CtSiDtt and
seectral pulse densitv catibraiiens.
12-bit AID cenverter with extremetv shert cenversien time;
digital averaging and fast~acting tit: levet switch ensure
rapid auteranging.

assign the medular design, signature analysis capabiiitv
and seitntest reutines atterd great ease et‘ servicing. Ali
medules are independentiv exchangeable; ail RF and yP
medules are at state-ei-tne—art cassette design ensuring
exceiient RF screening and minimum Etvii.

tiifi.fli§$
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2
(See Figs.

Preparation for Use and Qperatieg Instructions
2~1 and 2-2 in appendix. The Ref.No's in the following

table are the callwout numbers in these illustrations.)

The values specified in this section are not guerafiteed. Only the
specifications given in the data sheet are binding.

2.1 Legends for the Front" and Reer~panel Views

Ref. Labelling Function w
'NO.

l NF-AF AF output socket with switching contact
for loudspeaker g.
zout 2 i9 9;
Pout max 2 0.4 W.

‘g D7 Velume control for 1 end i. i

; Boiltmin loudspeager, which is switched ;
off when a phone jack PLSS is inserted '
into i.

3 DEMODULATION LEDS for indicating the selected form
F ' of A? demodulation.

F3 on. + for FM Signals (F38)
(AF filter 0.3 ~ 3 kHz switohed in).

F3 LFT. + for FM signals (F38)
(AF filter switched out).

A3J 111. e for 888 signale

ABJ ILL

A3 .11.

A3 J—L

A1

A9

(J3E. upper sidebend).

+ for SSE signals
(JBE, lower Sidehand).

+ for AM signals (ABE)
(AF filter 0.3 ~ 3 kHz switched in).

+ for AM signals (ABE)
(AF filter switched out).

+ 1wkHz heat note.

+ for frequency tuning to zero beat.

Key for stepping the RF demodulation.
Upper key for next higher function.
Lower key for next lower function.
AF out: no LEDS lit.

‘n'w. was... -———flH—+—MM—um_
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Ref. Labelling
No.

Function

ha | IF BANDWIDTH

I
i 3 MHz (mod. 52)

320 kHz
f .100 kHz(mod. 56)

12 kHz
(mod. 52.53)

. 1O kHz(mod. 56)
7.5 kHz

(mod. 52.53)

.200 kHz(mod. 53).

LED indication and key for stepping the
selected IF bandwidth.

The 120-kHz bandwidth is always ewitched
in for indicating mode CISPR. with the
588 demodulation modes (A3J). a 2.4-kHz
IF bandwidth ie switched in the audio
channel. the meaeurement IF bandwidth is
7.5 kHz.

l

1m BSSY LED for indicating extended measuring
and calibration processes and internally
controlled frequency scanning.

OVERLOADEDIn LED for indicating an overload condition
a) when the overload detection circuit

in the 2nd mixer reeponde.
b) when nonlinearity ie detected by

means of LIN TEST g; and AUTO 31.

[m PREAMP. ON LED lights when the 10edB preamplifier
(with special Eunction 17) is switched
in.

58
RF ATTENUATION

1w Bedigit 7—segment display of the RF
attenuation set.

10 68 Key for setting the RF input level dis“
play to dBnV. etc. (see section 2.3.8).

13 dBm Key for ewitching the RFuinput level
indication to dBm. (Only when AV or PEAK
is set-at 31: and not if a test antenna
or probe is connected to 31 or if the
mode switch 3g is set to TWO eORT.)

1

15—digit alphanumeric LE3 display for
readout of measured values. input and
output of setting values. and output of
error messages. The readout blinks when
the operating range is exceeded at
either end or when an overload condition
exists.

13 SPEC.FUNC. Key. used in conjunction with keypad ;;
and ENTR key. for entering the special
functions (modulation~depth. frequencyw
offset. frequency-deviation measure“
ments. etc.) and calling each entered
functions. The function codes are listed
in section 2.3.34.

354.3000.52



AHWMHA ._

‘ReET
No.

Function

-——-n._-—.'

OPER.RANGE
Olfl dag-iv

CAL

Key for switching RF input level readout
to desired unit: av, mv, V, etc. (see
section 2.3.8).

—- -- ”Hwy-m —- HIM- nun-wrung

Analog level indication over selected
operating range (with fig).

LED array consisting of 31 L833, with ;
one individual LED each for indication
if the operating range ie exceeded at
either limit, and three 3—digit 7weegw
ment displays marking the beginning,
centre and end of the selected demodu-
lator Operating range. The LEB.row diew
plays the voltage level at input fig in
dbuV in all cases.

WWMMW _"_‘“‘ “ nh-vm-

Key for initiating calibration
processes:

+ pressed momentarily (< 3 5): testing
and, if necessary, correcting level
and frequencydoffeet calibration;

+ held down (> 3 a): measuring and
storing the RF frequency response,
IF bandwidth corrective values and
demodulator characteristics.

During the calibration proceeeee,‘the
BUSY LED 3 is on.

For details see section 2.3.7.

t STO RCL

CLR

Keys for storing (8T0) and recalling
(RCL) complete device eettinge.

STO 1 to 5 and RCL 1 to 5 cover the
device settings and data for automatic
frequency scanning.

STO 6 to 9 and RCL 6 to 9 cover only
device settings (no frequency ecanning).

STD e is not possible; RCL Q selects the
basic getting of the receiver.

For details see section 2.3.24.
*WWW-fl“

Key for clearing the last numerical
entry via 3;.

—--—IMMM“W

’lfifi _ Qflflflffifi 2.3



lRef.
NO.

211

t

Labelling

ENTR

TALK

MHZ

TUNING

DISABLED

Function r

In“

Key for issuing a transfer command after
completion of the data entry (key
functions ii. £3, £3, 2g, 3;. 33,
36 39 46 engraved in red).

Key for initiating data output to a
printer if the automatic frequency scan"
ning mode of the RSVP is not switched
on. The printer must be set to LISTEN
ONLY It is connected to the EEC-bus
output 60. The ESVP must be set to TALK
ONLY by“means of special function E?
(IEC--bus address > 32 see section
2.3.14).

35,

—“"‘“‘“-" ”4w“ “www.4mmflnw

6—digit display of current receiver
frequency.

---- Hfiwfl“

Analog display of frequency offset of
sinusoidal input signal which lies in
the Z? passband from the receiver centre
frequency.

M.

LED array consisting of 16 LEDs plus a
LEE for indication of centre frequency
tuning (positive offset: indication to
left of centre). The centre of this ana-
log display is calibrated as part of the
automatic calibration process initiated
by key 16.

- -- *‘hfi-flwfl-

Knob for quasi-continuous setting of re"
ceiver frequency in 180* and 1— kHz steps
(in SSE demodulation in 0.1ekHs steps). I

afl—“"-"

This knob is disabled if the DISABLED
LED lights (disabled by means of the
keys 26 and 29 and in remote operation:
LED 25 lights up).

POWER Power switch for switching ESVP on and
off in network or battery operation.

Aim-II"-

354.3000.52 2.4 8—3



iRef. Labelling
*ao. ;

Function

25 SEQ
REMOTE
LOCAL

27

MAX.LEVEL

28

MIN.LEVEL

II
_.uu._._.__.u.____.u__.._u._m__u._._u_.__m.._u._._._ _. ___ “q

“‘-‘—"‘""‘ *flflfih—hmmmmflm.

The REMOTE LED is lit whenever the ESVP
is remote controlled via the IEC bus :
connector_§g. ,
Unless a Local Lockout command has been
issued, the REMOTE state can be inter"
rupted during the program by pressing
the LOCAL key. The next addressing
operation by the IEC—bus controller rem
stores the REWOTE state.
The SRQ LEE is lit, so long as the SRQ
line is true, i.e. until the has con"
troller has executed a serial poll.

On/off key for automatic scanning. she
LED lights up to indicate that the en"
gravings on the leftwhand side (dark
background) apply to the entire row of
keys 27, 28, 29, fig, §l_and 23.

_u._u._un__|_u.d._|_—I-I——I-I— mum—m...“ ._ _mu_—I—-*HMW

Key with two functions:

a) The SCAN LED 3g is not on. The re~
ceiver frequency is increased at ,
each push of the key by the amount i
selected with key 30. if the key is I
held down, the key—function is re~ l
peated automatically. I

b) The SCAN LED 3g is on. The upper r
level limit for automatic scanning ,
which is essential for setting the
output to an XY recorder can be
called up and entered (see section
2.3.20). For data transfer, ENTR
key la is pressed.

Key with two functions:

a) The SCAN LED 3g is not on. The re-
ceiver frequency is decreased at “ t
each push of the key by the amount
fixed with key 30. If the key is 1
held down, the hay function is re~
peated automatically.

b} The SCAN LED EE is on. The lower
level limit essential for the detecw
tion of signals and for setting the 1
output to an XY recorder when using
automatic scanning can be called

"up and entered (see sections 2.3.17
and 2.3.20). For data transfer, ENTR
key 13 is pressed.

_...._.................... _,,_..up—---— —--H--H-qnu----IIII

3:271 noon 52')



Ref. Labelling
NO.

Function

29

FAST TUNING SLOW

RUN STOP

.|__________., ..._.....

| 0 seep SIZE

Keys with two functions:

a) The SCAN LED 26 is not on. The keys

b)

Key with two functions:

a) The SCAN LED 26 is not on. By pres~

b)

frequency scanning.

are used for salection of the step
size of the pulse from the pulse
generator 23. If the same key is
pressed again. the pulse generator
is switched off.

The SCAN LE8 26 is on. By pressing
the RUN key, frequency scanning in
accordance with the current data
setting is initiated.

A digit 2 (1 to 5) + RUN initiates
the scan stored under STO Z and sevew
ral digits + RUN initiate the SUCCQS“;
sive scans of several snbranges. A
single push of the STOP key stops

Data settings can be changed and I
scanning resumed by pressing the RUN
key again.

If the STOP key is pressed twice,
frequency scanning is discontinued.
If the RUN key is then pressed.
scanning is resumed at the start
frequency. -:

a...uu...u...u. _..__..._._ _u._u._......_u.. _u_#*flfl

sing this key, the step size of the
frequency variation (by means of 27
and 28) is called up and keyed in.
For data transfer. the ENTR key 12
is pressed.

The SCAN LED 26 is lit. By pressing
tnis key, thewstep size in automatic
scanning can be called up and en—
tered. For data transfer. the ENTR
key 19 is pressed.

-.-—--.—n """—“"'“"'“‘““ - l'ii --
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Ref.
NO I f

31

Labelling

FREQ.

fseoe b) The SCAN LED 26 is on. By pressing

‘ '-—_' _" mmmmwfl~mflm_H—nH—nm

Function

_..._.__..__.___...__,—"_- -fiM—‘ _....u. _.._..__.__...._..._......u...# . Hug—.1...—

Key with two functions:

a) The SCAN LED §§_is not on. By
pressing this key, the reoeiver'frem
guenoy can be keyed in via the nume~
rioal keyboard. For data transfer,
press ENTR key li‘

this key, thefistop frequency of the
automatic scan can he called up and
entered. For data transfer, ENTR key
ig_is pressed.

fseane

m
b
-H

J

U!

OPER. RANGE
20 dB
40 dB
60 dB

4
"““' '“""“‘" “WM

CLOCK
DATE

m:...n_.__u “HI-“d.“

DISPLAY TIME

.29.. 33.: .22... is 16.: fianfeT'
mum-___v—qfl—‘“—“—t—”“m ——————mmWWm

LEDs plus selector switch for the ope— l

Key with two functions:

a) The SCAN LED gg is not on -
no function.

h) The SCAN LED 26 is on. By pressing
this key, the“start frequency of the
automatic scan can be called up and
entered. For data transfer, ENTR key
l2_is pressed.

Keyboard for entry of numerical values
for the functions of 13, 37, 27, fig, 33,

rating range of the analog indication
15. The steps of automatic attenuation
setting by means of 41 are set together
with the operating range (see section
2. 3. 6).

Key for calling up and entering time of
day and data via display 12. With the
first push of the key, the time is read
out, with the second push, the date.

m__ ‘fl—u— _u._..__....m_u.m...u_..._ _._

Key for calling up and entering the time
the measured data ist displayed on 13"
If the display time is different from i
the measuring time, the associated LED I
lights up. The display time is always
greater or equal to the measuring time
set using 39. i

—--— __ —- .m‘a—i___.__ .._._ ...._ -—- ##flwm

HF} “\flflfl F“ r“; '1 £21.11



Ref.
NO.

immun-

37

F

MODE

Labelling

AV
PEAK
czsee
MIL

MAX.
MIN.

MEAS. TIME

TWO PORT'

REM. FREQ.

GEN. OFF l

_-ha_ a-

""-' "_ ‘i_ “'-

f
m—n

_" Milne-mumm-

Function

fin“

LEDS plus switching key for the indi"
cating modes:

F.“ “‘fl-“m

+ average value
a peak value
+ interference measurement according to

CISPR
+ broadband interference measurement

according to MIL standards.

In the MIL indicating mode. the peak
value in dBuV/MHZ is read out.

On/off switch for special indicating
mode MAX. MIN., which permits the range
of variation of the RF input level to be
determined. Maximum and minimum are dew
termined from individual measurements
within the measuring time fixed by means
of 39, and indicated side by side. The
individual measurements are carried out
in accordance with the mode of demodulaw
tion selected by means of 21. For dew ‘
tails see section 2. 3.4.

Key for calling up and entering the mea-‘
snring time = time of average- or peak“
value measurement with steady—state rec“
tified voltage at the A/D converter in"
pet. LED lights to indicate difference
from basic setting. For details see
section 2. 3. 9.

LEDs plus key for the ESVP operating
mode:

m__..._.. .._..__.

w—w-‘flmm flhfiwm-

a) Gain measurement on twoport networks
( 110 to +47 dB). The generator out“ r
pets 48 with an EMF of 96 dBuV at the
receiver centre frequency is switched
on.

b) Remote frequency measurement. The
RSVP operates as a tunable, active
filter. The generator output 48 dew
livers the RF input signal which is
filtered according to the selected
IF bandwidth and has an EMF of 96
dBuV for connection of a frequency
connter. The receiver otherwise
functions as in the GEN. OFF mode.

The generator output i§_is switched
off.

can anon R?



‘H‘I‘

f

Labelling

_u.._.n_.__—u.m_*..un

AUTO

LOW
NOISE

LOW
DIST.

LIN.
TEST

RF
IF

uni-“d;-

I-_- 'fl'flufl'm

__‘l-—IIMHWM_ “M‘W-_WM*HMW-

Function

—"_-,'H*l_|- Hum..-”- 1-... _'I——

Key for switching over from manual to
automatic RF attenuation setting with
lowmnoise or low-distortion IF attenuam
tion setting depending on 42.

an. _.. —--------—-—-----1-..._-.n.-.-_ —‘

Key for selecting low-noise or low”
distortion measurement.

For lowwdistortion measurement, the IF
attenuation is always 10 dB less. For
details see section 2.3.6.

_.__....._..__.... W I-'-

On/off key for linearity wtestm
To check the linearity of the RF and IF
stages of the ESVP. the RF attenuation
is increased by 1 dB for=average~ and
peakwvalue indication and by 4 dB for
CISPR and MIL indication. The actual RF
attenuation is always read out on disw
play 2.

_._..,,,,,,,,,,1

If automatic attenuation setting is see
lected by means of 41 the difference is
automatically indicated after two cone
secotive measurements.

If manual RF and IF setting is selected
by means of 45. only the result is indie
cated. The additional attenuation can be _
switched off or on by pressing key 43. i

W

_|-. F...“ “""‘"“hmfl _.... _.. _..._

Key with two functions for manually set—
ting the RF and IF attenuation:

a) Switches over from the automatic at-
tenuation setting mode (3;) to manual
RF attenuation.

b) Switches over from manual RF to
manual IF attenuation setting and
vice versa. The LEDs indicate whether
the RF or IF attenuation can be V3“
ried by means of 45. The RF attenuaw ;
tion is read out on display 9. The
IF attenuation can be determined in
accordance with section 2.3.6. 1

1-. vii-'1.- “HI-mm“

Keys for manual increase (+) and dew
crease {_ ) of RF or IF attenuation see E
lected by means of 44.1f the key is .
held down. the keying is repeated autow
matically.

“'1!" j flflfln

”*“hl—d—I‘fluu



rRef.
NO.

In ox
h {.0

U“?
.

CZ)

I

E

Lagelling

T
SQUELCH

LEVEL

ANTENNA CODE

“-9 J1
W-fllm

10.7 MHz

e6) H

W lfl 10”.“.

fi-U—d--mflfl_ —‘-'-""-—‘-' ‘MM-flw”

with

_.__._.__...___.__._..._ —-flu_un _|.|.|. find-Hm“ _..._..._..._

Function

‘_‘.— *umMMHHHL‘.

Key for call up and formatted input of
the squelch level in dBuV.

The left LED indicates that the squelch
function is in operation (special
function 13).
The right LED lights when in squelch
operation the AF in euppreesed because
of the low RF level. Therefore: Careful
when adjusting the volume with headw
phones!

32 pole supply and coding socket for
connection of active or passive test an“
tennae or probes. attenuation elements
or amplifiers.

Outputs: +10 V. -10 V (max. 50 me).
Coding inputs to set conversion factor
and quantity to be measured. see section
2. 3. 16.

Generator output (N-socket) for two~port
or remote frequency measurements. This
function is selected with the operating
mode key 3g.

_ "_"‘I- “III-—*H.muflmmfl“dflw 4.. _.

“.“dnflduufl‘na. _.._..Hill Wmmmw mm- M“

Socket (4 mm diameter) for ground cone
nection. '

I-

RE input (N socket. not adaptabie)

Do not exceed the maximum input voltage
specified in section 2. 3. 11 :

-'_-' ———r __'_-'__'_“"'_m"¥—‘*'V—I ‘H'—"_"_'_ J‘fl-flfl

ENC output socket for the narrowband 2nd»
IF (10. 7 MHz). The bandwidth is the same
as the selected IF bandwidth {2). r

EMFe (rme value) in the range of the
level analog indication (Zout a 50 9):
Operating range 20 dB: 10 to 100 mV
Operating range 40 dB: 30 to 1000 mV
Operating range 60 dB: 1 to 1000 mv

_" “mflmmMM-MHM_--‘ 5-H.--” _'-'. "-' '-

BNC output socket for the broadband 2nd ;
IF (10.7 MHz} for connection of an IF“ 1
panorama adapter. The bandwidth is about
2 MHz. zout = 50 n. '

Amplification compared to RF input
(RF attenuation 0 dB):
without preamplifier:

preamplifier:
F‘_'-"

7.5 dB typical
17.5 dB typical

"' “*lfiwhul—I

354.3300.52
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Ref.:
No. I

Labelling Function

53 AM

e9
ENC output socket for the demodulated
AM signal: DC—coupled out ofi AGC demodum
lator.
zout = 330 Q. 1 V for 100% modulation

depth.

EM-

PE)
BNC socket for the PM discriminator out"
put voltage. DC-coupled.
EMF for IF bandwidth (é)
{zout = 330 n):
7.5 kHz. 12 kHz (mod. 52. 53)

10 kHz (mod. 56):
:1 V for 3: kHz

100 kHz
120 kHz
200 kHz
1 MHz

(mod. 56)
(all mod.)
(mod. 53)
(mod. 52, 53): :1 V for $100 kHz

FREQ.
OFFS.

ENC output socket for the frequency off“
set (gout = 10 km, EMF as for 23}.

CISPR <:;}9
ENC output socket for level recording
voltage weighted in accordance with
CISPR; output circuit includee e lowpeee
filter for simulation of panelwmeter
response.

Zout = 10 kn: EMF at maximum analog
' reading: +2 V.

AV/PK<:;}9
ENC output socket for level recording
voltage in the indicating modes AV.
PEAK. CISPR and MIL.

Zout = 10 RR: EMF at maximum analog
reading: +4 V.

are.
EXT.TRIGGER

ENC input Socket for an external trigger
signal. Zin > 3 k9. Triggering three”
hold: TTL-level (high > 2 V. low < 0.8 V
with hysteresis). Selector switch for
poeitivew and negativewgoing edge.

EXT.REF. (:E}“9

INT. 10 MHz

EXT. 5 MHz

ENC input socket for external reference
frequency of 5 or 10 MHz.
ENC output Socket for internal reference
frequency: see section 2.3.19.
Duel switch for
Internal reference:

left~hand
External reference:

5 MHZ: left-hand switch down
right—hand switch down
leftwhand switch down
rightmhend switch up

switch up

10 MHZ:

354.3000.52



FRef. Labelling Function i

fig 24—pole socket for remote control of the
. ESVP in accordance with IEC 6254

(IEEE 488). See section 2.3.22.
1 h The IEC-bus address is set by use of

F I r special function 31. See section 2.3.14.

El. XmY RECORDER 24-pole socket for controlling XY or YT
l E recorders or up to five Radiomonitoring

Recorders ZSGB. See section 2.3.20.

F fig BATT. f Connection for an external battery via
22...32 V I the battery cable provided.

|‘§§ i F2 1 Battery fuse.

g3 47... t AC—eupply connector.
;9 420 Hz

| £2 F1. AC voltage selector with foee.
1 100/120 v T2.5 t

220/240 V T1.6 I

""‘IF’I "ififlfi CW



2.2 Preparation for Use

2.2.1 Setting 3p the Receiver

The following sections describe the environmental conditions re"
quired or to be avoided.

2.2.3.1 Operating Position and Ambient Light

The normal operating position of the ESVP is horizontal. When
using the receiver in the laboratory, it is advisable to set it
up on the legs provided on its bottom cover, for easy operation
on the work bench and reading convenience. Operation in any other
position, however, does not affect its performance. Bright amw
bient light, in particular sunlight, naturally makes reading the
LED displays on the front panel more difficult. The front panel
should therefore be screened off from bright ambient light.

Reasons for using LED displays rather than LCD displays are:

+ LED displays require no illumination,

+ LED diaplays respond faster to the data inputs — even at low
ambient temperatures,

+ Multiplexed 1x33 displays would strongly restrict the viewing
angle. .

2.2.1.2 Temperature and Condensed Moisture

The RSVP complies with the provisions of the IEC 359 safety class
I regulations. The temperature range within which the performance
specifications of the ESVP are valid is +5 to +450C. The receiver
- despite its complexity w is a low—power design so that Special
cooling measures are not called for. Nevertheless, adequate oon~
vection of the surrounding air should be ensured when the recei—
ver is rackmounted, by means of a plugwin ventilator unit. Also,
the receiver should zufi: be exposed 1x3 strong sunlight for any
length of time. High temperatures increase the failure rate of
the instrument compensate and also the selfwdischarge rate of the
lithum battery, which provides for continued data storage in the
CMOS RAMS.

Since the ESV? contains highwimpedanoe circuits, it should not be
used in the presence of condensed moisture. Condensation cannot
always be avoided .. for example, when the cold instrument is
brought into a warm room with a high relative humidity. In such
cases, the measurementa must be delayed until the moisture has
evaporated.

am: anon a“) 2-13 8‘3



2.2.1.3 Vibration and Lowefregsency Hagnetic Fields

The: ESVP' contains several varactormtuned‘ phase—locked toscillaw
tors. Strong magnetic fields and heavy vibration may cause the
sideband noise of these oscillators to worsen. Prolonged exposure
to vibration will also increase the failure rate of the instrufl
meat. Receivers used permanently or frequently in land vehicles
or aircraft should therefore be supported on shock~absorbent
mountings.

2.2.1.4 RF Fields

The ESVP has been tested for field strengths up to 3 we. The
following cases must be distinguished:

a) Measurement of field strengths with antenna

The RF immunity of the RSVP is sufficient for correctly sea“
.suring field strengths up to 3 V/m. The indication with tern
minated RF input is less than 0 dBnV. In cases of doubt, the
IF attenuation should be as high and the RF attenuation as
low as possible, in order to maximize the measured signal at
the output of the RF attenuator.

b) Field~strength measurements in the presence of strong interw
fering fields at other frequencies

For such amssnrements, the data sheet must be consulted in
regard to RF immunity and nonlinearity.

c) voltage measurements in the presence of strong fields

Field strengths up to 10 V/m (140 dBuV/m) have a negligible
effect on the measurement accuracy of the ESVP. This assumes
the RF tightness of the-RF cable, which should be a doublew
screen, solidwjacket type.

d) Field strengths of the order of 10 V/m

The overall calibration could possibly be influenced. For
such calibration, the ESVP shouhfi be brought to an area of
lower field strength.

2.2.1.5 Grounding

For normal requirements, the grounding provided by the protective
conductor in the ACnsupply connector fig or the chassis connection
in the battery connector 62 is sufficient. if a better ground is
required, an earthing cable can be connected to the connector 52
or to the milled spot (Philips screw) to the left of the RF in-
put.

3S4.3000.52 2.14 Er3



2.2.1.6 Rackmounting

The ESVP can be mounted in a 19" rack. To do so, the cover panels
of the receiver must be unscrewed, which is best done in the fole
lowing order: *

+ Unscrew the upper and the lower cover of the cabinet.

+ Remove tflna side strips (with the recessed grips) from the
front and the rear panel.

The frontwpanel screws which held the side strips can be used for
fastening the ESVP in the rack. Adequate cooling of the instruw
meat in the rack must be provided for.

2.2.2 Power Supply

2.2.2.1 AC Supply Operation

The RSVP complies with the safety regulations tor instruments of
safety class I of VDE 411. Safety class I specifies that the AC
supply circuits must be insulated during operation and all acces«
sible conductive parts of the device which may immediately carry
voltage in case of a failure must be reliably and permanently
connected to each other and to the non—fused earthed conductor.

The power plug should, therefore, only be connected to an
~earthingwcontact type power outlet. If a separate earth terminal
is provided, it must be permanently connected to a non—fused
earthed conductor. ‘ *

The ESVP is designed for operation from as supply voltages of
100 V, 120 V, 220 V and 240 V. It is adjusted at the factory for
operation from 220 V. To adapt it for operation from another AC
supply voltage, the fuse holder in the AC voltage selector 32
(Fig. 2-2) is taken out and with the specified fuse so inserted
that the AC supply voltage marked on the cap is positioned under
the arrow in the plug fuse housing, '

The instrument is then ready for operation with the new voltage.
The fuses for all permitted AC voltages are included in the ac-
cessories supplied.

For 100 V and 120 V: fuse type T2,5 DIR 41571,
for 220 V and 240 V: fuse type T1,6 DIN 41571.

The connection to the AC supply is made via the ACwsupply connecM
tor 64. AC supply voltage variations of between —10% and +10% of
the nominal value 6k: not affect the performance. If greater van
riations cannot be avoided, a transformer or regulator must be
connected ahead of the test assembly.

one some no 9-1% 3*5



2.2.2.2 Battery Operation

The RSVP can be operated from a ZAHV battery. A cable for this
purpose is supplied with the instrument. The required input volt“-
age, to connector 62, is +22 to +32 V. If the input voltage falls
below +21 V, the {Estrument automatically switches off. The our“
tent drain is typically 3 A. The input circuit is fused (63) (see
marking on rear panel). “m

2.2.2.3 AC-supply and Battery Operation

If the ACusupply and battery are connected at the same time, the
instrument selects the AC supply. The battery is not charged in
this case.

If the AC supply fails, the battery is*automatically switched in,
if its output lies over +22 V. At switchover, transients may
cause an error message to appear briefly, but any frequency scans
in process are not interrupted.

2.2.3 Instrument Switchwon

After the instrument has been adjusted for the available AC sepw
ply and connected to the AC supply and/or battery, it is switched
on with the power switch 24 (Fig. 2 1) After switch on, the inm
strument setting at the time of the last switch off is restored
(assuming that the lithium back--“up battery for the CMOS RAM of
the ESVP is properly charged), except that a _minimam RF attenaa—.
tion of 10 dB is always set. . 4

During the switchwoh process, the following information is read
out in succession on the display lg:

1st phase: Res ESVP

2nd phase: Version (VetSion of the builtwin
firmware for the I/O

1.n/l.m or M/E processor).

3rd phase: BUS ADDReKB (The IECwbus address set
by means of special
function 61;
for TALK ONLY, the readout
is BUS ADBR ton.)

During the first minute after switch——on, calibration by means of
the key CAL 16 or the corresponding IEC bus instructions is not
possible. "WAIT FOR WARMUP“ is displayed.



2.2.4 Short Functional Check

With entry RCLG‘J (keys 11. L). the ESVP is reset to its basic
setting:

Demodulation 4 F3_I1_
Attenuation 31, gg_ sues, Low NOISE
IF bandwidth g 120 kHz
Mode 39 GEN. OFF
Readout lg dB ...
SPEC. FUNC. i3 (All special functions

_—' are in the basic setting.
see section 2.3.?4)

Indicating mode 21 AV.
max.a1d. as Switched off
Meas. time g2 8.1 s
Operating range 34 60 dB
Time of day. dat§m35 not affected
Display time 33 _" 0.1 s
Scan 26 Switched off
eteqdeficy 180.000 MHz (adjustable by

means of 3;
in lekHz steps)

The basic setting also replaces EEC—bus instructions (see section
2.3.22.4). By pressing the CAL key 35 jam: a short time (s 3 s).
level and frequency offset indicatiogs are calibrated. instead of
a measured value. ”CAL. CHECK“ is displayed. The analog level in”
dication reaches the rightwhand end of the LED row 15 and the
offset indication 22 is in the centre of the LED row.'The calibw
ration process is completed in about a second if it proceeds
without finding a fault. If not. an error message is output.

Settings stored with the 8T0 key are not affected by the_RCL®
entry.

By pressing key 16 for a longer time (3 3 s), the level measure“
ment over the efi?ire frequency range, and efll.ijue IF bandwidths
and operating ranges 34 are calibrated. This calibration process
takes about one minute. Here too error messages are output in the
case of any malfunctions.

For checking the level calibration. the ESVP can be switched to
the operating mode TWOPORT 40. A short connecting cable between
the generator output GEN. 48 and the RF input 50 introduces an
attenuation of < O. 4 dB over the entire frequency range. The in“
dicatMMi of small attenuation values may deviate slightly from
the actual value. but the error will generally be less than
0.3 dB.

A thorough performance check can be carried out as described in
section 3.
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2.3 Operating Instructions

2.3.1 Connection of the voltage to be Measured

The RF voltage to be measured is connected to the RF input 50 via
a 50—2 coaxial cable. The input impedance of the receiver is"
50 R. The ESVP permits sinewave and pulse voltages to be measured
over the 20 to 1300 MHZ frequency range. The maximum permissible
sum voltage of all the signals applied to the RF input socket
that will not cause permanent damage, depends on the RF attenuaw
ties, the RF bandwidth and the frequency (see data sheet).

2.3.1.1 Sinewave Signals and DC Vbltages

With an RF attenuation of 0 dB, the sum voltage must not exceed
3 V into 50 9. Since no DC voltage isolation is provided at the
input to the RF level switch, no DC voltages above 7 V may be
applied.

2.3.1.2 Pulse Signals

With an RF attenuation of 0 dB, the pulse spectral density must
not exceed 96 dBuV/MHZ (measured with a lOO—V x 0.5mns pulse) in“
to 50 R. An RF attenuation of 10 dB can be switched in manually
(see section 2.3.6) in) prevent the RF attenuation of 0 dB from
being switched in by the action of the autoranging circuit.

with an RF attenuation ? 10 dB, the maximum permissible pulse
energy isr‘l MWs (milliwattwseoond) into EH) 9. This means, for
example, that a 100~V surge must not last any longer than 5 us.

The exceeding of these values may result in the destruction of
the input attenuator. pmeamplifier. RF filter. or input mixer.
.Appropriate measures {such as the insertion of a power attenuator
ahead of the input) must be taken to prevent this.

When the ESVP is connected to artificial mains networks, the
switching on or off of connected test items*may result in high“
energy pulses on the testwreceiver input. Meant here are artifiw
oial mains networks simulating motorwvehicle or shipboard net--
works and artificial networks in accordance with MIL standards,
which in general can be used up to 100 MHz. The Res artificial
mains network ESHZWZS together with the ESH3 can be used up to
30 MHz. The pulse limiter ESH3HZZ provides protection of the RF
input.
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2.3.2 Frequency Setting

The frequency of the RSVP can be set in three different ways, not
including automatic Scanning:

aw..."

+ With the control knob 33 in 100w.or iukHz steps

For demodulation types ABJ and A1 (4), the fine-tuning step
size is automatically set tx> 0.1 kHE. This finewtuning step
size is only effective in the.aadio branch. For this reason,
the detuning can be heard in these types of demodulation w the
analog offset indication however jumps every 3 kHz. The
switching between coarse and fine step size is determined by
the pair of keys 32. If the same key is pressed twice, the
tuning knob is switched off; the DISABLED LED 33 lights.

+ By pressing the keys 31 and gfi

At each ‘push of these~ keys, the receiver' frequency' is in“
creased or decreased, respectively, by the amount fixed by the
STEP SIZE key 30. If 27 or 28 is held down, the keying is rew
peated automatically.

+ By numeric entry

By pressing the FREQ. key a, the current frequency is read
out on the alphanumeric display 12 in MHZ. A new frequency can
then he entered via the keypad 33.

The recalling of front—panel settings stored by means of the 8T0
key'can he considered as a fourth way to set the frequency.

The switchwin of AFC is accomplished with special function 15.

2.3.2.1 Automatic Frequency Scanning

A Special feature of the ESH 3 and 138% is automatic frequency
scanning.

By pressing the SCAN key 26, the engravings to the left of the
keys 27 to 32 (darker background) are applicable. The start and
stop Ereguencies and step size for automatic scanning can then be
selected.

The MIN. LEVEL key 28 determines the lower level limit from which
signals are scanned. The Max. LEVEL key 2? permits scaling of the
Y axis for output to an XY recorder. Automatic scanning is trigh
gered by pressing the RUN key 32.

To interrupt automatic scanning, 51: he only necessary to press
the STOP key 32.
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The front-panel settings can then be altered. Automatic scanning
is continued from where it has been interrupted by pressing the
RUN key 32 again. Pressing the STOP key 29 twice, terminates the
automatic scanning. m"

An automatic scanning cycle that has not been completed may cause
the ESVP to act in an unexpected way. Thus: A scanning cycle
should always be terminated (by pressing the STOP key 29 twice)
if the results of the current operation are no longer required.

By storing several sets of scanning settings using STO 1 to 5, it
is possible to arrange for several automatic scanning processes
to follow one another. Start and stop frequencies can be set to
overlap; between the individual subranges, ranges can be skipped.

The minimum levels (threshold levels) set for the individual subs
ranges may also differ. For starting multiplemrange scanning, the
figures I to 5 for the range settings (storage locations) and the
RUN key 29 must be pressed. For details about output to recorders
see section 2.3.20.

Frequency steps in a constant ratio (logarithmic) are particular~
1y important for automatic scanning in interference measure-
ments. The special functions 52 LIN STEP and 53 LOG STEP permit
individual selection of scanning ranges with frequency steps in a
constant number of Hz (linear) or ratio. The special function 53
is used to automatically enter the menu for STEP SIZE in %. For
reasons of simplicity, the RSV? rounds the values off to steps of
100%, 50%, 25% to 0.01%. The switchover 53 ++ 52 automatically
clears the step size memory.

The automatic frequency scan is considerably speeded up with spe—
cial function 93: FAST SCAN. The minimum level determines the RF
and IF attenuations in such a way that the IF attenuation corres~
ponds to the setting LOW NOISE and the RF attenuation puts the
minimum level at the lower end of the SOmdB operating range which
in this case is automatically selected. With every frequency setw
ting, a single measurement is made to check if the minimum level
is exceeded. In this case only, the set measuring time is effec—
tive and the measured value is output. Only the indicating modes
AV, PEAK and MIL are admissible; in case of the CISPR mode,
_switchover to PEAK is made (since the FAST SCAN would otherwise
make no sense).

Normally the unit of the MIN. LEVEL is the unit determined by the
coding at 47 or the special functions 80 to 85. The consequence
of this iswthat it is not possible in the case of, for example,
fieldwstrength measurements with antennas of constant gain (such
as logmperiodic antennas) and thus of increasing antenna factor,
to measure values above the constant noise indication of the re“
ceiver. This disadvantage is overcome by Special function 93
(MIN. LEVEL a input voltage). Independently of the test antenna
or probe used, the receiver noise indication then has a practi-
cally constant separation from MIN. LEVEL. This has special Sig"
nificance for interference field—strength measurements in accoru
dance with MIL Standard 461. In this case, with special function
93, the MIN. LEVEL lies, converted to field strength, very nearly
parallel to the limit value of the interference field strength.
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2.3.3 Selection of IF Bandwidth
The IF bandwidth g is selected according to the modulation band“
width of the signal to.be redeived:

+ 1 MHz (mod. 52) for broadband interference measurements and
for measurement of the vision carrier at sync beak.

+ 200 kHz (mod. 53) for measurement and demodulatioa of FM
broadcasting transmitters.

+ 120 kfis (all mod.) for FM broadcasting, interference measure—
ments according to CISPR.

+ 100 kHz (mod. 56) for broadband interference measurements

+ 12 kHz (mod. 52, 53) for radiotelephony channel raster 20 and
25 kHz.

+ 10 kHz (mod. 56) for broadband interference measurements

+ 7.5 kHz (mod. 52, 53) for radiotelephony channel raster 12.5
kHz and for A35: {doublewsideband emissions); furthermore for
noise sideband and intermodulation measurements.

The IF bandwidth is predetermined by the followind functions:

Indicating mode CESPR ... ..... ..... BIF e 120 kHz (all mod.)
Demodulation modes ABJ, Al, A0 815‘ e 7.5 kHz (mod. 52,

S3)
10 kHz (mod. 56)

’mThese functions automatically select the iU? bandwidth em; shown
‘above. If it is attempted to change the bandwidth, the LED of the
function that is causing the bandwidth to remain fiixed —- for

1 example, the CISFR LED - blinks for about 3 seconds.

In the modulation mode A33 (USE, LSB), an additional 2.4~kHz file
ter is switched into the audio branch (SSB demodulator. see RSV?
block diagram). The measurement bandwidth however remains
7.5 kHz.

The 7.5wkHz bandwidth is the most suitable one for twoeport meaw
surement of attenuation values above EN) d8. However. the other
bandwidths are not blocked.

The four IF bandwidths correspond for the "LS—kids. lZ—kflz and
200~kHz filters (mod. 53) to the 3-dB and for the lZOwkHz, lHz
(mod. 52 and 56). lO—kHs (mod. 56) and lOOwkHr filters (mod. 56)
to the 6d bandwidth (see also data sheet). The eEfective selecW
tivity of the individual filters, shown in Fig. 2-3. results from
the static IF selectivity characteristics of the filters used and
from the sideband noise of the receiver oscillators.
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For special purposes. the 7.5" and 12~kHz filters can be replaced
with filters of either somewhat narrower or broader bandwidth but
with the same input and output impedanoee. The replacement of the
iZkHz filter by one with narrower passband would require some
modification of the control circuit and/or of the motherboard.
The iflMHZ filter (mod. 52) is not a compact unit and cannot be
exchanged.

in any case. the exchange of a filter could result in a change in
the measurement Eunotione: the CISPR indication mode is valid onw
ly in association with the 120*kHz bandwidth and the bandwidth
corteotion factors apply only for the bandwidths as supplied.
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2.3.4 Selection of Indicating Mode

Key 31 is need to select the type of rectifier for the level
measurement.

The following indicating modes can be selected:

NJ. the mean value of the input signal, more exactly, the
linear timeeaveraged value of the demodulated voltage at
the output of the envelope demodulator, calibrated in
the rms values of an unmodulated sinewave signal.

Hence, with an unmodulated ainewave eignal, the exact
rme value is indicated, and with a symmetrically module“
ted All signal, the rms value of the carrier. For more
details about the influence of the modulation see
section 2.4.1. The AV value indication is used for mea-
suring sinewavee with non—suppressed carrier.

PEAK the peak value of the input signal, more exactly, the
maximum demodulated voltage at the output of the enve~
lOpe demodulator calibrated in the rms values of an un-
modulated sinewave signal from which the same rectified
voltage is obtained.

Basically, the average and peak values of an unmodulated sinewave
signal should give the same indication. For example, if the meae
sored values are indicated in dBuV, an unmodulated sinewave eigw
nal with an rme value of 10 av produces both an average—value and
peakmvalue indication of 20 dBnV. ri‘he actual indications differ
because the noise voltage at the output of the demodulator is

' weighted 'higher' in peakwvoltage:‘meaeurements' than jx1 average“
value measurements (see section 2.4.1). The peak—value indication
is used for measuring the power of keyed carriema amfl the peak
power of AM and SSE emissione.

CISPR the quasiwpeak 'value of ~the input *signal with pulse
weighting in accordance with CISPR Puhl. 2 and 4 or
Publ. 16.

This indicating mode is identical with the indicating
mode specified or recommended in VDE 0876 for radio in—
terference measurements according to VOE 0871, 72, 75,
79 and other German specifications.

The time constant of an analog meter enters into the de~
sign of the pulse weighting in accordance with CISPR.
The meter ie eimulated by a network with the same time
constant. Re a result, the time response of the analog
indication 15 for CISPR with logarithmic reeponee cor-w
responds toHEEat of a mechanical meter without logarith~
mic response.



on account or this meter time constant and the charging
and discharging time constant of the weighting circuit,
settling time must be allowed for every new frequency
and level setting before a valid test result can be ob—
tained. It is, therefore, pointless to select a season
ring time of less than I s (by means of MEAS. TIME 39)
for radio interference measurements according to Clsfifi,
above all for automatic measurements.

MIL the peak value of the input signal as for PEAK, but as
pulse Spectral density: that is, with a different unit.
The designation MIL originates from the American MIL
(Military) standards, which specify that broadband inw
terference be measured as spectral pulse density in
dBuV/MHZ.

The pulse amplitude is for an IF bandwidth of 1 MHz be-
cause the pulse amplitude at the output of the IF filter
is directly proportional to the pulse bandwidth of the
filter, so long as the pulse frequency is low enough
that the individual pulses at the output of the filter
do not interfere with one another. The measured result
is therefore indicated in uV/Mfiz, mV/MHZ or sV/MHZ and
the peak value PEAK is increased by the bandwidth factor

1 MHZ 1 MHz
or 20¢log

BIF BI?

This bandwidth factor is for the four IF bandwidths (the corre-
sponding pulse bandwidths in parentheses) as follows:

RIP 1 MHz ...... ........... . l or 0 dB (mod. 52)
200 kHz (225 kHz) ........ 4.4 or 13 dB (mod. 53}
120 kHz (326 kHz) .. ...... 8 or 38 dB (all mod.)
100 kHz (100 kHz) ........ 38 or 20 dB (mod. 56)

12 kHz (13.4 kHz) .,..... 80 or 38 dB (mod. 52, 53)
10 kHz ( 10 kHz) ........ 100 or 40 dB (mod. 56)

7.5_kHs (8.3 kHz) ........ 120 or 42 d8 (mod. 52, 53)

Pulses of a very low repetition frequency (PR? < 1 kHz) yield ape
proximately the same result with all the IF bandwidths so long as
the RF input is not overloaded. Real pulse interference (from
commutator motors, ignition systems) may contain more or less
high pulse frequencies.

Moreover, the individual pulses are often not correlated with
each other but stochastically distributed in time. This may under
certain circumstances considerably increase iflna indication in
uV/MHZ or dBuV/MHZ when switching to the next lower bandwidth. In
the most adverse case (where the interference has the abstract“
teristics of white noise), the indication is increased by the re"
ciprocal of the square root of the IF bandwidth ratio.
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Increase = I I
BIF wide or 20 leg '31? wide = 10 log BI? wide

- EIF narrow BIF narrow EIF narrOW'

In any case, independently of the degree of correlaw
ties. the results obtained with the 120mn and 1MMHZ
(mod. 52), 120*kHz and 200~kHz (med. S3) in: 120wkfiz
and iDOukHz (mod. 56) bandwidths come clesest to the
value referred to 1 MHz. These bandwidths are permit“
ted as test bandwidths by the MIL standards.

.If narrowband interference (sinewave signals) is prem
sent in the noise Spectrumr the best way to detect it
is te switch to averageuvalue indieatien.

The fellewing diagram shows that the averagewvalue in“
dicatien heavily suppresses pmlses Lg) te relatively
high pulse frequeneiea while the full amplitude of
siaewave signals is indicated.
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Fig. 2-5 Difference in pulse weighting by the indicating medes
AV., CISPR and PEAK or MIL as a function of the pulse
frequency (IF bandwidth 120 kHz).
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MAX.MIN. the range of variation of the input signal

Single measurements at TOO-ms intervals (i.e. the mea“
suring time for the single measurement is 100 ms ire

“ respective of whether AV., PEAK. CISPR or MIL is
switched on) are carried out in the selected MEAS.
TIME 22 (1 to 1000 s).

The highest (MAX.) and the lowest (MIN.) test result
are at the end displayed together side by side. Since
the indication of the unit would require more places
than provided by the 15~digit alphanumeric display 12,
it is abbreviated to dB*, where "H stands for the
unit which would_be indicated without MAX.-MIN. mea—
surement). To determine the unit, just switch off
MAX. MIN. fig briefly. The indicating mode MAX. MIN.
can be combined with any of the indicating modes av..
PEAK, CISPR and MIL. '

Since it is not possible to take measurements while
the setting of the RF level switch is being changed.
fixed RF and IF attenuation (33) values are selected
in the MAX. MIN. indicating mode. Hence. the user must
make sure that the operating range of the analog indi-
cation is not exceeded during the measurement. With
the indicating modes AV.. PEAK awn} MIL it is. there—
fore, best to select the 60—dB operating range. After
each alteration of the frontmpanel settings, the mean
surement starts again from the beginning. If the open
rating range is exceeded, the display blinks.

2.3.5 Selection of Operating Level Range

The selection of the operating level range has the following con“
sequences:

+ The range of the analog indication ii is determined.

The coverage (n3 widely varying signals without the need for
attenuator switching is provided over wide operating ranges
(40 and 60 dB).

be a wide operating range, the signalwtownoise ratio of the
test and AF demodulators in the proximity of the maximum anew
log indication is higher than in a narrow operating range.

With automatic RF attenuator setting. the level switch step
size increases with the operating range. The relationship is
as follows:
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Table 2—}

Qperating range Level switch step size
(33 dB

Wfl_mw “in“... _. A i. m u.“ ”H“...

20 _ 10
40 ' 20
60 30

Moreover. the switchover hysteresis and. as 51 result. the
range of analog voltage at the A/D converter input is in—
creased with automatic attenuation setting (AUTO key 4? dew
pressed): mm

Table 2w2

«M-ail-h Mufinmmlmflmflfl-

Operating range Range of the analog voltage below
'the max. analog indication

M

_..._._._._.__.._._._._.. mm . ._ a..__.. ._._._....._........_._...._......._..........._ H“--—-'-“‘-'-—I-II-fi.--_-_

20 as" _—12 to 0 as
40 as “25 to a as 1
60 as ~40 to 0 as

_._ _.__.n_.._n._._n_—-— --——H-A'\--— _-‘Mnm.mmmmw

For automatic frequency scanning with large level jumps. it is
advisable txa ions the widest. possible indicating range to
minimize setting time. ‘

+ The maximum measnring accuracy slightly decreases with increa~
sing operating range. The uniformity of the logarithmic level
conversion is corrected_by the overall calibration of the ESVP
according to section 2.3.7 but the measuring accuracy is some
tenths of a decibel higher in the 20~dB range than in the 40m
and 60d ranges.

+ At low modulation frequencies. the error of the average—value
measurement increases with increasing modulation depth in the
operating ranges 40 and 60 dB (see section 2.4.1.2).

+ In the CISPR indicating mode. the 20—dB range is automatically
selected (see section 2.3.4).

2.3.6 Setting of Attenuation. Measurement Ranges.
Preamplifier

The attenuator (RF level switch) built into the ESV? permits atw
tenuation to be set over the range 0 to 140 dB. A id attenuator
pad (4—dB pad for CISPR and MIL modes) can be cut in or out. as
desired for checking the linearity. In addition. the 10.7HMH2 am"
plifier circuit is switchable in 10~d8 steps and permits IF at”
tenaation between 0 and 40 dB. With this and the 20. 40 and 60d
operating level ranges. signals can be measured over the entire
measurement range (—20 to 137 dBnV) specified in the data sheet.



2.3.6.1 Manual Setting

The RF and the IF attenuation can be set in steps using the key
44 and the pair of keys 3;. It should, however, be borne in mind
that the IF attenuation must not be too low (high noise voltage)
nor too ffitfli (if highelevel signals are simultaneously applied,
intermodnlation. products :may in: generated, etc.). The, RF ate
tenuation is displayed on 2.

By means of the 10—dB pmeamplifier, the sensitivity of the RSVP
can be increased by about 8 dB. Correspondingly, the lower limit
Au of the operating range of the analog indication 15 is
lowered by 10 dB, when the.PREAMP. ON LED 8 is lit. With the RF
and IF attenuation both set to 0 dB, the lower limit Au of the
Operating range is “20 dBuV with and —10 sV without preamplifi—
cation.

For the determination of the IF attenuation I whens R = RF at—
tenuation in dB (indication 2):

without preamplifioation: I/dB
with preamplification: I/dB

Au+10-R
Au+20“RII

I?
Example: Preamplifioation switched in, RF attenuation : 20 dB:

Au = 40 dBuV, so that I e 40 dB.

A hint for the rapid determination of I:

with preamplifioation: if R
without preamplifioation: if R Au 1 than I

20 dB:
10 dB.1!

ll

3!
I?

The preamplifier is Switched in with special function 17 (see
section 2‘3.14).

If the LJN. TEST key g;_is pressed with manual attenuation set-
ting, the i-dB attenuator pad is continuously in circuit. From
the change in the level indication, the user can recognize
whether any nonlinearity exists and must then out off again the
1-~dB attenuator pad. If there is no change in the level indiu-
cation, no overloading, in general, is present. ’I‘he OVERDRIVEIN
LED 7 does not light even in the case of an obvious nonlinearity
(e.g? with intermodulation measurements) unless one of the over—
load deteotion circuits indicates that a certain stage is over~
loaded (see functional diagram 354.3000 F8 in the Appendix Vol.
II), i.e. when the 1-dB compression of the stage is obtained.



2.3.6.2 Operating with Preamplifier

The preamplifier is out in with special function 17, between the
RF attenuator and the preselection with the let mixer.

It reduces the noise figure of the ESVP from typically 14 ~ 16 dB
to 6 u 8 dB. Naturally, the compression level (desensitization)
and 1P3 are reduced by about 10 dB. As a result of its lineari-
ty, the gmeamplifier itself contributes practicalhg nothing to
the desensitization and intermodulation except for the amplifim
cation of the interference level. Broadband interference signals
(pulse interference) however arrive at the input of the preamplic
fier in full strength, so that the CISPR weighting and broadband
interference measurements according to Eta; Standard 461/462 are
adversely affected. The l~dB compression lies for a level pulse
spectrum in the range 20 to 3300 MHz typically at a value of
65 dBuV/MHZ.

This is nevertheless a value that still permits CISPR weighting
for pulse frequencies of 5 to 10 Hz with setting AUTO 4? and
broadband interference measurement according to MIL 461, onion in
many practical cases is sufficient.

2.3.6.3 Automatic Setting (Autoranging)

The RF attenuation is automatically set if the key AUTO 41 is
pressed, the IF attenuation being fixed, in steps determinEE by
the OPERATING RMJGE 34 (see section 2.3.5). The attenuation is
always so set,r that the analog voltage at the input of the A/D
converter lies in the upper half of the analog indication. This
is the range l‘WhiCh the signal-to-noise ratio is highest and
the measurement therefore most accurate.

The value of the IF attenuation is determined by the function g3,
the IF bandwidth and the indicating mode.

The following table lists the IE attenuation values with the keys
3; in the LOW DIST. position, that means the highest possible RF
attenuation. so that the input mixer is supplied the signal at
the lowest possible level.

At the LOW NOISE setting. all the IF attenuation values are 10 dB
higher.

table 2—3 IF attenuation values in the LOW DIST position

IF bandwidth Indicating node
kHz av.l PEAK L CISPR t MIL

7.5 (mod. 52, 53) 1 O 10 m 30
10 (mod. 56) O 10 ~ 10
12 (mod. 52, 53) 0 10 ' w 10

l 100 (mod. 56) 10 20 — 20
120 (all mod.) 10 20 10 20
200 (mod. 53) 10 20 — 20_ 1
1000 (mod. 52, 56) 20 30 m + 30 F
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The LOW NOISE setting is preferable for measurements in non-
critical measurements because of the higher measuring accuracy.
For amasurements with very high interference levels and low si—
gnal levels the LOW DIST. setting should be chosen, likewise for
broadband interference measurements according 1x: MIL standards
with an operating range of 60 dB. In the LOW NOISE setting, the
IF attenuation is reduced by 10 dB if the minimum RF attenuation
is reached and the analog value falls below the minimum specified
in 2.3.5. This corresponds to the LOW DIST. setting. When the siw
gnal level goes up, this IF attenuation is cut in again immedia—
tely. '

With automatic attenuation setting, two measurements are always
initiated for each test result when the LIN. TEST key 43 is pres“
sad, the MEAS. TIME 39 applying to each single measurement. The
result Ml (Hi the measurement without time additional attenuator
pad is indicated in the lefthand section of the display 12 and
the difference M2 - M1 (M2 a test result with additional attenua—
tor pad) in the righthand section of the display {indication ale
ways in dBi}.

_ Example: 51.8 dB* +0.2
The cause of a positive difference could be a desensitization of
the input stages of the ESVP and the cause of a negative diffe—
rence could be that the signal being indicated is a noise product
(intermodulation, harmonics) that has developed in the ESVP. When
measuring field strength, the cause coubd also be input voltage
fluctuations.

With the indicating-modes AV. and PEAK, the ledB attenuator of
the RF level switch is cut in for the LIN. TEST.

With the indicating modes-CISPR and MIL, a 4*dB attenuator is
used instead of the dB attenuator, since differences between
two measurements of the order of I dB are normal in the case of
broadband noise. For this reason, a 1-dB attenuator would be in-
appropriate. The OVERLOADED LED 7 lights to indicate nonlineariw
ty. The limit for the detection-of nonlinearity is a difference
of > D. 3 dB with the 1-dB attenuator and a difference of > 1 dB
with the 4~dB attenuator.

At switchmon of the ESVP, at least 10—dB RF attenuation is always
' cut in regardless of whether manual or automatic attenuation set*

ting has been selected. This attenuation is maintained as a mini—
mum attenuation with automatic attenuation settimg until it is
set to 0 dB after pressing the RF IF key 44.1f now the AUTO key
41 is pressed again, the last 10~dB attenuator can also be auto—
Eatically cut out. The lOedB RF attenuation can be cut in again
as a protective measure with automatic attenuation setting by
pressing the key “+".
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2.3.7 Calibration and Measuring Accuracy

The calibration processes for level and frequency offset measure-
ments are initiated with the CAL key lg:

a) If the CAL key is briefly pressed {< 3 s), the calibration of
level and frequency offset are recalibrated at 100 MHz. Sub“
sequently, at the frequency and bandwidth set, the actual
correction value is compared with the correction value meaw
eured under b} and in the case of an undue difference, as er”
ror message is cutout. This brief calibration is intended to
combensate for gain drifts during operation.

b} If the CAL key is held depressed for more than 3 seconds, an
overall calibration process is initiated during which the re-
quired frequency response correction values, the IF bandwidth
and attenuation correction values and the demodulator charac—
teristics (in 10—dB steps) are measured and stored. This com“
plete calibration replaces frequent recalibration at each
change of frequency and bandwidth and enhances the accuracy
of the level measurement while maintaining the full speed of
the measurement. The correction values are constant over an
extended period of time and need not be re-established every
day. An overall calibration should only be made with the inw
strument fully warmed up - after about 30 minutes of ope-
ration. -

If a fault is found with the hardware during calibration, an er“
ror message is output:

Error @3 Occurs in tum: brief calibration if the {difference
' between frequency response correction value and the

actually required correction value is :> 0.5 dB. An
overall calibration should be performed.

ERROR 95 Error in brief calibration:
The Iseamplifier setting range or range for the off—
set correction are insufficient.

ERROR 67 A correction value of > 5 dB is obtained in the over-
all calibration. The calibration is terminated. The
overall calibratioe is also terminated in case of
other hardware errors: ERROR 1% to 15, 51 to 59.

If the calibration values are lost for any reason, e.g. when the
ESVP is switched off during the overall calibration process, the
remaining correction values remain at (L. amd it is possible to
continue with the measurement, with reduced accuracy.

:31 i J:
-
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Measurement Accuracy

The measurement accuracy of a test receiver is determined basi—
cally by three quantities:

.9. Accuracy of the internal sinewave calibration generator

The calibration generator of the RSVP has a frequency reaponee
flat within (typically) $0.1 dB. This is achieved with a prew
ciaion meter rectifier, which rectifies a level of +6 dBm. At
this level, the meter rectifier has practically no temperature
variation. The frequencywdependent attenuations of the inter*
nal RF cables and relays are compensated with a frequencywdefl
pendent corrected DC voltage reference of the level control.
The correction of the DC voltage reference is performed by the
microproceeaor at the frequency setting with the use of a b/A
converter. The calibration level can be checked at any time
with the use of an accurate thermal power meter at the SEN
output fig.

In addition to {fine Sinewave calibration generator, the ESVP
has a pulse generator which serves only for the recording of
the broadband correction value for the I—MHz and 120~kha IF
bandwidths for the MIL indicating mode and the CISPR absolute
calibration. For this reason, the pulse calibration is
performed only for 100 MHz, the pulse generator being adjusted
precisely for this frequency.

Accuracy of the internal RF and IF attenuation switches

The frequency—dependent baaic attenuation of the RF attenuator
is compensated tag the overall calibration. The manufacturing
tolerances of the individual RF attenuation elements is
monitored with DC-voltage and frequency-response tests during
production.

The typical error is

< 0.05 dB for 10d attenuation elements,
< 0.05 dB for 20d attenuation elements, and
< 0.08 dB for 40—dB attenuation elements.

Thus for an RF attenuation of 70 dB (= 40+20+10), the
attenuation error is typically less than 0.2 dB.

The attenuation error of the RF attenuator cannot be corrected
by the overall calibration since the RF attenuator is used in
the overall calibration as reference for the recording of test
demodulator characteristics, including those of the a/o
converter and of the IF attenuation correction values.
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+ Accuracy of the section from test demodulator to A/D converter

With the RF attenuator as reference, this entire section is
registered in lOudB steps. BecauSe of the outstanding
linearity of the test demodulators, with typically less than
0.2 dB deviation from linearity. only a few key values are
needed for an optimum correction.

Information regarding the influence of signalwtoenoise ratio
on measurement accuracy is contained in section 2.4.1.

2.3.8 Setting the Data Output

The unit of the data output on display A; is set by means of the
keys dB ... lg, dam ll. SPEC. FUNC. l; and V}a 13. The keys l3!
i; and‘le determine the unit for voltage. field—strength and RF

W

current. The key l; is dealt with in detail in section 2.3.14.

a) without test antenna/probe connected to ARTENXA CODE socket
g1} this key determines the units

+ for the voltage level .......................... dBuV
(in decibels above 1 uV)

+ with.indicating mode MIL 31
for the broadband interference level ........ ... dBuV/Mfiz

'+ in the operating mode TWOPORT
I» for the amplification Ilifliilit.Iii-fillliliiill dB

(attenuation is negative amplification)

b) with test antenna/probe connected to ANTENNA CODE socket 32
or with the special functions 83. 84, 85. this key determines
the units

+ for electrical or freewspace field strength .... dBuV/m
With MIL indicaticn mOde "ifilitlfilllliiitfliitflfl fiBuV/mMHZ

+f0r RF Current Ifiii-IilliliiiitlfliiI#Il#fli‘tiiilii éBi-IA

With MIL indicating made lik‘l‘filliillliiilliiil nA/MHZ

+ for magnetic field strength .................... damn/m
with MIL indicating mode ....................... dBuA/mMHz

+ for radio interference power (CISPR. MUS
absorbing clamp) ........................ ...... . dBpw

4-;_ _... A an H “I:



dBm

VpA

without test antenna connected to ANTENNA CODE socket 31,
this key determines the unit

for the pflwer lave}. into 50::2 lfifiitiififiifll!9iilli* dam

This indication doea not mean that the RSVP functions as an
rms meter. Only the power of einewavee which are not ampli—
tude modulated is correctly indicated.

Since the unit dBm is to be used only for power levels re1a~
tive to 1 aid, only attenuators or amplifiere with defined
power loss or gain may be coded on 3:.

Example:

A reeiative matching pad 75 9/50 9 is to be connected and the
indication is in) be in dBm. The conversion factor of 10 dB
can be coded at the input 47. Hence, the matching pad must
have a power attenuation of"7b dB. This would correspond to a
voltage attenuation of 11.8 dB.

without antenna connected to ANTENNA CODE socket 31, this key
determines the unite

+ for the voltage on socket il_................;. av, av, V

+ with the indicating mode MIL 37
for the pnlde spectral denait§w.;.............. uV/MHZ

mV/MHZ
V/Maz
kV/Mflz

+ Switching from av t mV + V + mV e av
is without hysteresis effect.

with test antenna/probe connected to ANTENNA CODE socket 31
or with epecial functions 83, 84, 85, this key determines the
following additional units

+ for the electrical field strength ....i........ uV/m to V/m
with the indicating mode MIL £1 ............... nV/mMHz

to kV/mMHz

+f0r the RF current llllilillilliflfifi!Illififiitfli LIA tog

with the indicating mode MIL 31 ............... uA/MHz to
A/MHZ

+ for the magnetic field strength ............... uA/m to A/m
with the indicating mode MIL El ............... uA/mMHz to

kA/mMHz

+ for radio interference power (CISPR, MES clamp} pW to aw
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The function of keys 1Q} ii and 13 is restricted as follows:

In the operating mode TWOPORT 40, the amplification and
attenuation can only be output in'dE. The TWOPORT LED blinks
when the V, A key 14 is pressed
"dBm" 11 can only be selected when there is no test antenna/
probe connected to ANTENNA CODE socket 47 for field strength
or RF current measurement (see section 2 3. 16). A constant
power gain or loss may, however, be coded in 10—dB steps.

+- v.23. _1_4_ cannot be selected if the functions LEN. TEST 3; and
MAX. MIN. fig are switched on.

2.3.9 Setting the Measuring Time

The measuring time in seconds can be called Lip or altered by
means of the MEAS. TIME key 32. This is true for voltage level
measurement as well. as for the following special measurement
functions SF 21 23, 25 (AM modulation depth) and SF 41, 43, 45
(FM frequency deviation) (SPEC. FUNC.13). It corresponds either
to the averaging time or to the peak value measurement time for
each single measured value depending on the selected indicating
mode. With MAX. MIN. it is the total measuring time (see section
2.3.4). There is no fixed time for automatic frequency scanning
but it is to a great extent determined by the measuring time for
each single measurement (MEAS. TIME 32).

A measuring time of O. 1 s was chosen for the basic setting. Um“
modulated signals and signals of a relatively high modulation
frequency can also be measured with a shorter measuring time. Si—
gnals at a lower frequency, in particular most broadband inter“
ference signals, require longer measuring times.

The measuring time is always counted from the moment the RF level
switch reaches its final setting and the input voltage at the A/D
converter has reached a steady state.

The following measuring times can be set
(in steps of 1, 2, 5. 10...):

With indicating modes
Ava,- PEAK" CISPR and MIL I'llttltiilli 06005 8 t0 100 S

With indicating mode
MAX‘ MEN. IIIO.CC¢IQQOOIOUCOCO ....... .18t010008
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2.3.10 Setting the Display Time

The display time (DISPLAY TIME 36) is at least as long as the
measuring time (MEAS. TIME 22). T? can be longer than the measu~
ring time if this is required for reading off the test result.
The setting‘ ranges are. however. the same as for the measuring
time.

The display time begins at the moment that the measuring time
ends. If the display time is longer than the measuring time. the
value last measured is read out upon termination of the last dis—
play function. After each new setting. the nmasuring time must
have elapsed before the first value measured is displayed. The
display time can be longer if a long frequency measuring time has
been selected (SF 31...39).

To explain the concepts of measuring time and display time by way
of an example. a broadband interference with a pulse frequency of
approx. 2 Hz is to be measured. To make sure that a pulse occurs
in every test cycle. a smasuring time of l 53 is selected. The
pulse height can be observed during the measurement on the analog
level indication _l___5__. The arrival of a pulse does not trigger a
measurement. The peakevoltage rectifier is discharged at the end
of the measuring time and a new measurement starts. The maximum
value obtained during the measuring time is converted and indica~
ted during the new measurement.

For measurement with linearity test (LIN. TEST 3;). the display
time is automatically at least twice the measuring time since
each result involves two single measurements. ,

A long display time is particularly useful in automatic scanning
operation. where short measuring times for each single measure-
ment are desirable to ensure a short total scanning time. but
each value measured that is above the minimum level set by means
of MIN. LEVEL _2_8_ should be displayed long enough to allow the
user to note it down. In radiomonitoring. senders exceeding the
threshold can be listened on during the display time.

2.3.31 Time of Day and Date

The ESVP includes a CMOS clock chip. which is useful in the serum
matic production of measurement records. Time of day and date run
continuously. even when the instrument is shut off.

To call the time. key 32 is pressed. a second pressing of the key
calls the date. To correct the time. key 32 is pressed. the new
time of day in hours and minutes is keyed in and when the keyed“
in time is reached. it is entered by pressing the ENTR key 12'

If the time of day or data is being indicated on display 13. it
can be output to a LJSTEN ONLY IECHbus printer by pressing the
TALK key 39.

Special function 69 also serves for outputting the time of day to
a printer along with the data output.
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2.3.12 Setting the DemMuiation Mode and Squelcn

The demodulation modes 3 are selected as described in section
2.1. With the indicating mode CISPR, A3 demodulation is always
out in unless AF has.been switched off. In the TWOPORT operating
mode, the demodulation modes are automatically switched off.

For better distinction of pulse interference in the noise, the
volume of the as signal is adjusted as a function of its peak
value in the PEAK mode. In addition, a quasiflpeak-responding rec“
tifier with fixed rise and fall times is connected into circuit
instead of the AF lowpass filter. However, sinewave signals are
thus distorted. If sinewaveimodulated signals are to be repro-
duced without distortion in the PEAK mode, the position of X220
on the evaluation PCB should be changed.

Difference between A1 and A0:
With an unmodulated sinewave signal input at the receiver centre
frequency, a beat note of 1 Mix is obtained with 2M, and zero
beat with A0. With demodulation modes ABJ U83 and LSB, A1 and no,
the 7. 5_"kHz measurement 1? bandwidth is always switched on, the
audio IF bandwidth is 2. 4 kHz.

In the F3.Jl. and F3.ifiL demodulation modes, the AF level for the
same frequency deviation is higher by a factor of about 10 with
the 7.5—kHz and lzukHz (mod. 52, 53) or lO-kHz (mod. 56) IF band~
widths as with the lZOwkHz or 100—kHz (mod. 56) IF, and again
about 10 times higher with the lEOHkHz IF as with the l—Mfiz IF
bandwidth. The AF bandwidths at output l are about 0.3 to 3 kHz
Ear-[3L3 IL and A3 [L and about 50 Hz to 15 kHz for 33 FL and
a3 .

Setting the Squelch: . .
Squelch can be switched in with special function 13. In this
case, the left (yellow) LED lights. The squelch threshold can be
read out in display 1; in dBuV and a new value entered by means
of the squelch key. The RSVP microprocessor sets the squelch comm
parator via a.Ehfli converter. The analog signal voltage switches
the AF on and off without any participation by the micropro-
cessor.

The squelch threshold also serves with use of special function @3
{TRIGGER INTERN) as triggering threshold for the measurement pro"
cess. Level, frequency, and, with sufficient time, also the mods“
lation values of shorteterm signals can thus be determined auto"
matically.
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2.3.13 Operating Modes TWOPORT and REfl. FREQ. 40

In the TWOPORT operating mode, the gain of a twoport network
whose input is connected to GEN. fig (Fig. 2H1) and output tx: RF
fig is measured in dB (attenuation is negative gain). The meaeure~
meet range extends from "130 to +47 dB. The bandwidth is switched
over to 7.5 kHz. The bandwidth selector is, however, not blocked.

To make allowance in the indication of ieeertion loeeee ix: test
setups, test adapters and, for example, VSWR test bridges, Ere“
gueacy reepoueee can be stored in memory with use of? special
functions 83 and 84.

In the Operating mode REM. FREQ. 3g, the ESVP operates as a
tunable active filter with the bandwidth selected wifle IF BANDw
WIDTH key 5. After reconvereion, the input signal applied to RP
50 is brought out at GEN. socket 48 at the same frequency as the
Efiput and with en EMF of 96 dBuVTWWhie permits the input signal
frequency to be measured exactly by means of a frequency counter
connected to 48 (cf. "Frequency Measured Remotely with VHFi—i?
Receivere ESUZMEnd ESMZ" by K. Benzeieen, News from Res, No. 77,
pp. 28 to 30).

special functions 31 to 34 are also used in connection with re—
mote frequency measurements.



2.3.14 Special Functions

The special functions (key 1;) extepd the range of application of
the ESVP. The functions may be grouped as follows: '

Basic setting ..........,....,... SF®®
Auxiliary functions ............. SFGi, $8, 69
Trigger functions ............... SFG2, 93, e4, @5,

G6, G7, 54, 55
Measurement functions ........... SFTE, 26 to 45
Instrument setting functions .... SF13, 35, 17, 19
Automatic frequency_scao ........ SFSE, 53, 56 to 59,

9% to 93
7. Recorder code and control ....... SF6® to 73
8. Converter correction factors .... SF8® to 89
9 Service functions ... ..... ....... SF95 to 98

W
N

W
a

p
I

I
l

m
m

e
w

Special functions 21 to 45 can each be switched in alone or to—
gether with other functions. In the second case, the measured
levels, for example, are first indicated, printed, or output via
the IEC bee, followed in order by the results of the other
Special functions switched in. Special functions 93 to E7 (trigw
ger functions) are reset at switch—in to the basic state (SFQ2).

Storage:
Special functions 1% 1x) 45, 52 and EX} can be individually as-
signed to every instrument setting in registers 1..;(S)...9 and
thus stored, Special functions 92 to @9, so, 51 and 6G to 93 are
valid, so long as compatible, for all memory registers. Thus, it
is not possible, for example, to assign special fonction 79 (Poe
lygooal connection) to register 1 and special function 71 {Line
spectrum) to register 2.

Special function Q1, 59 and 89 cannot be controlled via the IEC
bus.

For switching in the special functions, the following code is
used (function keyed in after pressing key 1;, termination and
entry of instruction with ENTR key lg:





List of Special Functions

*Bfi Basic setting
31 Ifituhus address

*32 Trigger OFF
B3 Trigger internal
as Trigger external
35 Trigger at clock time x
96 Trigger every x seconds
37 A/D conversion with Trigger Ext.

*38 Printout H/fl time of day
39 Printout with time of day

13 Level measurement OFF
*11 Level measurement ON
*12 Souelch EFF

13 Souelch 8N
*1a A?C - ' EFF

15 AFC ' . SN
*16 Preamplifier OFF

17 Preamplifier 3H
18 Filter mod.meaeurement HF?

*19 Filter mod.meesurement ON

*Zfi AM modulation depth fiFF
21 AM modulation depth ON

*2? Pos. modulation peak QFF
23 Poe. modulation peak UN

*2& Neg. modulation peak 0??
25 Neg. modulation peak as
26 —
2? -
28 m
29 —

*33 Frequency offset OFF
31 " 0N 188 Hz
32 ” EN 10 Hz
33 “ EN 1 Hz
34 " UN 0.1 Hz

*35 Frequency mess. OFF
36 " UN 103 Hz
37 “ UN 18 H2
38 " ON 1 Hz
39 " 8N 8.1 Hz

*se FM frequency deviation 8??
hi FM frequency deviation 0N

*az Pos. peak deviation OFF
o3 Fos. peak deviation 8N

*ao Neg. peak deviation GFF
as 'Neg. peak deviation 6%
as -
a? -
as u
re —
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*53
51

*52
5}

*5h
55

*56
57
5B
59

*63
61
62

*6}
6h
65
66
6?
68
69

*?B
73
?2
?3
7a
?5
?G
77
?B
79

*Efi
81

*8?
83
ea
85

*86
87
EB
89

‘93
91

*92
93

*9a
95
96
97
98
99

2.39

= Basic setting RCLG or 596%

Single frequency scan
Automatic repetition of freq. scan
Linear stepsire
Logarithmic stepsize
SFBY: Internal classification OFF
SFB7: Internal classification 8H
Special scan OFF
Special scan 8N
Special scan - recoro - new input
Record for special scan editing

Linear recorder Xwexis
Logarithmic recorder Xaaxis

No recorder connected
YT recorder provided For
KY recorder provided for
Recorder 2383 provided For
I"

1*

III‘

XY recorder: polygonal cone.
XY recorder: line spectrum
I'-

I...

For 5 field coding viadgl: ov/a
For E field coding via 31: uA/m
Codingigz_effective
kmfactor, broadband dipole + HL023A1
Free kwfsotor A .
?ree kefactor 8
k-factor check 3??
kwfaotor check ON
kufactor new input
k~factor correction, insert and delete

Normal frequency scan
Fast Frequency scan
MIN. level : measurement quantity
MIN. level a voltage levei

reserved for service functions



The special functions marked with * are set with SFGE or ROLE. To
call the functions entered, key 1; ie repeatedly pressed. In or-
der that the call proceed as rapidly as possibler practically all
special functions that are part of the basic setting are not dis~
played.

To enter a function, the digit code must be keyed in and entew
red with ENTR key 12. When the function is then called, the code
readout ie supplemented with a brief note which eaves having to
check in the code list.
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Description of the Special Functions

SFGQ

SF®1

SFGZ

SF®3

5994

SF®5

For establishing the basic instrument setting.

Calling and entering the IEC—bus address.
addresses 663 to 36 can be entered. Address codes > 33
set the TALK ONLY mode of the ESVP. (Factory setting of
address: 18)

Trigger function switched off (a basic setting).
In manual operation. this means continual measurements
according to the selected measurement and display times.

Trigger internal
The squelch threshold fig serves in this case as the
triggering threshold. The RF and I? attenuation for
automatic operation are so emu: that the trigger level
lies in the operating range, except when the RF and IF
attenuations are set to fixed values with 33.
All measured functions set are run off once after each
triggering. As long as SFOB is switched on. an automatic
frequency scan cannot be initiated. SF13 is automaticalw
1y switched in with SFOB. By changeover to SFOZ. SF‘IB
remains switched in.

Trigger external
In this case, the ESVP responds to the edge of a trigger
palse on input fig. A switch at input gg is set to have
the instrument respond to either a positive—going or new
gativeegoing pulse edge. It is mostly advisable to pram
set the RF and IF attenuation to an optimal value. but
if enough time is available. autoranging may be used. A
frequency scan is initiated by the arrival of the exter—
nal trigger pulse, if the IKE} key has previously been
pressed.

Trigger at a preset clock time x.
When the code 65 is entered. the input request ... (hh.
mm. as) is read out. After entry of the clock time x in
hours. minutes and seconds. the ESVP monitors the inter~
nal clock and starts the measurements or frequency scan
set when the entered start time is reached. (A frequency
scan starts at the entered start time only if the RUN
key has Emeviously been pressed.) Until then the ESVP
shows the time left to the start of measurement.
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SF®6

SEQ?

Trigger every 3 hours. minutes. seconds.
A single set of measurements is started at intervals of
time x. Automatic frequency scans can also be repeated
at such intervals. If the entire measurement time is
longer than the interval x. the measurements are repeau
ted without interruption "*1“? error message is genera“
ted. When the code 06 is entered with ENTR. either the
input request REPEAT 00:00:00 appears or,'if special
function 06 was already switched on, the last entered
time interval. The entry of a new interval or a reset“
ting to the start of the interval must be concluded with
an ENTR. The simple checking of the entered time during
the interval without resetting is concluded by pressing
CLR. '

Fast A/D conversion with external triggering

Purpose
Computer—controlled field—strength recording with measn~
ring vehicles for supply measurements.

Antenna

Wheel
dfive

5 -——-----——+ £23:
fl Tog

. E
Distance x . Test Bus Storage
ta pulse Retaiver Controller unit“

I-

To assure that the field-strength measurements along a:
route are not affected by the speed of the measuring ve—
hicle. a: distance indicator* generates .pulses each {of
which initiates an A/S conversion in the ESVP. a pulse
rate at the EXT. TRIGGER input fig of up to 1000 Hz is
permitted.

There are two ways of evaluating the A/conversion out"
puts:

a) binary data output of all samples to an IECubas con“
troller.

b) internal classification according to n samples with
output of time relative field—strength distribution
via the IBC bus (SEQ? with SFSS).
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For method a). an efficient IEC—bus controller is re-
quired for the rapid acceptance and evaluation of a
large mass of data.

For method h}. a simpler IEC—bns controller will serve
or, for recording of the data, a printer with an IEtas
interface with Listen—only capability.

Operation:

a) Binary data output to a controller: only SF®7.
SF54 is only used to switch off the internal classiw
fication (SFSS). The output of binary' data only
makes sense in controller Operation.

With the entry of SF@7 + ease, the ESV? responds by

fixing the RF and IF attenuation (no autoranging),
setting the 60~dB operating range.
disabling the CISPR and MIL indicating modes. *
displaying the message FAST A/D,
enabling the EXT. TRIGGER input gs.+

+
~

P
+

€
F

* In order to use the high. 1000/8. measuring rate
even in the PEAK mode. the duration of the discharge
must be reduced from 1 ms to 0.1 ms for the PEAK
value indication.

For this, resistor R199 of the TO.7~MHz amplifier
355.021? is changed from 1 ad to 100 k9. {This is deli-
berately left to the user of the RSVP to do. because the
peakevalue holding capacitor with a discharge time of
0.1 ms is discharged to half of the voltage. i.e. is
discharged‘ahoct 30 dB in the 60~d8 operating range.)

The A/D—conversion results are with insertion loss coded
to 2 bytes binary each and output to the controller. See
section 2.3.22.5 ”for the output format and inter“
pretation of the binary data.

The instruction "SEQ?“ can be given by the controller.
in which case the ESVP goes into the remote state. The
instruction can however also be entered manually, while
the controller is addressing the RSVP only as Talker to
request data output.

In this case the ESVP remains operable. The measurements
are however interrupted in case of a menu call or a
change in the instrument settings In particular. even
in controller operation the keys £3 +/— of the attenuaw
tion setting are accessible so long as localwlockont is
not in effect. It is thus possible to change the R? at«
tenuation when the analog display 15 approaches the end
of the range. Switchwoff of SEQ? with SF®2.

h) Internal classification (see SFSS).



SFQS

SFGQ

SFlQ

SFlJ

SF12

SFl3

SF14

SF15

SETS

Printout without time of day.

Printout with time of day.
The ESVP can output to a EEC—bus printer in the TALK
ONEY mode. The clock time isszoften of importance, pare
ticularly in the case of radio-monitoring records. In
order not to have to call the clock time into the ESVP
display, the printer records can be automatically proviw
ded with the clock time with SFGQ when a) the TALK key
20 is pressed for output of a meashred value and b) the
fifiN key g; is pressed at the start of an automatic meae
surement run.

Since the date does not have to be repeated, it is out“
put by calling it into the display and pressing the TALK
key.

Level measurement switched out.
This function is used when, for example, only the fre-
quency deviation is to be observed.

Level measurement switched in (basic setting).

Sguelch switched off (basic setting).

Squelch_in operation.
When the squelch threshold set with key fig is exceeded,
the AF is switched in on I and 3. With SF13 in opera“
tion, the left, yellow L855" 33 lights. When the signal
drops below the squelch threshold, the AF is switched
off and the red LED 33 lights to warn_against an exces~
sive AF level in headphone operation.

AFC switched off (basic setting)

AFC switched on
During every measurement cycle (level measurement,
etc.}, a 1(3m offset measurement is carried out with
the internal IF counter and the RSV? frequency thereby
adjusted to the frequency of the input signal. This ad“
justment is performed only if the input level is high
enough for an unambiguous frequency measurement. With
this adjustment, the ESVP frequency can track a slowly
changing signal frequency and, for example, register the
signal level. In automatic frequency scanning and in 883
operation, SF15 is ignored, since it does not apply. In
AUTO RANGE operation, unnecessary switching of the at—
tenuator may occur.

Preamplifier switched out (basic setting).
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SET? Preamplifier switched on to obtain a noise figure of
typically 6 to 8 dB.

More information regardimg the use of_the pmeamplifier
is given in section 2.3.6.2.

SFlB Lowpass filter at input to modulation--depth and Fde—
viation measuring circuit switched out.

In this case, the
lowpass limit frequency (—1 dB) is about 53 kHz
lowpass limit frequency (*3 dB) is about 100 kHz.

This lowpase limit frequency is of such value that the
FM stereo modulation is also correctly indicated, but
higherwfrequency noise components are suppressed.

SW9 Lowpass filter at input to modulation-depth and E‘Medew
viation measuring circuit switched on.

In this case, the
lowpase limit frequency (—1 dB) is about 6 kHz
lowpass limit frequency (*3 dB} is about 12 kHz.

This lowpaes limit frequency should be of such value
that modulation frequencies that have passed the 7.5wkaz
and 12*kHz IF filters are not further affected. Since in
many types of measurements (including also such with
31? e 120 kHz and 1 MHz). low modulation frequencies
are involved (e.g. 1 kHz), the selection of 8F19 is pre“
ferable. Higher—frequency noise components are euppres~
eed.

SFZG AM modulation depth switched off (basic setting}

SFZI AM modulation depth ON

Average value H

A2

A1

Fig. 2w6 Rectified voltage at output of AM
demodulatore
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SFBZ

SF23

SF24

SFZS

533$

SF31

Note:

‘ a2—a1
With SF21. the value m = . 100% is read out.

A2+A1

A2+A1

2
i.e. positive and negative modulation peaks are equal.

With pure sinewave modulation M = and AZ—M = M~A1,

The accuracy of the modulation measurements increases as
the S/N ratio increases. The rectified voltage of the AM
demodulator has the best S/N ratio for maximum IF at—
tenuation (40 dB) and the EOmdB operating range.

The modulationmdepth meaSurement is also affiected by the
ripple of they IF filter out in. This ripple becomes
smaller as the bandwidth of the filter increases.

Positive modulation peak OFF (basic setting)

Positive modulation peak ON

With SF23. the value m+ e * 100% is indicated.
M

Negative modulation peak OFF (basic setting)

Negative modulation peak ON

M-Al
With SFZS. the value m” = * 100% is indicated.

M

Frequency offset measurement OFF (basic setting)

Frequency offset measurement ON Resolution 100 52
Measurement time 10 ms

The frequency of the RF input signal is counted in the
10.7”MHZ IF stage. With SF31. the offset from the en"
tered receiver frequency is indicated with a resolution
{m5 100 Hz. Since the frequency aeasurement corresponds
to the formation of an average value. it ismuch less
affected by the S/N ratio than the modulationwdepth and
deviation measurements. Quite accurate results are ob—
tained with a S/N ratio of only a few s.

The accuracy of the frequency and frequencyeoffset mean
surement depends on the accuracy of the internal or ex"
ternal reference.

As the ESVP is set to steps of 1 kHz. the offset from
the set kHz position is indicated. In the case of measuw
ring signals with a channel raster below 1 kHz. the in-
dication must be converted accordingly.
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SF32

SF33

SF34

SFBS

SF36

SF37

'8938

SF39

SF4®

SF41

Frequency offset measurement ON Resolution 10 Hz
Measurement time 100 ms

Frequency offset measurement ON Resolution 1 Hz
Measurement time 7 s

Frequency offset measurement ON Resolution 0.1 82
Measurement time 10 s

Frequency measurement OFF (basic setting)

Frequency measurement ON Resolution 100 Hz
Measurement time 10 me

As in the offset measurements, the frequency of the input
signal is determined in the 10.7-MH2 IF stage, with con“
sideration of iflma conversioneoecillator frequency. When
both the frequency and offset measurements are selected,
only one measurement is made and the two results indica—
ted one after the other. If, on entering special func—
tions, different frequency resolutions are chosen, the
function last entered determines the resolution. Thus if
5533 and 5336 are entered, the resolution of the output
is 100 Hz. .

Frequency measurement ON Resolution 10 Hz
Measurement time 100 ms

Frequency measurement ON" . Resolution 1 Hz
Measurement time 1 s

Frequency measurement ON Resolution 0.1 Hz
Measurement time 10 s

FM deviation measurement OFF (basic setting)

FM deviation measurement ON

H1 Average value H
\. / IF center

H2
1!

Fig. 2e? Signal at output of FM demodulator
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+ Hi+H2
with 5943, the value of e is indicated.

2

As for the modulationwdepth measurement, the measurement
accuracy is affected by the S/N ratio and IF bandwidth,
and the best results are obtained with maximum IF at—
tenuation, the 6(3d operating range, and an IF band“width BIF > 2 . (&f+fmod).

SF42 Positive FM peak deviation OFF (basic setting)

8943 Positive PM peak deviation ON
With SF43, the value af+ : HT is indicated.

SF44 Negative peak deviation OFF

SF45 Negative FM peak deviation ON
With SF45, the value sf" ==¥£2 is indicated. For exact
sinewave modulation af+ = afw m of, within the accuracy
of the ESVP.

SFSG Single frequency scan after pressing key 23.

SFST- Automatic repetition of the entered frequency scan after
- a single pressing of key 29. This mode is useful for the

recording of a frequencyTand with a slightly modified
XYTwrecorder ZSKT: The modification results in a slow
paper advance'of the ZSKT, also in KY operation. With
every pass, an XY curve is obtained slightly displaced
along the time axis from the curve of the previous
pass. In this way, the level variations with time are
clearly presented.

SFSZ Linear stepsize (basic setting, LIN.STEP)
Input with 2Q_in MHZ.
The steps of the frequency scan are constant. Applie
cation for narroWHband frequency scans, measurement of
harmonics, stepsize of a channel raster, interference
spectra with narrowband interference.

SFSB Logarithmic stepsize (LOG.STE?)
Input with 30 in %.
The stepsizE—is during the automatic frequency scan pro~
portional to the last entered frequency. Apnlication for
the recording of wideband interference spectra and, for
example, for two—port measurements on low- and highwpass
filters.
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To simplify the processor software. the stepsize is
2"“n (entered frequency), where n is an integer.
The ESVP corrects the input automatically so that the
nearest lower value is always set. Values of 100%. 50%,-
25%. 12.5 to 0.01% are accepted. The switching 53 + + 52
automatically clears the memory for the stepsize.

SF54 Internal classification with rapid a/D conversion OFF.

SFSS Rapid A/D conversion with external triggering with in-
ternal classification (see also SFB7). With the entry of
SFSS + ENTR, the message SAMPLES appears to request the
input of the number n of samples to be combined into a
single classification interval. n is a wholeenumoer mul~
tiple of 100 (value range 100 to 65500, tens and units
digits are automatically set equal to zero). If a trig"
ger pulse is produced every 10 cm, 1000 samples cover a
distance of 100 meters. SEQ? is automaticalty switched
on along with SFSS. SFSS can be switched off with SFSé.
but SFG? then remains switched on.

Every trigger pulse causes an A/Deconverter result. With
a 9-bit resolution, the individual A/D converter results
are assigned to a total of 512 classes. After n samples.
the frequencies per class are added up and the probabiw
lities of overstepping are output along with applicable
field—strength levels onto the IEC bus.

Example:

Frequency of a 9-bit a/D
converter value per class

ii
30

* so /-"'~ av.
//

M)"
L6 w
film
26 m 95 ' Class ievel
,9 _ 99 (Hfieidwstrength level)

9 . i i I; f i F
9 256 5n

X

“152;! norm it“) '3 210 we”:



With a sufficiently large number of samples, the classes
in a particular su‘brange are quasi-continuously occu—
pied. The percentage values represent the probability of
overstepping for the applicable fieldetrength levele.~
Example:

The level x is overstepped by 38% of the measured
valuee. .

In controller operation, there results a SEQ (with stem
toe byte 80) if the ESVP is not already addressed as.
Talker.

See section 2.3.22.5 regarding the output format and the
interpretation of the data.

On a idetenwonly printer, the following classification
record ie printed.

Example:

98.500 MHz
% i danv

1 38.4
10 36.1
20 35.5
30 34.7
40 33.7
50 30.6
69 20.7
78 17.1
80 14.2
85 12.2
98 10.4‘
93 9.1
96 7.2
98 5.7
99 5.2

The median (50% value) is read out on dieplaY.l3:
30.6 dBuV F50

with 8864, the_median value can furthermore be output on
a YT recorder. The current values of the MIN and MAX
levels determine the scale of the recorder field. Analog
information regarding the field-strength pattern thus is
already obtainable during the measuring trip. It can be
used for example to quickly decide if the field strength
has fallen below a minimum level and the meaearemeate
can be ended.

The RSVP requires about 50 me for the evaluation of the
classification. During this time, the trigger pulsee are
ignored. If tflua setting of ESVP' is changed during a
classifioation interval, a reset of the class frequene
ciee obtained to that point resulte.
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SF56

SF57

SFSB

SF59

SF6®

Special scan OFF

$F57 activates the specialwscan function. If the RUN key
is ‘pressed, the frequency settings entered with :SFSB
(and SF59) are performed with the specified measure-w
meets. If no frequency data are present, the ERROR 41
message is output.

Unless SCAN is activated and the SCAN data is predefined
an error message is output on SCAN start.

To obtain an output with an XY recorder, the current
SCAN data (3:, _2;_8_, 1g, _3_j_, 33) must fit the frequency
record.
SFS? is switched out with SFSE.

Specification of frequency record for special scan.

Note! With the call of SFSB + ENTR, any previously
specified record is deleted.

With the entry of SFSB + ENTR, the following readout ape
pears: '

No. of FREQ. ?..

in response to which the number n of frequencies (n a 2
to 50) must be entered. After this, the n frequencies
must be input in the order of increasing value.

for editing of frequency record for special scan.

This special function is not usable via the EEC bus.
With it, the specified frequency record can be checked
and corrected (similar to SF89). The following value is
called into the display with the ENTR key.

With Code No. 1 "CORRECT“, the frequency of the current
index number can be changed.

With Code No. 2 "INSERT", all frequencies from the cur—
rent index number on are shifted one place backward, to
permit the new frequency to be input.

With Code No. 3 "DELETE", the displayed frequency is dew
leted and all following frequencies are shifted forward
one place.

Linear recorder Xwaxis (basic setting)
For the frequency axis of the XY recorder, linear sub“
division must always be set (with 896%) if the ratio

fSTOP 1 4

fSTART

Application example: Occupancy of broadcast bands.



SF61

SF62

SF63

SF64

SFGS

SF66

SF79

SF7T

fsoor
ll_> 1.4)

fSTART
Logarithmic recorder Xmaxie (permitted for

For large values of the ratio fSTOP/fSTARTr it ie
advieable to use the logarithmic enbdivision of the fre~
qnency axie; most of the interference—meaeurement speciw
ficatione require it.

Application Attenuation characterietice of lowpaae
examples: and highpaee filters, and interference

spectra.

(not available in the RSVP)
A connecbor coding (Hf the recorder typee on connector
§l_ as “provided. in the .8833 is .not available in the
ESVP. The type determination ie instead provided by ape“
oial functions SF63 to SF66.

No recorder ie connected (basic setting)
Thie Special function must be entered if the recorder
settling time ie not to slow up the frequency scan.

YT—recorder provided for
For recording the level variations over longer time
periods with the pseudo—frequency scan fSTART =
fseoe-

XY-recorder provided for . _
With automatic frequency scans, the ESVP operates an KY"
recorder with use of the 5965 taking into account the
settling time of the ZSKT.
(More information in section 2.3.20.2)

Frequency band recorder ZSGB provided for
(See section 2.3.20.2)

XY-recorder input: polygonal curve (basic setting) i.e..
the individual data points are connected by straight
linee.

Applications: Two—port measurements.
Recording of broadband interference
spectra.
Stepeize of frequency scan < BI?-

XY—recorder input: line epectrnm
i.e.. at every data point a line goes from the meaenred
level to the MIN.*LEVEL.

Applications: Recording of broadcast—band occupanciee.
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SFSG

SFBT

SFBZ

SF83

Fieldwstrength indication uV/m for coding “electrical
field strength“ on socket 31 (basic setting)

Field strength indication inns: fior coding “electrical
field strength" on socket £1.

Test antennas and probes with the coding "electrical
field strength" or "magnetic field strength“ can be con“
nected to socket 31. However, particularly in the short—
wave range, loop antennas are used that are calibrated
in uV/m for farwfield—strength measurements.

In this case E = Zo . H, where .
electrical field strength, unit aV/m
magnetic field strength, unit nA/m

Z0 = characteristic impedance of free space (377 9)

£13

£3
ii

Loop antennas respond to the magnetic field component.

In case of a far field, the specification of field
strength in uV/m is permissible and customary.

In order to express the magnetic field component in the
near field.:hi nA/m instead (fl? uV/m, SFBI corrects the
conversion factor coded on socket 53 by the amount
“51.5 d8 (= “20 « logfi377)).

This correction is valid only for the coding £1, and not
for the correction factors SF83, 84 and 85.

Coding input 47 effective (basic setting)

Kufactors of broadband dipole HUF—Zi and loguperiodic
broadband antenna HL023A1 are provided for.

With this special function, the antenna factors of the
HUFeZ1 for the 20eto-80~Mfiz range (attenuator of antenna
in the 15-ds position) and of the HLOZBA? for the
SO—towT300wMHz range are automatically taken into
account in the fieldestrength indication. This is pee-—
sible because of the high degree of reproducibility in
the antenna factors achieved by close control of manu-
facture. The antenna factors include the attenuation of
the 7-m~long RF connecting cable HFUZHZS. Whenever the
80*MHZ limit is exceeded in the scan mode, the command
CHANGE ANTENNA is displayed on the ESVP. When the antenn
na has been changed, the scan is continued by pressing
the RUN key again. In controller operation, a SRQ rem
salts with status byte- 83. After* antenna change (or
switchmover), the scan is resumed with "SR“.
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SF84

SFBS

SF86

SF87

SF88

Free programmable correction factor A

Free programmable correction factor B

Correction value indication OFF

Correction value indication ON
For checking'taf freely programmable correction factors
which have previously been entered either with SFBB or

.via the IEcnbue interface.

By use (fif'the TALK key, the values can be output to a
LISTEN ONLY printer. With the automatic frequency scan,
the correction curves in the SF87 can also be output to
an XYMrecoroer or via the IEC—bue connector where a oae
pability for checking the accuracy of the interpolation
exists.

For input CHE a'new freewprogrammahle correction factor
via the front panel. Before entering SF88, one of the
two special functions SF84 or SF85 must be entered.

Note! with the calling of 8988, the data set for 84 or
85 is erased. Only completely entered sets of da~
ta are valid (check with SF89).

All values must he entered in the following sequence:

3) Number of value pairs ENTR
Measured quantities code ENTR
Measured quantities code:

1 e Voltage and attenuation measurement (deuv, d3)
2 = Current measurement (dBuA)
3 e wield—etrength-measurement (dBuA/m)
4 = wield-strength measurement (dBaA/m)
5 e Interference power measurement (eBpW)

2) Value pairs
Frequency/MHZ ENTR
Correction value/dB ENTR

Every time the ENTR key is pressed, the request for
the next value appears automatically. So long as the
ENTR key is not pressed, the keyeduin values can be
corrected by pressing the CLR key — after that only
with SFBB and SFBQ.

The input via the front panel is only an expedient
in case a bus controller is not connected.
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Example: Correction curve of RF current probe
ESV-Zl.

'26 ENTR 2 ENTR (20 value pairs.
measurement quanm

tities code = 2)

20 ENTR "19.1 ENTR (let value pair)
22 ENTR “19.3 ENTR (2nd value pair)

25 EETR «19.5 ENTR (3rd velee pair)

100 ENTR “20.1 ENTR (20th value Qair)

The number of value pairs for SF84 and SFBS meet not
exceed 58 each.

For the selection of the correctionmcorve Sampling
points, it should be noted that the RSVP internally
performs quadratic interpolation and uses for this
four consecutive points. The sampling -poiets are
most valuable at maxima, minima and points of in“
Election {IE the correction curve. In intervals of
high curvature, the eampling points should lie
closer together.

Fig. 2—8 Correction curve with sampling points

With a very unfiavoerable combination of value pairs. an
overflow of the internal number range can occur (which
results in Error 34 when SF84 or SFBS is selected). If
error message 34 appears, it can be eliminated by re“
fleeing the separation between the sample frequencies
where the error occurred.
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SF89

sees

SF91

The following formula may be used for a check:

320 dB — ai_1
fiefii1 Q _ * (fi_1—fi_2"for i>2

ai—l " ai—2

where £1
and ai

sample frequency
associated correction value in dB.31

ii

For'correction, insertion (INSERT) and deletion (DELETE)
of correction value pairs.

With code number 1 "CORRECT“, the sampling frequency and
the correction value of the current index can be changed
one after the other. ‘

With code number 2 ”INSERT“, all value pairs from this
index are shifted back one place and the new value pair
can be entered.

With code number 3 "BELETE", all value pairs following
this index are shifted one place forward.

SF89 is not callable- via the IECwbus because it is
easier with the IECwbus controller to replace the entire
set of sample values.

Normal frequency scan (basic setting)

Fast frequency scan .
With this special function. the automatic frequency scan
is speeded an; considerabky. The operating range is set
to 60 dB. The RF and IF attenuation is set in such a
way. that smhfll an IF a£tenuation which corresponds to
LOW NOISE, the minimum level is at the lower end of the
operating range (0 to 9.9 dB).

A frequency setting is at first followed only by an A/D
conversion (duration 0.3 ms). The A/D conversion value
is compared with that of the minimum level. If the value
exceeds the minimum level. the set time of measurement
becomes effective (see section 2.3.2.1).

To avoid slowing down the scanning speed. the conversion
factors according to SF83. 84 and 85 are ignored. Only
the conversion factors coded at input fiz_are observed.
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5992

SF93

SF94

SF98

“fifth

Minimum level in the unit of the measured quantity dBuV
with correction factor, dBuA, dBaV/m. dBuV/m.MHz. dBpW,
etc. (baeic setting}

In this case. the mostly frequencywdependent antenna or
probe correction factor is added to the testwreceiver
voltage level and it is then checked whether the measu-
red value thus obtained exceeds the minimum level.

Minimum level in dBuV (without correction factor)
In this case. the voltage level at tfime RF input is
directly compared with the minimum level. This has the
advantage that the minimum level can be adjusted to a
fixed separation from the receiver noise level.

Application in interference measurements.

Special functions for servicing.



2.3.15 Storage and Recalling of Settings with 5T0 and RCL

Up to nine different sets of instrument settings can be stored.
By pressing the STD key 3; and entering a digit 1 to 9 on the
keypad 3;, a complete set of settings is stored in the associated
CMOS RAM storage area.

In storage locations 1 to 5, the data for automatic frequency
scanning (21, 3g, fig, £1, £2) are stored with each of the five
settings. In storage locations 6 to 9, on the contrary, the set“
ting data stored does not include the data for automatic frequene
cy scanning.

In addition, a storage area is provided for the last setting be-
fore switchimg off the ESVP. When the RSV? is switched back on.
this setting is restored (exception: iOedB RF attenuation, see
section 2.3.6).

Since the CMOSwRAM memory is buffered by a lithium battery, the
stored settings are preserved even when the ESV? 1h; switched
off. The software is designed to prevent incorrect instrument
setting arising from incomplete storage of data sets.

The RCL key 11 and entry of the same digit. 1 to 9, permits the
setting stored by means of 8T0 3mg to be recalled. Since it is
possible to include more than one automatic frequency scan in a
single operatbmn (see section 2.3.2), :H: is sufficient in this
case (LED fig lit) tx: enter the figure referring to the desired
frequency ranges previously stored via keypad 2; and press the
RUN key 29. To call up the basic setting. RCL Q is entered'accor—
ding to egotion 2.2.4. Special functions 62 to s9, 50. SI and 6%
in) 93 are valid fin: all memory registers. They-cannot therefore
be stored individually.

2.3.16 Connection of Test Antennas and Probes

Probes for high-impedance voltage measurements. for R}? current
measurements (VHF Current Probe BSV~Zl) and antennas for fieldw
strength measurements are connected to the RF input 2;; and the
supply and coding socket 31.

All the active antennas/probes obtain their supply voltages via-
socket 47. The conversion factors (coded in lO~dB steps) and the
quantitymto in; measured (field strength, voltage. current} are
communicated to the ESVP via the coding inputs, so that the test
result is read cat on the display i; with the correct unit.

Special function 81 also permits the indication of magnetic field
strength in aA/m when the input to socket 3: is coded for "elec*
trical field strength nV/m" (see section 2.3.14).
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For measurement CHE field strength.:h1 a screened enclosure, the
ESVP is normally operated outside the enclosure. If an active an“
tenna is used. the shielding of the supply and coding cable to
the antenna must be passed through the enclosure wall in such a
way that no interfering radiation is introduced into the
enclosure.

In addition to the accessories for its test receivers ESHZ and
ESHB (9 kHz to 30 MHz), Ras can provide the following transducers
with the appropriate coding for socket £1.

+ VHF Current Probe RSV-21
for frequency range 20 to 300 MHZ
(usable up to approx.-500 MHz), and

+ Broadband Dipole HUFHZT
for frequency range 20 to 80 MHZ
(level frequency response in range 25 to 80 MHZ,
k—factor in 20—dB setting).

In both cases however. it is better to use the more exact cor“
rection provided by special functions 83, 84 and 85 (see section
2.3.14).

Since the coding inputs may also be used for connection of anten—
nae/probes from other manufacturers. the pin allocation of the
socket $1 is given below (front panel View):

Ground
+10 V (max. 50 me)
uV/m (electrical field strength)

I
H

so
at

u

nA/m (magnetic field strength)
“10 V (max. 50 me)
Reverses sign of the factor

I,
‘1

'
II

0
.

E
x
a
m

m
m

m
o
n
w

m
‘

to C23 Q: {If

'I
I

Fig. 2w9 Pin allocation of the lzwway socket £1 (Tuchel type)

In remote operation of the RSV? via the IEC bus. the antenna cow
ding can be suppressed by the instruction "2%".
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For coding, a 12*way pflcg cxmnector (Tuchel T3635/2. Res order
number 018.5362.00} is used. The coding inputs must be connected
to ground. ' '

Example: An antenna has an antenna factor of 30 dB, i.e. a field
strength of 30 dB (nV/M) produces a voltage of 0 dB (pV)
at the RF input. The pins C. E and F are grounded.

The "reverses sign of the factor“ coding input permits an ampliw
fier to be included in the coding.

Example: An amplifier with a constant gain of 10 dB is connected
to the input of the ESVP. The input voltage to the am-
plifier is to be displayed. Therefore, pins E and M are
grounded.

2.3.17 Data Output on a Listen Only Recording Device
(Printer. Magnetic Tape Memory. etc.)

To facilitate data logging. a printer with an IEC-625 (IEEEeedd)
interface can be connected to the EEC bus connector fig of the

~ ESV?. The printer must be switched over to Listen Only operation
and RSVP to TeLK ONLY. Data can then be sent from the ESVP to the
printer.

In the place of the printer. another Listen Only device such as a
cartridge tape drive or disk drive may be connected to temporari—
ly store the test results for evaluation by a computer.

All measured values, together with the particular test frequency
and the complete units. are output in a fixed format, separated
by comma and space (SP), in one record delimited by carriage rem
turn (CR) and line feed (LF).

Example:

Frequency MHz Level dBuV Mod. depth % Offset kHz Dev. kHz CRLF
92.345 MHZ *117.4 dBuV *13% *0.12 kHz *0.15 kHz CRLF

* Instead of the space that in the normal case precedes every“
measured value (level, modulation depth. etc.). the letter U/H
is output if the value falls below/above the operating range
and the letter X in case of an overload.

The format is designed to obtain easily readable tables of long
test series so that data strings not exceeding a line length are
printed.

If the readout or a special function is switched over. the format
is changed. The ESVP offers three possibilities for Talk Only
output:
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+ Manual operation:
To prevent every measured value read out on the display 12 also
being printed, the user can decide which teat result arewto be
printed by means of the TALK key-£3. When the TALK key is pres—
sed, a new measuring procedure is triggered, the result: of
which is printed.

+ Continuous observation at a fixed frequency:
To automaticalky obtain an output after each individual meaw
surement, the ESVP is switched to automatic pse_ndo—fregceney~
scanning with fSTART = fsgop.

+ Values measured over one or several frequency bands:
The test results are output if the level is above minimum level
(MIN. LEVEL gg) at the frequency set.

To facilitate output on a printer, the contents of the menu out“
put on the display .13. can be output in the TALK ONLY mode by
preseing the TALK key fig.

Example: Data for an automatic frequency scan,
dateJr time of day, special functions.

STRT 88.0000MHZ
STOP 304.0000MHZ
STEP 0.1000MHZ
MIN 40.0dB*
TIME 18:06:09
DATE 25. OCT. ‘83

'Frequency Level Offset Input—Freq. dev

88.100MHZ 41.7dBuV ~0.03kHz 88.09997MHZ 10.2kHz
88.2OOMHZ 42.5dBuV “0.02kflz 88.19998MHZ 25.5kez

2.3.18 IF. A? and Recorder Outputs

A number of outputs are provided (in addition to £1.) to permit:
signal evaluation void: oscilloacopes, analyzers. and 1K? recor—
dere.

e 10.7—Mfiz IF output ”IL 21

The bandwidth is the same as that set on I? bandwidth key 2.

50 g):i!Output voltages (EMF, Zoat

Operating range 20 dB 7 to 70 mV
Operating range 40 dB 7 to 700 mv
Operating range 60 d3 6.7 to 700 mv

Suitable for evaluation with oscilloscope, spectral analyzer
and modulation analyzer.
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+ wed-me: IF output II E;
Bandwidth approx. 2 MHz; gain compared to RF input 2Q with 0 dB
'RF attenuation:

without preamplification typical 7.5 dB
with preamplification typical 17.5 dB

Suitable for connection of an IF Panorama Adapter (e.g. EZM or
82?) or a_epectrum analyzer.

Note: The EZP can be connected to the RSVP by means of a ENC
cable. The ‘82.“? must for this purpose be internally modi—
fied:

Remove cable K1 from input filter (K1 is thus open cir—
cuit). Disconnect cable K3 from oscillator input and in
place of K1 connect it to the input filter.

+ AM demodulator output 2;
Output voltage (EMFpp, Zout = 3 k9) for m e 50%: T V

This output is DC-coupled and furnishes an output of 1 if max.
with an unmodolated carrier. Maximum bandwidth 0.3 eHz.

Suitable for connection to an oscilloscope or a S/N-ratio mew
ter.

+ FM demodulator output 53
Output voltage (EMF. Zout e 1 kg}:

for IF bandwidths 100 kHz (mod. 56), 120 kHz {all mod.).
200 kHz (mod. 53)
and 1 MHz (mod. 52. 56): 1 V/lOO kHz offset
for l? bandwidths 7.5 kHz and 12 kHz
(mod. 52, 53) or 10 kHz (mod. 56): 1 V/I kHz offset
maximum bandwidth: 0.5 MHz

Suitable for input to an oscillOSCOpe and for connection to an
S/Nwratio meter. The frequencywtransients behaviour of mobile
radio transmitters can also be measured on this output.

+ Frequency offset output é;
Output voltage (EMF. Zout = 10 kg)
for IF bandwidth 1 MHz (mod. 52, 56):

IF bandwidths 120 kHz/200 kHz
(mod. 53. 55):
IF bandwidth 100 kHz (mod. 56):
IF bandwidth 120 kHz (mod. 52.54.56):
IF bandwidth 10 kHz (mod. 56):
l? bandwidths 7.5 kHz '
and 12 kHz (mod. 52. 53): 1 V/l kHz offeet

M V/TOO kHz offaet

V/ZO kflz offset
V/10 kHz offset
V/lO kHz offset
V/1 kHz offsetA

m
i—

A
M

Suitable for the analog recording of frequency variations with
a YT recorder.

+ Level analog output 51
Output voltage (EMF. Zout e 30 k9): 0 to 4 V.

For use with indicating modes AV.. PEAK, and MIL for the analog
recording of level variations with a YT reoorder.
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In the PEAK and MIL mode, the output voltage contains the dis“
charge pulse in time with the measurement rate.

e Level analog output éfi '
Output voltage (EMF, Zout = 10 kg): 0 to 2 V with built—in
lowpass filter (T = 100 ms) according to CISPR 2/4 and 16.

For use for analog recording of level variations with a
YT recorder. .

+ An additional output is point X210 of the 10.7~MHz amplifier on
the inside of the instrument. It can be brought out to the rear
panel, preferably by means of cable W24 of the external refem
rence 22:

the test demodulator output which accurately follows the enve—
lope of the I? signal and can thus serve for oscilloscOpic in“
vestigations.

Output voltages (EMF) 0 to 4 V, Kent 3 50 9, but only connec~
tible to a higheimpedance (> 1 kn) load.
Bandwidth 0.5 MHZ.

Cables W20 (FM)
W21 (AM)
W22 (10.7wMHz Jlr )5
W23 (10.7wMHz j*L )

can also be used.

2.3.19 Operation of RSVP with an External Reference Frequency

To enhance the frequency accuracy of the RSVP, it is possible to
connect an external frequency standard to BNC socket REF EXT g2,
A S-MEZ or 10—MH2 signal is required from the reference source
with a voltage of >1 V (sinewave) at an impedance of 50 a.

ran activate iflua external reference, the leftehand slide switch
"INT/EXT" at the rear of the instrument must be switched to
"EXT", i.e. switch down. Right-hand slide switch "5 MHz/30 MHz"
is switched down for S—MHz signals and up for 1G-MHz signals.

ENC socket EXT.REF ég can also be used as an output for the in*
ternal reference frequency (10 MHz). In this case, link X4 on the
Reference Oscillator module must be in position pin 1 + pin 2
(indicated in the circuit diagram as solid line). The ESVP must
always be switched to internal reference (slide switch “INT/EXT"
{on rear LKflJ- flor otherwise the internal reference is not efEecm
tive. If this Operating mode is selected, no application of the
RSVP with external reference frequency is possible.

To Further enhance the frequency accuracy of the ESVP, the Option
"Ovenwcontrolled Crystal Oscillator ESVPHB1" can be used, which‘
is fitted in tflua RSVP instead of the Reference Oscillator (see
Manual for Option sevewa1).



2.3.28 Connection of Recorders to Output 61

The Zewway KY RECORDER socket 6; contains analog outputs which
are driven from the RSVP microprocessor via D/A converters. YT,
KY and radio monitoring recorders (2863) can! be connected to
these analog outputs for the graphic representation of the output
of the automatic frequency scene.

0 l

unoccupied{ ;E 1 i i l‘

x output M4” '3
1' output odd" . Ground _L

Hour pull" for 1553 ‘—
Format advance

Pen lift _ .
1-: output: 1 Z control 1
X output 2 2 control 2

for 25:; 3 3: output: 3 a control 3 for 256 3
3*: output 4 2 control 4
2: output: 5 2 control 5

Fig. 2w10 Pin allocation of recorder output El

In teet receiver RSVP, the type of recorder attached is not input
by means of a code through the recorder connection, as it re in
the ESHB, but by means of special functions 63 to 66:

SF63 No recorder
SF64 YT recorder provided for
SF65 XY recorder provided for
SF66 Frequency—band recorder provided for

The settling times of the XYT recorder ZSKT are provided for in
the measurement run. If the automatic frequency scan is to be
performed at the faeteet poeeible rate, epecial function 63 must
be selected. In this case, no plot is made.
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Except for cable ESH3HZ1 (Ident No. 349.6011.02). for connecting
the ZSKT to the E833 or RSVP, ready-made cables cannot be supp“
lied with the receiver. since any commercial recorder may be need
(Exception: Recorder ZSGB is only available from RaS).

The following connectors are required for the connecting cables:

Zeeway male connector for RSVP recorder output
Ident No. 080.2711.00
Amphenol ordering number: 5?30240

36*way elbow connector for Radio Monitoring
Recorder ZSG3 and
KY Recorder ZSKZ
ldent No. 247.7055.00
Amphenol ordering number: CS7m159A 5036?

Seway round connector for XYT Recorder ZSKT
Ident No. 018.6646.00
AmphenolnTuchel ordering number T 3480/?

Banana plug for the XY Recorder ZSK2 and the
XYT Recorder ZSKT:
available from any electronics dealer.

See section 2.3.20.1 for the wiring scheme.

When the 28:33 is need. the formatmadvance pulse is generated
after each scanning operation. Thie pulee controls the line feed
of the 3863.

When a ZSKT and a ZSGB are connected in parallel. the formatwadm
vance line on the ZSKT meet remain free. The ZSKT moat be
switched off when 28833 are being driven.

The format—advance pulse can be generated by the controller com“
mand V1 (see Table 2w10).

Logic levels on the penlift and format-advance linee:

Renlift (TTL level) . ........ . L = pen up H = pen down
(factorymaet)

Changed with switch S1 to
position 5-4 on the
writer control: .... ..... . H a pen up L = pen down

The hour pulee output (3 pulse) is used for generating the hour
markings on Radiomonitoring Recorder 3863.

e 10 me +
H pulse (TTL level): “m. “we
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2.3.20.1 Wiring Scheme for Connecting Cables

a) ESVP 25K? aa a YT raaardar
ESVP

Y aatput a-nmmmwm—u}hv input
Graund 15““h-Mmmwflfl
Pan lift ?“HW*"“MHHH¢ Pan kift
Graand 16H2 Graund
Format advance 6m1 F'armat advanaa

b) 58?? — ZSK? aa a KY raaardar
(ESH3-Z1 IN 3&9.6U11.flfl can be used hare)

ESVP

Graund MW X input
X autism: 3W
V aatput a unmmmmmmuu- Y input
Graund 15M

Pan lift 7*w*—————*flna Pan Lift
Graund 36 WE Brenna!
Faraat advance 6 'Hhmnmwflflfli Farmat advance

c) ESVP - 2363 (1 ta 5 units}

ESVP

Haur puiaa SW1 Haur pulaa
Format advanca 6-—— “—-3 Lina puiaa _f1_
Z aantral 1 23... ““‘5 91g. Z aantral

ZSKT

Banana plug a ma

finaay cannaaiar

25K?

Banana plug

suway aannaatar

2533 in 1at position

2583 in 2nd paaitian

X aatput 1 = “‘3' 13+ } X dafiaatitm
Graund 1¢=== [:::15'

19 Graand

gm._amn1 Haur pulse
lit—“.5 Line pulse .11.

Z aantral 2 21=== 2:13 Big. 2 tantra}

X autput 2 9*"4 "h 13* X daflactian
firaund 15m [15--

19 Braund

:221 Haur pukaa
——-—3 Line auiaL

ZQNS Dig. I cantrfliZ cantral 5

£553 in 5th paaitian

X autput 5 32H?“ I daflactian
Graund 13-r—mmmI:::15-

1-.

Contact Mr. 19 firaund
aflél
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2.3.20.2 Setting the RSVP for Output to a Recorder

a)

b)

YT Recorder . '
(Y = level; T = automatic time base)

Long—tear measurement of level fluctuations at ea particular
frequency: Note, when setting the ESVP: start frequency a stop
frequency. After pressing the RUN key 29. the pen is applied
and the level is recorded (a "polygonalfimcurve is produced, in
which the points representing each level measurement are
joined by straight lines) until the STOP key is pressed.
Simultaneously data can be output in the Talk Only mode.

Calibration of the Y axis: As long as RUN and MAX. LEVEL are
not pressed. the Y voltage is 0 V N MIN. LEVEL. If MAX. LEVEL
is pressed. the Y voltage goes to its maximum (= +30 V).

XY Recorder
(Y = levelr X = frequency)

For recording frequency Spectra (lines SPEC FUNC 71) and fire"
quency response (polygonal curves SPEC FUNC 70).

The settling times of a normal XY recorder (ZSKT) are taken
into consideration. After pressing the RUN key 3g. the pen is
applied and a single recording operation is carried out.
Simultaneously data can be output in the Talk Only mode. In
multiple frequency“ scanning (e.g. i. 2. 13 HEN). the limit
values Of ESTART: ESTOP, MIN. LEVEL and MAX. LEVEL deter"
mine the scaling of the recording. .

XYwMAX.

X—m
XY‘MIN t

Fig. 2-11 Example of possible allocation of start and stop
frequencies of three subranges for output to an
XY recorder
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C)

For frequently performed recordings it is recommended to pre-
pare forms with the axes, limit values and a field for the
test item and the data. already printed on the sheet.

Calibration of X anni‘y axes: As long as neither RUN nor MAX.
LEVEL is pressed, the X and Y voltages are 0 V.
If MAX. LEVEL is pressed. the X and Y voltages go to their
maximum (e +10 V).

Radio Monitoring Recorder ZSG3

The Radio Monitoring Recorder ZSG3 is used for recording the
band occupancy' over* a longer period of time. The minimum
levels entered for each frequency range determine the thres—
hold above which a mark is produced on the recording paper.
After all the frequency ranges called up at the start (1, 2. 3
RUN) have been scanned. all the ZSG3s connected are sent a
line feed. and recording automatically begins again at the
first start frequency.

If no range number is called at the start,r the current fre-
quency band (newly entered values or called up by means of
RCL} is recorded by means of the recorder at X output 1 (see
wiring diagram).

For fastest possible recording of the frequency bands, no prem
cise level measurement is made but only a check of whether the
level falls above the ndnimum value within the set measuring
time. For this reason. simultaneous Talk Only output is not
possible. -

The following RSVP settings are ignored when a 2863 plot: is
started: TWOPORT. MAX./MIN.. LIN.TEST, AUTO. SPEC.FUNC. 91. If
special function SEQ? is switched in, an error message {Error
40) results. 8391 must therefore first be switched off. If the
40~dB or 60~dB operating range has been selected, switchover
to the correct RF attenuation and to the 20-dB operating range
takes place when the scanning Operation is started. It is.
however, advisable to adjust the RF and IF attenuation to the
desired measurement range for the 20d operating range. Any
of the indicating modes can be used.

There are two ways of generating continual scanning:

1. By use of special function 51: repeated frequency scan.

2. By use of special function 06: trigger every x seconds
(minutes). with special function 06. the time of day per
scan can also be measured. The time remaining at the end
of a scan until the beginning of the next scan is indie
cated.
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For banduoccupancy measurements according to CCIR specifica-
tions, the results ape generally' required {x1 Diaewformat
paper within 24 hours. For example, for 675 scans in 24 hours,
2 minutes and 8 seconds are required per scan. The paper ad“
vance per scan is 0.41 mm. For 675 scans, the format length is
therefore 276.? mm.

Setting of frequency markers: Set start and step frequencies
of required frequency range. After pressing the RUN key, press
the STOP key once. Now the frequency of the RSVP can be set to
the required frequency marker, whereby the X deflection of the
2863 concerned is accurately set.

2.3.21 Error Messages

Error messages from the RSVP signal faulty operation, illegal or
missing data entries and recognizable internal failures. They are
output on the display lg which reads out ERROR and a two—digit
code number (table 2—4).

In addition to the error messages, the following indications of
faulty operation or detection of internal overloading are provim
ded: '

a) Intermittent LEDs

When one instrument setting is blocked by another setting, the
LED of the blocking function blinks when the ion: of the
blocked function is pressed.

Example: When, in the CISPR indicating mode, the IF bandwidth
key is pressed, the “CISPR” LED blinks.

b) Intermittent measuredwvalue indication when

+ the operating range is under— or overranged at fixed RF/IF
attenuation,

+ the operating range is exceeded at maximum RF attenuation
and AUTO,

+ nonlinearity in autoranging (nonlinearity can also be simu-
lated by rapid signal variations),

+ with special functions 84 or 85 selected, the receiver fre~
quency exceeds the frequency range defined by SF84 or SFBS.
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Table 2—4 Error code list

$1
32

Q3

@4

@5

96

4Q

41
52
53
54
55

56
57
58
59

Frequency entered above limit
Frequency entered below limit

CAL: CHECK. Comparison frequency response correction/
current value > (LAB dB, occurs, for example, after an
interrupted overall calibration (overall calibration
required).

No listener on IEC bus (Fault in IECmbos controller)

Level or offset calibration is not accomplished within the
fixed time (hardware error)

Syntax error in input via IEC bus and illegal timeflofuday
and data input

Correction value at CAL. TOTAL > 5 d8;
complete calibration diecontinued.

Memory register not occupied at RCL

+10 V
-10 V Failure of a supply voltage (the failure
+12 V of the +SHV supply voltage cannot be output)
+20 V
+30 v

Current register we
Register 1
Register 2 At start of an automatic
Register 3 "” frequency scan. one or
Register 4 more values are not defined.
Register 5 ll

START frequency > STOP frequency
START frequency == STOP frequency andLifif recorder or ZSGS
connected
MAX. level 4 MIN. level fstoo
serc.euac. 61 Log. x axis and ‘ 1.4

fatart

ZSG3 error: Error message if SPEC.FU§C. 61 is switched in
at SCAN RUN with ZSGB.

ac frequency record exists with SFS? + RUN
Synthesizer 1 (n x 100 MHZ) -H
Synthesizer 1 (let Oscillator)
Synthesizer 2
SSE board Control

Inn-100E) errors
Mixer 2 (SOB—M33“ or 300—MHz oscillator)
Filter control (range start indication)
Evaluation (10.7HMHZ oscillator)
Calibration generator (oscillator loop or
level control) _“
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2.3.22 Control of the ESV? via the IEC Bus
i

The Test Receiver ESV? is provided with a remotewcontrol inter“
face conforming tn) EEC Publication 625e1 (correspondimg tg_IEEE
488e1975) for transfer of getting and measured data using a byte-
eerial one system. ISO—bus connector 60 is located on the rear
panel of the teat receiver. "—

one one can GHQ ma Lam:
5 a a a 1e and

5:16 DUE REH 5H9 CINE 5N5
5 ? T 9 11

Hub—‘1‘ “HF“Illlllll.

”mu-.m—

m3H 11
1a-

WWW"

_mfllfl 1|..m1r 1r 1" 1r 1 ' 1r
I I I I I I
13 1:. 15 15 o 1: 19 an :n 22 23 2:.

1 2 a I. 5 a a i 9 In 11 1'2

I I I II I I
, h Ill 1

“HHHH

”MI-I'm”

“mi—In”ii
i

11
:

Ii
i

1
1
f

D3“? {31“} EB! HRH} IFC ATH
1 3

and mm on? near: ERG EHIELE
2 i.

Fig. 2w12 Pin allocation of IECmbue connector fig

For data transfer, the characters or idea ISO 7wbit code (ASCII
code) are used. For the interface specifications (control lines.
handshake lines, data lines) and data transfer sequence see EEC
standard.

Under the title “Operating Software ESVP", Res provides. free of
charge. technical information regarding the Res ?rocees Control“
ler PUC, including information regarding the command syntax of
the computer. Information regarding available application eofte
ware may be obtained from the local Res sales agency.



2.3.22.1 Ifiterface Functions

The RSVP implementa the following interface functions?

5H1 Source handehake function,
complete capability

AH? Accepter handshake function,
complete capability

T5 Talker function
Capability to answer serial poll,
Unaddressing if MLA,
Talk Only mode

L4 Listener fuootion
Unaddreeeieg if MTA

SR1 Service regUeet,
complete capability

RLl Remote/local switchover function,
complete capability

991 Parallel poll function,
remotemcontrollable configuration

DC? Device clear function,
complete capability

DTl Device trigger function,
complete capability

C0 Control function,
33 capability

2.3.22.2 Entering the Device Address/Talk Only Mode

When the instrement is switched on, the device address and Talk
Only mode are entered and called by means of the ESVP frontwpanel
controls.

The address (6 to 36), which is the same for Listener and Talker,
is indicated and entered in the decimal equivalent.

Input values larger than 3% are interpreted as change in the Talk
Only mode.

The address is output after calling special function @1, at which
the display 13 reads out the message

fixeciaus ADR: 18
or 1_l - a,

lEC—BUS ADE: ton

an”; anon L1"? 9 7'} 8‘3



A new device address can be entered by keying in the digits and
pressing the ENTR key. Because of {flee battery bufferimg of the
mieroProcesser’s RAM,' the entered address is preserved even
during switehuoff phases of the instrument. '

Table 2&5 Setting the Device Addrese

ASCII charactev Decimal

Listen Talk equivalent
address address

-.—....—4

1 99
e1
@2
G3 .
d4

, 65
r 36
L 437

@8
@9
1G
11
12
I3
14

l 15
r 15 i
E 17
t 38*

f

E

(SPACE)
2
i

i. -

x+
b
l-
V
fi

-m
d

P
-u

}:
$

t

19 r
26 r
21 v
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

t 29
39

u
Au

..
q
m

m
e
w

m
m

a
\-

e
e
m

e
e
a
m

:e
e
p
q
cx

e
cn

a
m

e
re

cs
zr

a
tim

ca
e

u
ze

a
w

re
tn

n
tn

m
a
m

l

V

* Value set at the factory
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2.3.22.3 Setting Instructions

The Test Receiver Es responds to the IEC—bus setting instruc~
tions and data in remote operation exactly as it does to direct.
manually keyed in instructions in local operation. Therefore the
same sequence of settings that is used for manual operation can
be used as a basis for preparing the controller to set the receiw
ver functions and measuring procedures.

The programming instructions consist of an alphanumeric header.
the numeric data content and a delimiter which separates several
instructions from each other or terminates a sequence of instruC*
tions. The header consists of one or two alphanumeric characters.
(ASCII upper-case letters); the data content consists of one or
several numeric characters (6. 1 'UD 9, decimal point, exponent.
polarity sign) and the delimiter character.

Table 2—6 Delimiter characters

f Symbol Name :ASCII decimal Application
‘ E equivalent

Separating
. Comma 44 delimiter

CR Carriage Return 13

LF Line feed 10 Terminating
delimiter

3TB End of transmission block 23 1 '

ETX End of Text 3*

END EOI with last byte — Terminating
delimiter

A combination of the above terminating delimiters is also permits
ted (e.g. CRLF a Carriage Return. Line Feed}.

one come so '1‘ “M FR"?



Table 2“? Key functions

I'Instruo~ ' 1
tion Function Key
code

A1* Low noiae El
Autoranging 42 1

1 A2 Low distortion - ”W

t IF bandwidth
81 1 MHz (mod. 52. 56). 200.kHz (mod. 53)

i 82* 320 kHz (all mod.) . é
. B3 1 12 kHz (mod. 52. 53) 100 kHz (mod. 56)

34 7.5 kHz (mod. 52, 53) 10 kHz (mod. 56) }

1 C1 Check
' 1 Calibration 16
1 C2 Total m“

1 D6 AF Off
II 131 A0

D2 A1
D3 A3.F1_. Demodulation 4 |
34 A3 J1. “‘ *
as ABaJIlL
D6 A3 JJJfl_ |
97* } F3-J_1. |
DB a3 J1"

1 G®* OFF
1 1 Lin. tESt £2
1 G1 ON ‘

* K®* OFF
MAX./MIN. 38

K1 E ON ””

L1 20 dB
L2 40 dB Operatihg range 33
L3* 60 dB

M®* Gen. off
‘ M1 Remote freq. meaa. Operating mode 3g

M2 Twoport meae.

N1* AV.
N2 PEAK
N3 CXSPR Indicating mode 23
N4 I MIL

01* dB ... 19
| 02 dBm Data output ll

03 V.A ii

* This function ia already get with basic setting "RC6” and need
. ............. not be programmed again.
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2.3.22.4 Data Input

All data input commands begin with a header consisting of two al-
phanumeric characters. The numerical part of the data input is
processed as shown iml the following IEC—bus synfiax diagram and
tested for conformance to the limit values. The number of signiw
Eicant places and the assignment to a particular unit corresponds
to the menu input of the keyboard.

Example for the PUG:

Receiver frequency 98.56 MHz, measuring time 5 ms
IECOUTTgf t'FR98o56rTSSE‘-3"

«g

Efl

Fig. 2—13 IEC-bus syntax diagram
(Only' to illostrate the processing Eng the ESVP. It
shows, among other things, that the ESVP can also pro“
cess numbers in exponential form.) °

Diagram Symbols:

: o 1 digit '0' to 1'9"

+/— algebraic sign '+' , *-'

. decimal point '.'

E l exponent 'E‘

S separating or terminating delimiter

A"; flhflfl. and-II. “I "Y?" Wu?



Table 2m8

Command

* Unite code:

U
1
fii
flh

3
m

With basic eettinq "RC9“ the frequency is set to 100 MHZ and the

li
fl

H
it
” Voltage and attenuation measurement {

Current measurement
Eufield Strength measurement
Hefield strength measurement
Interference power

measurement time to 0.1 a.

“Kiwi fififll‘l NFL

(

{

dBuV,
dame)

dBpW)

dB)

(dBuV/m)
(dBuA/m)

code Numeric range Function/Unit m

FR [2%.9969 to I3®®.®®@® Receiver frequency (MHz) I I

SA t2e.eeee to z3ee.eaee Start frequency (MHZ) *—
SO t2®.®@®® to i3®®.®®®® Stop frequency (MHZ)
SE ; G to 13@®.®®®® Stepeize (MHz) 8952

or
@.@1 to 19% or {%) SFSB

SU —14e.e to 2ee.a Max. Level {5e;)#fl I
SL "14e.e to 2ee.e Min. Level (dB*)

MW eeefl“._____ e _ ea # Aeeewefleumq
* TS f ®.®@5 to iflflg Measuring time (sec)

m RA e to 149 RP attenuation (68)
i IA 6 to 46 IF attenuation {63)

(30-53 steps) t

SQ “14% to 263 Squelch level (dBaV)
{i-dB steps}

ST 1 1 to 9 m HH fl#rg;ore &WM#&
RC I ® to 9 Recall

CS @669 to 2359 Set time of day (hh: mm} r
as 613196 to 311299 Set date (ad: mm: yy) 1
AS GBEQGQ to 235959 Set start time (nh: mm: es)
IS 6 to 235959 Time interval (s..hh: mm: as)

CN, 1 to 99 [Number correction value pairs
CU 1 to 5 rUnits code*
CO 2®.®®@G to 13G®.®®®® Correction value: Freq. (MHz)

—14®.® to 26%.fl Correction value: (dB*)

SN 19% to 65599 Number of samples for
* a classification interval£8®55>

‘ PM 2 to 56 {Number of frequencies for
PG 12®.®®@@ to 13®®.®®®® SFSS 1



SF
*e2

_69,
63

7%,

8%,
82

86,
88
90,
92,

l

age;

63
$4
$5
96
Q7

Q9

16
13
15
17
18
21
23
25
31
36
4?
43
45
51
53

55

57

58
61

54
65
56
7?

81

83

84
87

91
93

to 34'
to 39

& 85

_._ _._..__‘ ‘— _... _..._..

Basic setting
Trigger OFF
Trigger internal
Trigger external
Trigger at time of day x
Trigger every X seconds
A/D conversion with
Trigger Ext.
Printer log
with, without time of day
Level measurement ON , OFF
Squelch OFF, ON
AFC OFF, ON
Preamplifier OFF, ON
Filter mod. meas. ON , OFF
AM modulation depth OFF, ON
eositive mod. peek OFF, ON
degetive mod. peak OFF, ON
Frequency ofifset OFF, ON
Frequency measurement OFF, ON
FM deviation OFF, ON
Positive peek dev. OFF, ON
Negative peak dev. OFF, ON
Single, repeated frequency scan
Stepeize lin./1og.

with SFOY: Intereal classification

Special scan OFF, ON
New input, frequency record

‘ X recorder axis lio./log.
No recorder connected
XT recorder provided for
XY recorder provided for
Recorder ZSG3 provided for
XY recorder: polygonal curve,
line Spectrum
E—field coding uV/m, uA/m
Code input £1 enabled
kefectore for broadband dipole

+ HLOZBAI
Free factor A & B
kefector check
New input
Normal, feet frequency scan
MIN. level a measured quantity,
voltage level

OFF, ON

|

Commands RA and IA automatically switch off eutoranging.

** Notes on the special functions:
The command code in the left column is operative in the basic
setting (RCL 6).
start commands for: the servicing cycles involved. X1 or GXT
can be given, but this is not required.

1%4-3300-52
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Input of correctionwvalue curves (8884 or 8885 and SF88):
The input of sample frequencies and correction values via the IEC
bus is Gone in the same sequence as in manual input via the key-
board.

Example for the PUC:

IECOUT 18, "SF84,SF88,CN15,CU1"
IECOUT 18, “C080.0/-12.5,C0129.5/—6.7, ...“

01’."

FOR In? TO 15
IECOUT 18,“co"+STR$(F(I)+"/"+3Ta$(a(:))
NEXT I

n.

The control commands for automatic scanning reproduce the manual
entry exactly. No data is required for the “Stop“ and ”Stop and
reset“ commands, but the start command "RUN" has a data field of
variable length (6?) to 5 oharaetere), depending on the number of
fleeired eoan rune.

Table 2—9 Scanning Instructions

Command Data Function
code

SR Max. 5 digite (3 to 5) Run
SP - Stop (interruptL
SC — . Stop and reset I

Example for the PUC

The scan programe etored in registers 1,.12 and 4 are to run in
sequence:

IECOUT18,"83124"

Input of a frequency record for epeoial scan

Example for the PUC

IECOUTlB,"SF58,FNB,F089.5,F093.7,FG98.5"

or

IECOUT18;"SF58,FN3"
FOR I=T TO 3
IECOUTlE,”FO”+STR$(F(I))
NEXT I



Table 2:10 Direct Commands

Command code Function

B? r Trigger beep E

HE Peelift
at recorder output

Hl Pendown

JQ OFF SRQ when preeeing r
_TALK key .

Jl ON in local etate

Pg OFF
SRQ when measured value
is ready / CAL—test end ~

P1 OR

V1 Format advance on recorder output

WT a1 to a15 Text output on 15mdigit display
ASCII symbols 20H m 7FH '

X1 Trigger command (= GET)

X4 1 Output time of day
X5 t Output date

XP o to 1023 t D/A converter: load X register
Y? Q to 255 t D/A converter: load Y»regieter

Z6 . OFF t _ dieabled
Measurement conversion code

Z? ON enabled

W2 9 to 8 Termination eymbol in
talker operation, with

e 501
1 CR + EDI
2 L? + EDI

‘ 3 are + re:
4 err + so:
5 CR

* E 6 LF
* f 7 are

’ 8 ETX

The basic setting (RC6) replaces the following commands:
H®,J®,PT,Z1. As delivered and at cold starts (CMOSHRAM cleared)
W25 is set.
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2.3.22.5 Data Output

Data output by the RSVP in the Talk Only mode to a printer or
other Listen Only device has already been described in section
2.3.17. The following deals with data output when the Talker is
addressed by the IECmbus controller.

After a trigger command or, in automatic Operation, as soon as a
measurement value above the programmed minimum level is found, a
varying number of measurement results are output depending on the
special functions switched in, each result being identified with
two letters to differentiate them. The order in which the measu-
rements are made, the data output format and the unit (not trans“
mitted) are all preset. Each measurement value forms a complete
output unit and is terminated with the programmed terminating de—
limiter as well as, if set, the END message.

Normally a space separates the identifier of the measured quanti—
ty and the numerical data. However, if the measured value falls
outside the measurement range or in case of an overload, a letter
is inserted in this space to qualify the validity of the measure“
ment result:

Table-Z—ll Special Identifier

Code Meaning

Space f Valid measurement value

-H Value exceeds measurement range

U Value falls below measurement range

X Overload

5 C t SF84 or SFBS: Receiver frequency
* outside the entered correction

curve *

The receiver frequency setting is only output in automatic scan—
ning operation along with the associated measurement values.

The first identification letter output with the level defines the
antenna or probe connected, if any, and the second identification
letter the unit of measurement.

“3:31;! anon It") ’3 Q1 PM”!



Table 2e12 Data format

Quantity to be Code date Unit Setting
measured

Receiver frequency FR 123.456 MHZ r

E Level VL 123.4 dBuV,dB** SF11

1 Voltage UN 1.23E+03 uV

Power VM —123.4 dBm

RF current CL 123.4 dBuA
CN 1.23E+O3 we E

l
Electr. field EL 123.4 dBuV/m '
strength EN 1.233+03 nV/m

Magn. field ML 123.4 dBuA/m
strength MN 1.23E+03 uA/m

Interference power PL 123.4 dBpW
- PN 1.23E+o3 pw [

AM modulation depth AM 34.5 % 8921

Pos. modulation peek AP 56.? % SF23 *

Neg. modulation peek AN 12.3 % SF25

Freq. offset 05 “123.4567; kHz 5931 to
SF34

Signal frequency FI 1122.3344556* MHZ SF36 to
8939

Freq. deviation DF 123.45 kHz SF4}

Poe. peak deviation DP 134.56 8943

Reg. peek deviation DN 112.34 SF45 1

Time of day TC 123015 hh:mm:ss L X4

Date TD 210783 dd/mm/yy X5

it Resolution is orogremmeble

** The second letter.
pulse density in, for example. dBeV/MHZ. uV/Maz.

25:11 ‘Ififlfl _ R?
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Data format for SEQ? without internal classification (SF54):

'2 bytes binary-coded: 1. low—order byte
- 2. higheorder byte with E01

15 14 13 12 11 :0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I o
Coding a<i>iieéleifl$<[ékigfiJ>€7 i3<l><f5<T><[>{]5{i?<[§$‘

le¥ oi ‘ -_- “mlsihmefDmxeselt

bk

k =u (RF attenuation %* IF attenuation) - 0.1 + 1 - preemplifi~
cation _

Example:
k = 91%? e 5 when R? attenuation = 20 dB

IF attenuation e 20 dB
0 (0 with SF16.

3 with 8917)
Value range for k: 0 to 15

Preamplifioation

The RF input level can be computed as follows:

The A/D converter yields the following results in the 60-d8 oper-
ating range:

0 10 20 30 40 SO 60
_.__...... hm‘ ._ A__. _...._..__...__m

b = 327 A 3276 digits

The ranges below 327 and above 3276 function as reserves.

In the AV indicating mode, the ESVP has an over—drive reserve of
6 dB, so that values between G and 3570 digits can be accepted as
valid.

Beoeuee of the smoothness of the ESVP‘e logarithmic converter. we
have 491.5 digits per lOd step and 49.15 digits per ledB Step.

RF input level:

i b — 327* Iv- ew V + k ' 10 63 + —~flmmww 63:n 20 dBv 49.15 i
_..._.._ .u. mumflflfl —- _.... _....
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Data fermat for SEQ? with internal classification (SFSS):

Header terminator
XE” "303:9; ”104:7; nailell-nitriittm110o3ntnlan.

i
15 values

The percentage values are not output: the sequence is as follows:
1, 10, 20, 30, 40, SO, 60, 70, 80, 85, 90, 93, 96, 98, 99%

The header is the same as given in Table 2~12 under SFll.

in the LIN. TEST or MAX.MIN. modes, in the outputting of the
level aeaeuremeet values, two values separated in? a comma are
output in a string. The separation of the tee values by the cone
troller program is facilitated by the fixed characterwleegth form
mat:

"LIN.TEST“:

"MAX.MZN.“:

characters identifying quantity measured,
special identifier character
characters for measured value,
delimiter character (comma)
charactere for variation

xample: VL “15.6,+0.1fl
z
h
w
fl
d
b
fl
b
d

2 charactera identifying quantity measured,
1 apecial identifier character
6 characters for max. value,
1 delimiter character (comma)
6 characters for min. value
Example: Vfi “102.3,w108.6

BASIC programexample for PCA:

4540
4550
4560
4570
4580
4590
4600
4610
4620
4630
4640
4650
4660

4630
4690
4700

REM
REM ****** RESULT WITH SF 07 {FAST A/D MEASUREMENT)
REM '
REM EXAMPLE TO ENTER 1000 MEAS. RESULTS:
IECOUTlB,"SF07":IECTERM 1
IECTAD 18
FOR IE} TO 1000:IEC$IN Z$(I):NEXT
IECUNT
REM ANALYSIS (m CONVERSION FROM BIN. VALUE TO DECIMAL VALUE)
FOR IE1 TO 1000
ZEASC(LEFT$(Z${I),1))+256*ASC(RIGHT$(Z$(I),1))
REM SEPERATE ATTEN. FACTORi
AF=Z/4096 AND i5

Z=Z AND 4095
PRINT Z,AF
MEX? I
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2.3.22.6 addressed and Universal Commands

a)

b)

C)

Remote/Local
If the ESVP receives its listener address from a controller,
it normally goes over into the remote status and remains in
this Status even after the data transfer is completed. In the
remote statue - indicated by LED 22 — all frontwpanel controls
are disabled. The ESVP returns to local status in response to
the IECwbue command GTL (Go to Local) or when the LGCAL key is
pressed, after which manual settings can be made.

The controller can disable the LOCAL key by sending the com“
mand LLO (Local Lockout).

Device Clear _
If the controller outputs the universal command DCL (Device
Clear) or the addressed command SDC (Selected Device Clear},
the ESVP goes into its basic setting (eee section 2.2.4).

The basic setting is also established by the EEC—bus command
RC6 or by keying in RCLB (ll, 2;).

Device Trigger
On receiving idea addressed commamd GET (Group Execute Trig-
ger), the ESVP starts at once wifld the previously programmed
measurement routines. This trigger command correeoonde to the
IEC~bes command X1.

fil‘lfih MA I". hr-



Table 2—13 General IECwbue Commands

Commend 1PPE/PUE hp 9335/é5 hp 9825 Tekt. 4e51/52

8e te I££LAD1B LQCAL 71B er lei 713 HBY¥E§50,1,63:
Leeel IECGIL JLDCAL ? * lei ?*

IrecueL I

Leeel IECLLG LOCAL LBCKUU? ? lie ? WBY?£@1?:
Leekeut

fleviee IECDCL RESET ? eir ? H8Y7E32fi:
Clear

Seieeted IECLe313 RESE? ?18 elr 718 HBYTEBSQ,£,63:
Device IE8$3£ * _ 1
Clear IECUNL .

Group IECLebifl TRIGGER ??3 trg 718 HBYTEESB,8,63:
Execute IEEGXT
Trigger IEEUNL

Pereliel IECLeflifi .PPULL CBNFIGURE 718; meek pale ?18, meek nu”
Pelt IECPPC
Cenfigure IEEPPE e1 32 I

IECUNL

Pereltei IECPPU PPOLL UNCBNFlGURE 7 pie? -—-
Pull
Uneanfigure
(univereel)

Pereliel IECLADTE PPGLL UNCDNFIGURE ?18 pie ?1E --- ‘
Peii IECPPD '
Uncenfigure IECUNL
(addressed)

Pereliel IECPPL we PeeLL (7) pn1{7)A “——
Pell * f

Seriei Peii IECSPL1B,e% SFATUS ?18; e rde(?13)e PULL A,S;18

* LGCAL ? eeitehee eff the REHBYE line.
Sefere eutput e? e new IKE-bee eemmend, the REMQFE line meet be reactivated with REMOTE ?.

”hf-‘1}! 36“!) :0 RR



2.3.22.7 Service Request

Test receiver RSVP is an autonomoue IECu-boe device, i.e. it rew-
ceivee an assignment from the controller, carries it out indepen~
ciently without further help and reports its completion via an
asynchronous Service Request ix) the controller. which ii: the
meantime has been able to do other tasks. A Service Request is
also generated by the RSVP if an error condition occurs. '

The controller can query the status of the device by meeoe of e
serial—poll sequence. -

b8%b6;b5 b4 b3 b2 m

L Coding
lllll l-rc Reedy/Busy

loll Abnormal/Normal
l lilo Request-Serviceefiit

l _-ll Extension

Fig. 2-14 Statue byte

The generation of a Service Request at the completion. of a mean-
eurement process cm: a calibration can Eng soppreeeefi by EEC—bee
commands (PE. P1).

Table 2w14 Coding Reedy/Busy (bit 5)

Deeice status Statue byte

Measurement coggleted géAfl h

Calibration complebeo t 81

Seen run completed 82

80 MHz exceeded 83

Key press TALK 84 l

Clock interrupt . 88
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Table 2-15 Coding of Abnormal/Normal (Bit 6)

Device status
' Statue 1 Error code

in SF84 or 3985 operation (of. SFBS) E

byte - Table 2~4
[ {dec.)

Syntax error in IEC—bue instruction t 96 66
also illegal time-ofuday and date input

1 IEC setting instruction incompatible m
with current device setting 97

Data above limit - l 98 6?

Data below limit I 99 G2 f

Memory register not oocuoied if RCL i 19% @8

Level or offset calibration defective t 191 @5

CAL. Checking error i®2 @3

Correction value at CAL total > 5 dB 163 @7

At start of an automatic frequency 134 29 to 25
1 scanning operation one or more para“

meters are not defined. I

Start frequency > stop frequency 195 3%

Start frequency = stop frequency 136 31
and XY recorder or ZSG3 connected

Max. level < min. level 1%? 32

_ fsroe
SF61 (log. x aria) and “Hmo_m < 1.4 1 1%8 33

I fSTART ;
3961 (log. X axis} and ZSGB 399 49

Faulty synthesizer aynchronization 11% 52 to 59 f

Faulty supply voltages 111 l®~to 14

Talker mode: no listener at IEC bus 224‘ @4

Overflow of internal number range 225 34
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2.3.22.8 Parallel Poll

The ESVP can be configured so asto answer a Parallel Poll re“-
quest sent from the'IEC-bus controller via the primary command
"PPC" and the subsequent secondary command "PPR", the letter con-
sisting of 'X-i 1 G S P P P‘. The three least significant bits P
P P define the data line, on which the answer is to be sent. The
senee bit S together with the current devioe status “ist” (indie
vidual status bit) determines whether tine answer seat is ea "1"
(iet e S) or a "G" {ist a S).‘

NOTE: With the Ificubue. “1" (i.e. true) corresponds to a Hrnq
level on the data line.

BT1®1®1® assigns the bee data line 3:03.
"I" yielde the PP answer “1”.

Example: PPE
Iet R

I!

The ist bit of the ESVP is identical with the Ready/Busy bit 5 of
the status byte in a Serial Poll, i.e.

1 if data is ready
o if meaeuremeat is not yet terminated.

ist
iet II

i]

This permits the IECwbua controller to recognize the termination
of the measuring process without the need for the relatively
time-consuming Serial Poll.
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ISO 7~bit Code (ASCII code)Table 2-16

an
acm

xw
N

zxngowv
hwmaam

mmzwa
my

1“
o
q
xo

u
pm

<a20um
m

mwmmnamu
aw

my
33

H
£
5
.3

5
N

3
®

A
33

.
mo¢mmwz

3
4
2
5
5

u
3:

9
”$

3
2

macaw
azazzou

>mqmzmuwm
“away

anamw
mz«zxou

»m¢z~m¢

.
fimq

Au<4V
”mung

Amway
gamma

gnome
amamm

gnome
mmwmamq

wmwmamq
aqzau

mzqzzou
x44»

zwpm_“
4

Jammu>maa
mwmmmmama

i
/

:\
4.3

k
a

m
1....

r
o

#5
N

F
x

mm
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w
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z
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mm
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w
w

A
m
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mm
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3
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a
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2.4 Examples of Measureaente

2.4.1 Measurement of Sinewave Signals
See also sections 2.3.4, 2.3.6 and 2.3.?

2.4.1.1 Meaaerement Accuracy {Noise Effects)

The measurement accuracy of a test receiver ie mainly determined
by the accuracy of the calibration level. the accuracy of the RF
and the IF attenuation switch. the linearity of the meter recti-
fier and the logarithmic conversion (in the QOHdB and the SOHdB
operating range).

These parameters are extremely stable in the ESVP. ae verified by
very exacting tests. The measuring error is lees than 1 dB in the
20-613 operating range. The maximum meaeuring error is elightly
higher in the 40wde and the 60mdB operating ranges. In practice.
however. the measuring error is much less.

In addition, the measurement accuracy is influenced by the inhe"
rent receiver noise. The error introduced ie relatively small in
averagewvalue indications but considerably larger in peakwvalee
indications. The influence of the inherent receiver noise is ex—
pressed by the following formulae:

With averageflvalue indication:

a}!
Error/dB e 20 x log (1 + 0.3 #5“ }

With peaknvalue indication

N2
Error/dB e 20 x log (1 + 0.8 _§. )

where
S a level of an enmodulated sinewave signal in deuv
N1 e noise with average—value indication in dBuV
N2 e noise with peak—value indication. N2 a N1 + 11 dB.
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Table 2m17 Indications as Functions of the S/Nwratio S~N1

S/N ratio Average value 1 Peak value
S-N1/dB ' 68 dB

0 2.27 13.15
1 2.87 13.38
2 3.50 13.63
3 4.21 13.91
4 4.97 14.20
5 5.78 14.52
6 6.63 14.87
7 7.50 15.24
8 8.40 15.64
9 9.32 16.07

10 10.25 16.53
11 11.20 17.02
12 12.96 17.53
13 13.12 18.07
14 14.01 18.64
15 15.08 19.24
16 16.06 19.87
17 17.05 20.52
18 18.04 .21.20
19 19.03 21.91
20 20.02 22.63
22 22.01 24.15
24 24.01 25.75
26 26.00 27.42
30 30.92
40 40.30
50 50.09

N2-
N1

0 5 10152132530351.0459}
{5-111108

Fig. 2n15 Reading error (HE an unmedulated sinewave eignal due
to noise with average-value anfi peakwvalue indication
as a function of the signalwto—noise ratio SHN1
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Table 2-38 Error when measuring an unmodulated sinewave signal
with peakwvalua indication (m: averagewvalue indicafi
tion as a.fflnction of the signal-to-noisa ratio 5/012
and S/Nl, reapectivaly.

S/N1 or 1 Indication error/d8
S/N2 1 AV PEAK

0 * 2.28 5.10
1 1 1.86 4.67
2 1 1.50 4.27 1
3 i 1.21 3.98 1
4 0.98 3.54 1
5 0.79 3.22
6 0.63 2.92
7 0.50 2.65
8 0.40 2.39
9 1 0.32 2.16

10 1 0.26 1.95
12 1 0.16 1.59
14 ‘ 0.10 1.28 1
16 1 0.06 1.03
18 1 0.04 0.83
20 i 0.02 0.67
25 0.01 0.382
30 0.217
40 1 0.07
50 1 0.02

1 1

1.1}
Error of AV indication/GB 9 20 log (I + 0.3 Egg”)

N
Error of PEAK indication/d3 a 20 log (1 + 0.8 52 > r

N N
“gi or ”53 being the respective S/N ratio.
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Error
dB

354¢3000.52

1B 20 30 40 50 SIN (dB)

Indication error due to n0i$e with average-value
and paaknvalua indicaticn
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Three rules can be derived from these relationships:

+- For high measurement accuracy, the signalwtOwnoise ratio must
be as high as possible, i.e. the highest possible IF attenuam
tion must be out in. However, when measuring signals of widely
different levels, section 2.3.7 shouid be observed.

Average—value indicatbmz is always preferable when measuring
the level of CW signals. Average~value indication also offers
high suppression of interference pulses (see section 2.3.4).

Due to the higher accuracy, the LOW NOISE: setting is recom-
mended for the CISPR measurement of unknown interference. The
LOW DIST setting is used for the measurement of broadband
noise with pulse frequencies <5 Hz in the frequency range >300
MHZ.

ESVXF
valet {dam

Typirai chunhrifli: Ear USPR weighting

5”? without prtmpiifitr

Simian

3(- Marian far-ifidfipv Ina:

I ESVKP iguana? Min

1 i. i I I it I I! I “R
M

.5 .a -2 *
{EV}? input Emmi new:

Fig. 2m16.1 Typical CISPweighted indication
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Fig. 2~}6.2

354.3000.52

ypicai vaiié rang: af indicat.

Errer of CISPR

LIGW NGiSE setting

prcampiifiufian, -
a 35dBpV}

indication

2.94.2

caused by noise
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2.4.1.2 Influence of amplitude Modulation

According to the definition of the indicating modes in section
2.3.4, the peak—value indication increases with the nmflulation
depth as against the averageevalue indication.

with a sufficiently high signal-to-hoiee ratio, the fhnction
shown in Fig. 2mi7 holds for the increase in the peakwvalue indiw
cation as against average-value indication.

Difference (d8)

0 0,1 3,5 1.9

Fig. 2*17 Increase in peak—value indication as against average"
value indication with amplitude modulation

Fig. 2w?) applies only to the 20~dB operating range. In the_40
and 60-dB ranges, for reasons of measuring speed, a 2nd-~order
lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1 kHz is switched in
ahead of the logarithmization. a true averagemvaloe measurement
is thus obtained only for modulation frequencies greater than
1 kHz in the 40 amni 60d ranges. Modulation frequencies below
1 kHz reduce the average—value indication, by an: amount. which
increases with the modulation depth. ‘i‘able 2—20 and Fig. 2—18
Show the relationship between average-value indication and
modulation depth for this caee.
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Table 2—20

Decrease in
indicafian

dB

Fig. 2‘18

Modulation depth m Decrease in indication

E} 0' dB
0.1 -0.022
0.2 “0.088
0.3 ~0.202
0.4 -0.370
0.5 43.602
0.6 *0.915
0.7 w1.340
{3.8 "1.938
0.9 “2.878
1 "-6.021

Hodulafian
depth

0.2 0.5 1.9

Decrease in indication of average value when measuring
amplitudewmodulated signals ix: the 49 anal samda ope-
rating ranges for modulation frequenoles < 1 kHz

As shown in Fig. 2w18, the error is practioally neglie
gible below a modulation depth of 50% but is oonaaderm
able with a modulation depth of 100%
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2.4.1.3 Measurement of Frequency and Fcequency Offset
(SF31 to 39)

As explained in section 2.3.14, the frequency and frequency~off—
set measurements are the same except for the result displayed..
The relationship between these quantities is

Offset frequency = Signal frequency * Receiver frequency

v'I‘hue. with SF31, the input signal frequency and with SF36 the
offset (fl? the input signal frequency from the receiver centre
frequency is indicated.

Since the frequencywcounting process can only be falsified by
noise peaks, the measurement error: is very small for signals
lying more than 12 63 above the mean noise indication.

13

I
Him:

m H: resniui'ilen 3"
M

if} H: reseltutian

3,91 ' ‘ ' '

1 Hz reseleflen

ELM?!
o 23 AG 55 an I359

3-14d -——¢-

Fig. 2w19 Influence of the S/N ratio on the frequency measure
ment errcr



2.4.1,4 Meaeurement of Modulation Depth ($321, 23r 25)

The modulation depth measurement is the result of twe.peak~value
measurements '“llf the positive and negative modulation peaks w
and therefore requires, like the peak~va1ue level indication, a

”high signal/noise ratio.

In order for an unmodulated sinewave signal to appear as unmoduu
lated (< 1%), the S/N ratio Sl must be greater than 50 dB. The
error decreases with increasing modulatien depth. ~

Indicated medulafiaa depth

Sfarf of measurement range at 0 :18 IF affenuafiu

300 0 dB IF attenuation

80

60 40 :13 1F affanuafian

AD

30 Start a {neasuremanf
20 ranga_af 40 dB

10 _ ‘
0 e 10 20 30 40 so so SwN/dB

Figr 2w20 Modulation depth indication for an Lummfielated sine“
wave signal as a function of the S/N ratio

IF bandwidth 7.5 kHz
Operating range 69 dB
fr = 100 MHz
Modulation frequency 1 kHz
Modulatiee depth 30%



2.4.1.5 fleasurement qgfiFreqdency Deviation (SF41, 43, 45)

The frequency deviation determination is also obtained as the re“
sult of two peakwvalue measurements — positive and negative peek
deviations,
gent.

offset
“15$m f _-- - :' 13+ * .;:a.at 'rv .- ~ n I.“ 3‘ _ , :figigyigi. "shrifiisimi'iiii : a ’I a i. _: . ..,.3 If; ”I. .. .r.... ::

'fifififi 5»5 “”§"=Hi
i : E1 run-E

. 5- 53"r a;

values
khz

{3
"

Fig. 2-22

but the requirement on the S/N ratio is less strinw

errerkz

Snflfda

Deviation indication for an unmodulated sinewave Si”
gnal as a function of the S/N ratio. IF bandwidth
12' kHz, operating range 60 dB, fr 200 MHZ, nominal
deviation 2.4 kHz.

Peak dewaf Sfarf of measurement range
at 40 dB 2? attenuation

{.9 dB IF attenuafion

1!} :13 {F affenuation

Start of measurement rang:
at 28 :18 IF a??enuat§on

e 10 20 30 2.3 so 60 “WE

Deviation indication for aux unmoduleted sinewave si-
gnal a3 a function of the S/N ratio. I? bandwidth
120 kHz, ooerating range 60 (fix. fr 100 MHz, nominal
deviation 40 kHz.



2.4.2 Use of the ESVP for Interference Measurements

Interference measurements cover frequencywselective measurement
of all types of interference signals e interference voltages and
currents on power-supply and control lines as well as inter-
ference radiation.-— and fall under the general heading of also“
tromagnetic compatibility (ENC). Interference susceptibility

_(EMS) falls also under EMC. .

For investigating electromagnetic susceptibility, the test receiw
ver can be used for measuring the interfering quantity - voltage,
current, or EM field strength # and the screening characteristics
of cable and housing shields. However, EM susceptibility will not
be considered any further here, since in this field signal gene—
rators and broadband amplifiers or pulse generators are for the
most part used and the influence on the test item observed.

In the field of interference measurements, the civil standards,
such as those of the CISPR, VDE and FCC, as well as military
standards, for example the American MIL-STD 461/462 and the Ger“
man standards VG 953?} to 95377, are applicable.

The function of interference measurement is the complete coverage
of the interference Spectrum, whereby in the main frequency range
of 30 kHz to 1000 MHz (the combined range of the ESH3 and RSVP) a
differentiatime of broadband and narrowband interference is re“
quired. On the whole, signals are designated as broadband inter“
ference when their frequency spectrum is considerable wider than
the IF bandwidth used and their individual Spectral line cannot
be resolved with the IF filter. Broadband interference is caused
by.pulse noise (arising from lowefreqnency rapid switching pro"
cesses, ignition_sparks, commutator motors, rectifiers, and the
like).

Broadband and narrowband interference may be distinguished by
comparing the averagewvalue and peak~valoe indications of the in~
terference. The average value of broadband interference is consiw
derably smaller than the peak value. However, there are special
cases of keyed narrowband interference that also show a large
difference between the average and peak values. In this case, the
bandwidth of the interference must be determined by shifting the
receiver frequency by the IF bandwidth. MIL-STD 461/462 in prin-
.ciple allows only this solution, but it does not prohibit the use
of the average and peak values as an aid.

Simple narrow and broadband interference measurements may be carw
ried out with the RSVP and an XY recorder. The automatic dif—
ferentiating of narrow and broadband interference requires a com“
puter (for example, the Res Process Controller PUC).



2.4.2.1 Radio Interference Measurements according to VDE and
CISPR Standards

The correct pulse weighting for the frequency.range 25 to
1000 MHz according to CISPR Publications 2. 4 and 16 is automa—
tically cut in when the CISPR indicating mode (see section 2.3.4)
is selected. :n: this frequency range. radio interference power
measurements (with inns of the MDSZl absorbing clamp) and radio
interference fieldmstrength measurements are made. For the latter
measurements, the Broadband bipole (20 to 86 MHz) HUFm21 and the
Logwperiodic Broadband antenna (80 ix) 1300 MHz) ifil 023 Al are
availableu The- antenna factors are taken into account in the
direct indication of the field strength with special function 83.

The measuring time :ha selectable between 0.005 and ”MN) s. The
standard measuring time is l s. The reason for the relatively
long measuring time of l s is the time constants required by
CISPR. viz. the discharge timeficonstant and the time constant of
the filter provided for the simulation of the meter reSponse. The
ESVP. however. relieves the user of time chore of observing the
maximum pointer deflection. It determines the maximum analog vol~
tage during the measuring period and reads out this value as the
test result.

, If slowly varying components are dominant in the interference sis
T gnal. the variation of the weighted analog voltage can be watched
' on the analog indication. Autoranging takes a little longer in
{Ithe CISPR indicating mode. Nevertheless. antoranging is the only
-_reliable nmthod lin: measuring interference spectra over 53 wide

j'dynamic range with automatic frequency scanning. Lowenoise mode
f measurements can generally be carried out without overloading the
"ESVF.-Only in the frequency range > 300 MHz with pulse repetition

rates of less than 5 Hz should the‘LOW BEST. mode be selected for
._the measurement (fl? pulse interference. 131 special cases it is
' possible to check with the use of the LIN. TEST function whether

an overloading of the RF input exists. For CISPR with LIN. TEST.
a eudB RF attenuator is switched out and in and difference in the
levels for these settings in dB is indicated next to the result
in dBaV. In the measurement of true broadband interference with a
low pulse repetition rate, preamplification should not be
switched in.



The measurement of radio interference power requires a shifting
of the M95 absorbing clamp along the power cable and the measure-
ment of the radio interference field strength, a height variation

. of the test antenna. For the effective use of the automatic run.
the following procedure is recommended:

1. Recording of the interference spectrum in basic setting (MDS
clamp near the test item and antenna at maximum height).

2. Determination of the frequency of the maximum. interference
level. taking into account the limit value variation.

3. Determination of the setting of the MDS clamp or the antenna
giving the interference maximum (approach to or exceeding the'
limit value).

4. Check of the interference spectrum with this setting of the
transducer. _

For computerrcontrolled interference measurements, the following
' combination of automatic and manual measurement is useful: Steps

1 and 2 automatically, followed by presetting of the ESVP to the
spectrum maximum and switchover to manual control with SRQ by
pressing the TALK key. Step 3 manually: after determining the in“
terference maximum pressing the TALK key so that the interference
spectrum is recorded automatically for this new setting.

For optimizing and checking the test setup for the interference
fieldmstrength {recording <15 the testmsetnp factor). tine fol"
lowing procedure with.the ESVP and two broadband antennas is re“
commended: .

In field--strength measurements near the ground. in addition to
the directly received wave (path I) of Fig. 2-u23)‘. a reflected
wave (path Dr) also in general arrives at the receiving point B
(hs, he: height of transmitter and receiver antennas above
ground: d: distance from transmitter antenna 8):

3%34??Géé2%éfl/./Z%Z?%72%ok&nbi
:: {j :

Fig. 2~23 The reflected wave influences particularly strongly
the gain, radiation pattern and interference field“
strength measurements.
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Direct fieldwstrength component:

Edit” l== (T/D) V<ZO/4)PSGSF1 OI.“

Edir Pg 0
m 2 334.8 + 10 * log u_ + 10 ' log Ge — 20 ' log a

dBnV/m W m

where
Pa transmitter power,
G3 2 gain, referred to an isotropic radiator.

The total field strength is

where

!k{ 4 i, and is proportional to the ratio of the path lengthe
D/Dr, and furthermore dependent on the radiation
patterns of the transmitter and receiver antennae and
the ground reflection.

f'ie the phase change at reflection and ‘5 a Dr/* D.
Furthermor Lk and f_are functions of the polarization
and angle 0 incidence'fiV. For small values ofruy,

ages = 2 . Hair * sinzw (hS * he/ko * 6).

Of partioular interest are the two extreme caeee

hghe/RGd = 1/4 and 1/2,

because for these Eges e 2 ' Edir and“ 0 respectively.

Near the extinction point, small changes in frequency, antenna
height and polarization produce large relative changes in the
measured field strength.
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Fig, 2w24 Test configuration for determining the test setup
factors jkn: absolute field-etrength'neasutemente and
finding a favourable test setup

The RSVP delivers «~17 dBm into 50 $1 exactly at the receiver
frequency. With the HL 023 A1.{10.log GS ” 6.5 dB) as
transmitter antenna and with d e 30 m, a field strength 0f
65 dBW/m is produced at the receiving point. The measurement
range of the ESVP begins (depending on  the frequency) at —7.5 to
13 dBuV/m.

The farwfield condition d > 4.ko is satisfied at this distance.
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Use of averageuvalue indication of the RSVP for radio
interference measurements

The suitability of average-value indication of test receivers for
pulse noise measurements is determined according to VDE 0876 Part
3. As can be obtained from Figs. 2—24.1 and 2w24.2, the average—
velue indication cf the 88V? is suitable for all indicating ran“
gee.

1—

3!}

'20

69

5!}

L9

39

25

160 Hz

Fig. 2‘24»:

354.3000.52

Indicating} meg V

Peak~ and
the pulse

i Receiver frequency: 20 {'28:
. iF bandwidth; 129 RH:

—:_-— geek vaEEe
HM“

thew. average value

“Operating range fit} :18 —*— Operafing rangeffi 53
RF attenuation 10 63 if: attenuafian {.0 dB
3? BHEHUEHGG 26 :18 (Z) RF arreneauan 39 ca

. *wflperafing range L9 :18 @RF attenuafian 20 6E5

RF attenuafion “3 ’53 RF afieneafian 16 (18
IF altenuafien 1.6 dB

.. 1:13:22513251535771
$314152 repetéfien rate

1 kHz ‘ ' so kHz ion kHz

averagewvelue indication as a function of
repetition rate

2.104.1 EeZ



The limit pulse repetition rate for a valid average—value indicaw
tion ie about i. 6 kHz for the 40-dB and 59-dB indicating ranges
and about 1 kHz for the 20—dB indicating range. The validity of
average——value indication can be checked as follows:

If the peakevalue indicatiéh of the RSV? is lees than 10 dB above
full-scale deflection, the averagewvalue indication is correct.
With averagewvalue indication. the IF attenuation must always be
set to the highest possible value (40 dB).

The latest CISPR publications (CISPR 22. CISPR 14) specify limit
values both for quasiwpeak as well as for average-value indica--
tion. Since the quasiwpeak limit values exceed the average-value
limit values by roughly 16 to 13 dB, the pulse-weighting curves
(Fig. 2*24.2) permit to determine the overload reserve required
for the averagewvalue indication range to be used. It is 14 dB
and is required for correct measurement of pulse noise with a
pulse repetition rate of approx. 25 kHz with averagewvalue indie
cation. ‘
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/
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Puise repefiiion ram—“mm

Fig. 2-24.2 Weighting curvee for the frequency range
30 to 1000 MHz
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The overload reserve of the average-value indication of the ESVP
is approx. 10 dB at fullescale deflection. For this reason, the
usable indicating range of the analog meter is

35 to 57 dB for 60mdB operating range
15 to 37 as for 40mda operating range
0 to 17 dB for 20-dB operating range

Thus, the procedure for using averageevalne indication to CISPR
is for manual measurements as follows:

w Set high IF attenuation (30 or 40 dB).
r Set RF attenuation manually.
* Set indicating mode g; to MW AV. ~
w Read off the indication on 13. taking into account the analog

meter reading as specified in the above table.

For automatic measurements, the following procedure is recommen~
dad:

e Measure the RFI spectrum nsing the peak-value indication.

e Measure RFI againr using the quasimpeak indication (CISPR). at
those points where the quasiwpeak limit value has been exceed“
ed.

_ Measure RFI again. using the averagewvalue indication, at those
points where the averagemvalue limit has been exceeded.

The following settings are required for automatic measurements:

IF attenuation: 40 dB_
Indicating mode: MW AV
Operating range: 20 dB .
Set RF attenuation so that the peak value measured oefore remains
oeiow full scale deflection [aRF == lINT(PK/10) 40]. If the
level of the input signal falls below the operating range in the
subsequent measurement (third letter of measuredwvalne string e
U), the RF attenuation or m if the RF attenuation is already 0 dB
m the IF attenuation can be reduced by 10 dB.
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2.4.2.2 Interference Measurements according to MILHSTD
and VG Standards

For the measurement of broadband interference, the MIL indicating
mode must ins used, since the interference level values are in
this mode automatically indicated as pulse spectral density
referred to a pulse bandwidth of l Mflz. The dynamic range of the
measurement is thereby larger, the larger the IF bandwidth is. To
avoid overloading the RF input with broadband interference
pulses, the LOW DIST. setting should be selected and, for.highest
measurement.rates, idea 60d operating range. Preamplification
can also be used in measuring broadband interference, so long as
the input level without RF attenuation does not exceed about
60 dBuV/MHZ. 60 dBnV/Mfiz is the ld compression point of the
preamplifier for pulses with an approximately level spectrum up
to 1 GHZ.

Narrowband interference is generally measured in the peak indi—
cating mode. A valuable help in distinguishing broadband from
narrowband interference is the comparison of average and peak va-
lues (see Fig. 2-5). In the case of a keyed carrier, only the
shift of the receiver frequency an amount equal to the IF band“
width provides a clear indication of the bandwidth of an inter“
fering signal.

A Speeding up of automatic measurements with the bus controller
is achievable with automatic frequency scanning with a setting of
the minimum level (threshold) barely (e.g. 10 dB) under the limit
value so that data has to be transferred to the controller only
when this threshold is exceeded. In order that receiver noise and
detection threshold for interfering signals remain at an approxi"
mately constant separation, special function 93 must be switched
in, particularly for measurements of interference radiation.

Interference measurements to the MILHSTD and VG standards are al-
most always made in conjunction with the 9~kHz to 30wMHz test re—
ceiver £883. Interference radiation amasurements require three
different antenna types:

+ Rod antenna for 0.014 to 25 MHZ
+ Bouble cone antenna for 25 to 200 MHz
+ Conical-logarithmic spiral antenna for 200 to 1000 MHz.

Because of the small separation from the test item {1 m}, the an“
tennas cannot be set up together. For this reason, the inter“
ference radiation measurements must be made in accordance with
the range. (The test antennas must always stand on the side with
the maximum interference radiation of the test item.) On the
other hand, the Ed? current probes have practically no effect on
each other irltflna measurement of interference currents (n1 power
supply and signal lines. For this reason, RF current probe
ESHZ-«fil may be connected to ESE-13 and UHF current probe ESVw-Zl
with the ESVP and both receivers operated with automatic frequen—
cy scanning. In some specifications, interference currents must
be measured up to 200 MHz.



Fig. 2u25 shews the test setup and Fig. 2~26 the flow diagram Of
a controller pregram with service routine fer accepting and pree
ceasing the measured values.

RF current
probes

/ \
Test [:1 [F1 1:

[LIitem

\‘EM-Shielded
e t

T S enclosure
receiver 1

Con— 'fl:::> '*
trailer

<::: Test
receiver 2

“—§ #1
V

Fig. 2w25 Setup for measuring interference current
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flielog: Measurement specification
Frequency range
Test_item

ON SEQ THEN x Setting up for SEQ
31:0, 32:0 Preeetting of etaeue variables

Setting Device 1 + Celib. Device 1: address 1?
Setting Device 2 + Calib. Device 2: address 18

Y No wait loop:
<:%2=81 AND 32:8} Calibration completed?

Irres

Start test run, Device 1
Start test run, Device 2

Im 2 No Wait loop:<::%1 82 AND 32 82 :3 Test runs completed?

1rYes@
SERVICE ROUTINE:

X: POLE: A,B:17,§3 j

Statue variable B, 31, E2 31:3 32:3

e 80: Data ready ’ - 5
= 8:: Calibration completed
e 82: Test run completed 3:80 No

V res

Read in frequency, measured
value, processing, graphics

‘ RETURN '

Fig. 2~26 Flow diagram of controller program and service routine
for accepting and processing meesared values



2.4.3 Measurement of TV Signals and Monitoring of
CATV Systems

.m.._

2.4.3.1 Measurement of RES Value of Vision Carrier at the
Sync Peak of TV Signale with negative Modulation

1F bandwidth 1 MHz
Peakmvalue indicating mode
Setting LOW NOISE (see section 2.4.?)
Audio monitoring with A3J‘L
Measuring time 3 50 me

For analog recording of the carrier levels at output g2, meaeure
either the vision carrier with the shortest possible measuring
time (5 ms) and peakevalue indication or the eonnd carrier with
averagemvalue indication. '

2.4.3.2 Measurement of Sound Carrier

IF bandwidth 120 kHz
Averagewvalue indication
Measuring time immaterial
Audio monitoring with F3,J“1m

2.4.3.3 Heaedtement of TV Signals with Positive Modulation

For the measurement. a white pulse of eowns duration is in gene"
rel eatiefaotory. To avoid ringing of the white oulee at the out-
put of the IF filter, the IF bandwidth should be made as large as
possible (1 MHZ).

Peakwvalhe indicating mode (highest possible S/N ratio)
Measuring time 3 50 me
Audio monitoring with A3_I*L_

2.4.3.4 S/R Ratio in CATV Systems

For this, the system noise must be determined: the measurement of
the noise level N3 is made with the ESVP in a Ezequency range
near the carrier which is free of modulation and intermodulation
products with a bandwidth of, for example, 120 kHz, and average—
value indication. The system bandwidth BS is 4 MHz or 5 MHz,
depending on the system.

ocn anon no 9.1fifi End



'Ifhe system noise N5 ie obtained from the measured noise level
-E by the addition of the bandwidth factor

k’ = 10-109(Bs/B3de) dB;
For 83 e 5 MHZ and B353 e 135 kHz {with BIF = 120 kHz):
k! 16.4 dB.

The noise level N5 is then: Ns/oBuV e NE/dBflV + k‘/dB.

With a carrier level ST, the S/N ratio is ST w N5.

Example: sss dBeV, ages dauv, 319:220 kfiz, 8535 MHz:
(8 - Ns)/de = 68 - a m 16.4 a 43.6 as.

2.4.3.5 Hum Modulation in CATV Systems

a)

b>H;

Measurement of the bum on an unmodulated pilot carrier:
with the highest possible S/N ratio with the modulation depth
measurement (SF21)
or ‘
at AM output 53 with an oscilloscope. (The ratio of the hum
amplitude V‘BrEE/z to the mean value of DC voltage is the
hem modulation depth.) '

Measurement of the hem on the vision sync pulses, by deter—
‘mining the ratio a”? the vision carrier at the sync peak to

- the hem voltage VBree/z.

For this, the AM output of the ESVP cannot be used, particu—
larly with the system in operation, because the height of the
vision eyno pulse is influenced by the vision content via the
AGC.

Instead of this, the rectified output voltage of the test de—
tector can be brought out to connector: __S_§3__ as described in
section 2,3,38,

Measurement procedure:
Set the ESVP for optimum S/N ratio. Calibrate the oscillo-
scope dieplay with the sync: pulses (up to the black ghoul-
der). Adjust sync pulse, for example, to the full picture
height. Then increase the sensitivity of the oscilloscope by
a factor of 10 and measure the now visible hum voltage (peak
to peak).



Example:

Height of video sync pulse 8 cm

Height of ham voltage VBrSS/2
(after 10 x magnification) 4 cm

Ratio 26 dB

When the correction factor is considered (ratio of vision
sync pulse to carrier amplitude). a value of 37.3 dB is obw
tained according to the German TV standard.

Correction factor for
German Standard: 20nlog(100/27.3)
American Standard: 20*log{100/25)

11.3 dB
12 dBII

I!

d.

2.4.3.6 Measurement of Crosemodulation on Pilot Carrier

Since hum modulation is nothing elae than crosamodnlation. the
procedure a) of section 2.4.3.5 can also be used here. .

2.4.3.7 Intermodulation Measurements in CATV Systems

a) Same as the measurement of the RMS value of the vision care
rier according to section 2.4.3.1 within free channels. or

b) for accurate measurements by feeding teat signale into neigh—
bouring channela with exact frequency and level settings cor“;
responding to the frequency and level of vision... sound and
colour anbcarriere normally occupying these channels. The ad~
ditional utilization cflf an IF Spectrum analyzer facilitates
the finding of the intermodulation products (level measure—
ment with averageevalue indication). In all measurements of
ayatem linearity, the ESVP should be eat to minimize the harm
monic content of the eignal. By means of the LIN.TEST (see
section 2.3.6). it can be checked if the ESVP is contributing
to the intermodulation.

2.4.3.8 Interference Radiation in CATV Systems

For reasons of cost. cable shields need in cablew’l‘v ayeteme do
not have aa high degree (Hf coverage. The interference radiation
most nonetheless lie below certain limit values. For measuring
the interference field strength. the broadband antennas with meat
and tripod of the HUE‘ system can be used. Field strength indie
cation with use of Special function 83.
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2.4.3.9 Measurements of Intermodulation and Crossmodulation
on TV Transmitters

As for all linearity measurements, the RSV? is to be operated in
the LOW DIST setting and the 20—dB Operating range. Narrowest
possible IF bandwidth. setting according to modulation.

2.4.4 Use of ESVP in Radiomonitoring

In the framework of radiomenitoring and spectrum management. test
receivers are used in the routine checking of a series of paraw
meters. The applications of the RSVP are as follows:

+ The limiting of undesired radiation from electrical devices
and installations as well as from sound and television broad—
casting receivers and industrial, scientific and medical
equipment.

This activity falls in the field of civil interference measu-
rements (see section 2.4.2.1).

a Rapid fieldwstrength.zaeasurements by radiomonitoring units.
The highly effective calibration process of the ESVP and the
accuracy of its internal references and attenuators assure the
basic accuracy of the instrument without the need for constant
recalibration at every new frequency setting {see section
2.3.7).

The accuracy of the Eield strength measurements thus are dew
termined to a large extent by-the accuracy of the antenna con~
version factors used. For the Res test antenna Broadband Dim
sole HUFw21 (20 to 80 MHz) and the Logwperiodic Broadband Rn"
tenna HL 023 A? (80 to 1300 MHZ), the antenna factors are epe~
cified and held to an accuracy of 3:1 d8. so that the overall
measurement error does not exceed $2 dB (see special functions
83. 84, 85).

+ Remote frequency measurements by radiomonitoring units. The
ESVP can be equioped with the option ”High~orecision Rem
ference" (frequency error approx. 10“ /day), or driven by an
external precision reference. With sons} a reference and tfina
builtwin IF counter, remote frequency measurements for monito~
ring the frequency tolerances oE transmitters are possible to
an accuracy which depends only on that of the reference (see
special functions 31 to 34, 36 to 39).

+ Measurement of frequencywhand occupancy with the radiomenito-
ring recorder 2863 (see section 2.3.20) or with the help of a
has controller (e.g., the PUC).



f." 1

Measurement of field—strength variations as a function of time
with a YT recorder at output 57 or 61 or with a has control—
ler. u“. a”.

Measurements for determining with the bus controller the sta—
tistics of idea frequency variations - median and deoile vae
lues.

Measurement of fieldwstrength variations along a path je.g. a
railway line).

Measurements in: a helicopter or aircraft for determining the
directivity diagrams of transmitter antennas with a bus cone
troller.

Measurement of modulation depth and frequency deviation (892i,
SF41).

Measurement of RF noise and noise of industrial origin.

Measurement of Spurious and harmonics radiation from transmitw
tersi

Measurement of radiation due to switching transients in mobile
radio transmitters and radiotelephone equipment {see section
2.3.18). '

Measurement of short—term signals by means ofi an internal or
external triggering facility' (level, frequency, :modulation,
see SFQB and SFQé).

The following feature of the ESVP should be noted: In automa—
tie frequency scanning, the Diaplay time serves for making
audible all signals that exceed the threshold value.

finnn an"! "1 11’} fl‘_.fl



2 .4.5 Use of ESVP in Laboratories and Test Departments

flue use of test receivers as general measuring instruments has
decreased in favour of Spectrum analyzers. However, a number of
special characteristics assure their continued use:

Because of their calibration with tracking generators, the mea-
surement accuracy of test receivema is greater than that of
spectrum analyzers.

The noise figure is lower than that of analyzers (typically
8 68 with and 15 dB without preamplifier; for spectrum
analyzers 25 to 30 dB).

High overload capacity; this and the low noise figure result in
a high dynamic measurement range.

Tracking preselection, anu thus suited for measuring broadband
signals and harmonics.

Tracking generator for twowport measurements of all types.

Storage of reference curves with SF84 and 85.

Smaller shape factor of IF filter (typically B6dB/BGOdB
£2 for test receivers and <10 for analyzers}.

These characteristics make the instrument particularly suitable
for a number of special applications.

a)

b)

4.5.? Two~pgrt Measurements between Generator Output
and RF Input

Gain to 47 dB
Attenuation to 110 dB
Particularly suited for measurements CH1 crystal filters and
filters with greatly uiffering attenuation values.

Reflection coefficient measurement (return loss measurement):
With use of a VSWR bridge (e.g. SW084e7), return loss values
up to 40 as can be measured. Because of its selective measu—
rement, the ESVP is particularly suited for VSWR measurements
on antennas in the open where the low measurement level
(10 mW) at the measurement input is ea} advantage Wita ad“
ditional attenuation elements between output 48 and the VSWR
bridge, the level can be reduced still further, if reouired



c)

d)

1

Measurement of gain and radiation patterns of antennas:
Here also the selective measurement with tracking generator
is superior to broadband measurements because of possible in”
terference in the latter case from external emission sources
(broadcasting stationsr etc.).~

By calibrating the test setup and storing the calibration
curve as function of frequency (SF84, 85), gain measurements
are simplified to the extent that the gain of a test item can
be directly indicated.

Screening attenuation of cable shields and housings:
The screening characteristic of a cable shield is expressed
by the coupling resistance Rk which can.be cmdcelated from

'the screening attenuation factor as with the formula

Rx # 50.10

The factor aS can be measured in accordance with DIN 47250
Part 4, IEC Publication 96»? and VG 95373 Part 41 with use of
a test tube into which an approximately Iwm length of the
cable is soldered, as sketched in Fig. 2~27.

With a fast setup consisting of Signal Generator SMS, a test
tube and Test Receiver ESHZ, E833 or ESVP, screening atteneee
tion values as of up to 150 dB can be measured. The SMS
generator can be dispensed with by using the generator output
of the test receiver but in this case the measurement range
for as is limited to 310 dB.

Measurement range with measuring tube:

SMS + ESHZ or ESH3 (0.1 to 30 M32) as = 0 to 150 dB
ESHZ or ESH3 (0.009 to 30 MHz} a3 a 0 to 110 dB
SMS + ESVP (20 to 300 MHz) aS = 0 to 150 dB
ESVP (20 to 300 MHz) a3 = 0 to 110 dB

onnn 1:“: 7 11d 51-»?



ESVP@
36

9
l3;

l2;
Shield of cable under test

cable E “H"

{w ’ §M ~}*———~r 114 W
Generator . .
Connection Terminating impedance Receiver

‘ as ' connection

Fig. 2-27 Setup with test tube

What is required in many cases is a rough but quick estimate of
the value of as, a comparison of two cable shields or measuw
remnant of the RF shielding of a plug and socket connection
againat strong interference signals. For such cases. the test
tube setup- may be too elaborate. Since in EMI engineering a
screened room with coaxial RF leadwthroughe is generally avail“
able. the teat tube can be diepeneed with and the measurement
made with an Open setup.

In this case, a 3mm length of the cable is mounted on a test
plate mounted on insulating supports (e.g. of foam plastic).
A shorter cable length must be used for measurements above
100 MHZ. The generator output level and terminating impedance
(50 $2) determine the current in the inner conductor. The cur-
rent coupled out through the shield is measured with an RF cur—
rent probe mounted over the outer conductor (probe 8882-23 for
0.009 to 30 MHz and ESV—ZI for 20 to 300 MHz). The value of the
screening attenuation factor as is obtained from the level difi
ferenoe of the currents. Automatic control of the measurement
run and graphic representation of the result is poeeibze with
the Process Controller PUC.

Measurement ranges with the open_teat setup:

SMS + ESHB + PUC e ESHZ~ZT (0.1 to 30 MHz) as = 0 to 136 an
ESHZ or ESHB + ESHEw21 {0.009 to 30 MHz) as a 0 to 75 dB
SMS + ESVP e PUC + ESV-ZT (20 to 300 MHZ) a8 a 0 to 123 dB
ESVP + ESVmZi (20 to 300 MHz) a5 = e to 94 dB
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Fig. 2~28 Open test setup

e) Measurement of crosstalk attenuation of aéjacent lines,
check of effectiveness of shialding.

Frequency
1 MHz IGHHI SOHHZ
1 ?5;

g 5:

5-} .53:
if! 9

E’ 215:}?

§-3 75kg.

fwd .25nha
.3
in

Ex ,. .GYSfi
-6 *3 .025:
Ifiifiz loakflz 1H3: ionfiz Sfinnz

FreQuency

Fig. 2w29 Insertion loss of a 0.1mm? ceramic capacitor in a sown
system

Curve 1 with 25wmm cannecting leada, curve 2 with Bumm
leads, recorded with an ESH3 over its frequency range.
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Frequency
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Fig. 2w30 Measurement of crosstalk between two adjacent
16~cm-long conductors of a printed circuit.

The upper curve is for a separation of 2.5 mm.
The lower curves are for a greater separation and with
shielding strip. Recorded with an ESH3 over its fre-
quency range.

2.4.5.2 Measurement of Harmonics

Thanks to its high K2 intercept point (see data sheet), the ESVP
is ideally suited for measuring oscillator and transmitter hare
monies. A frequency stag size equal to the frequency of the fun~
damental is chosen for automatic frequency scanning. Lowwdistore
tion measurement (LOW DIST.) (possibly with LIN. TEST). Indicat~
ing mode: AV., ZOHdB operating range for highest possible RF'at-
tenuatioo. IF bandwidth to suit the stability of the fundamental.

With the attenuator frequently cut in and out. the 33V? detects
an overload condition (OVERLOAIDED LED 7 lights). The linearity
test (LIN TEST) will then indicate nonefinearity. For the great“
est possible harmonic rejection, connect an external attenuator
in series and measure the harmonic directly above the noise.

2.4.5.3 Measurement of Spurious Signals and Sideband Hoise

For these measurements also, the settings LOW BIST.. 20-ds opera—
ting range and average-value indication should be selected.



2.4.5.4 Linearity Measurements on Amplifiers and Tuners
(Compression, Intermodulation, Croesmodulation)

The excellent linearity of the RSVP makes it also particularly
suitable for linearity measurements on active components. The
measurements must, however, be carried out with the aid of eignal
generators that

+ supply sufficiently high levels with low sideband noise,

+ allow adequate fine variation of the output level. and

a feature a remote-control interface in accordance with
IECm625.l (IEEE 488) for automatic measurements.

Furthermore, more than one signal frequency is generally required
(intermodnlation, crossmodulation, desensitieation). The builtwin
linearityntest facilities (LIN. TEST} of ifina ESVP prevent virw
tually any measuring errors due to non—linearity. The automatic
linearity test can also be triggered and evaluated by the compo”
ter.

Beat setting: AUTO LOW DIST
Operating range 20 d8
Indicating mode AV
lF bandwidth minimum

Since several devices are always involved in a linearity measure—
ment, automatic measurements are only possible with the aid of a
computer.

+ Measurement of compression:
The test item input level is increased until ludB compression
is obtained.

+ Measurement of intermodulation (e.g. 3rd-order IM product):
The level of the signals from two signal generators at the
test item input is increased until an intermodulation product
can be measured with the ESVP.

+ Measurement of crossmodulation:
The level of a 30% amplitudewmodulated signal generator is in—
creased until an AM of 3% can be measured on a second signal
generator with an unmodulated carrier.

For all linearity measurements, the minimum IF attenuation and
the maximum RF attenuation should be set on the ESVP. In some
cases, direct computer setting of the RF and the IF attenuation
may prove still more effective even for automatic measurements
than autoranging with low-distortion measurement, as it is then
possible to adjust the indicated voltage closer to the noise in"
dicationr thus minimizing the level at the lat mixer.



2.4.5.5 Heasurement of Noiee Figure of Amplifiers and Tuners

With the use of a noise generator and possibly an attenuator set.
the noise figure of amplifiers and tuners with IF outputs in the
range of the ESVP can be measured.

Measurement setup without attenuator eet:

Noise generator Test item ' ESVP

Increase the RSVP noise indication with the noise generator by
3 dB: The noise generator then reads out the noise figure.

Measurement setup with attenuator set:

Noise generator Test item Attenuator set cu_i ESVP !

Increase the attenuation of the attenuator set by 3 dB:
Then increase the noise-generator output level until the previous
ESVP noise indication is reached

The noise generator then reads out the noise figure.

2.4.figflg Recording of Signals

All the following considerations are based on recording without
an external computer. Information on data recording is aleo con—
tained in sections 2.3.17, 2.3.}8 and 2.3.20. .

2.4.6.1 Signal Level as Function of the firequenog

This can be done in two ways:

a) Driving an XY recorder via output £1 in an automatic frequen~
cy scan.

Thie method is fully described in eection 2.3.20. The follo—
wing settings are most suitable for this method:

+ line spectrum (special function 71), if average— or peak-
value indication is Selected and the stepsize of the scan
is larger than onewhalf the IF bandwidth.

+ polygonal curve (Special function ?O), if
average“ or peak~~value indication is selected and the
etepeize of the scan is lees than or equal to onemnalf
the IF bandwidth.

w CISPR or MIL indication is selected without influence
of the etep—size.

— the tweeport operating mode is selected.

'35:)! "Jfififi £1") '3' 11!} t‘_"}



b) Driving a printer via output fig

Frequencies and corresponding level values are always printed
out together. Other measured values can be printed out by use
of the special functions. Values lyiwg below the MIN LEVEL
are not printed out.

The recorder and printer can be driven in parallel.

2.4.6.2 Frequencywband Occupancy as Function of the Time

In addition to computer control. the driving of up to five radio“
monitoring recorders ZSG3 as described in section 2.3.20 is poem
sible. The recording threshold is determined by the MIN. LEVEL
entered.

II-

2. 4.6. 3 Signal Level and Frequency Offset as a Function of Time

The signal level as a functiou of time can be recorded in three
different ways:

a) Use of the outputs CISPR 56 for CISPR recording and AV/PEAK
S7 for average~value and peak-value recording on a YT recorw
der. Measurements with the MIL indicating mode can also be
made at this output.

In contrast to the XY RECORDER output 61 these outputs offer
the advantage that the output voltage follows the input vol—
tage without any delay (to be exact, only with average—value
indication. since the peakwvalue hold time is always equal to
the measuring time). Ori the other hand, these outputs have
the drawback in contrast to 6? that fluctuations that require
autoranging are not correctly recorded. Automatic scanning is
not necessary in this case.

b) Use of the output _6__1 for all level recordings on YT recore
ders. The Y output voltage changes in case of SF64 with each
new data output on the display 12. To assure that rapid
changes are correctly recorded, the measuring time should be
set with key 39 to the lowest possible value. A waiting time
that would permit in every case a full settling of the YT re-
corder on the endwvalue of the Yuvoltage is not provided for,
since this would result even with short measuring times in a
stepeshaped recording. However. to trigger such a recording
process, a pseudoeautomatic frequencyescanaing with fSTART
“ fsgop is required. To stop this pseudo—automatic frequen-
cy scanning process. the STOP key must be pressed twice.

354.3000.52 2.120 5-3



C) Data outputito a printer in the Talk Only mode. Simultaneouee
1y with each output on the display 13, the data is output to
the printer. This method produces less easyutowgraSp results
than graphic methods, but it offers the advantage of statis-
tical data evaluation if no desktop computer is used for con—
trol. The output to the printer ie also triggered by aotoma~
tic frequency scanning with fSTART = fsrmp. The start of
this pseudo-frequency scanning process initiates continuous
printer output.

Recording methods h) and c) are also poeeible simultaneously.

For recording the frequency offset as a function of time, the
following methods are possible:

1+1 Use of output g; for output to an XY recorder without automaw
tic scanning.

Talk Only output of the measured data in automatic scanning
operation with ESTAR’I‘ = fSTOP (3‘3“).
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3.1

-Haintenance

Required Heasuring Equipment and Accessories

Item Type of instrument
Required characteristics
Recommended R&S inatr.

Type Identifim'
[cation No.

Application;
see section

Multimeter, 20 V, 2 A,
Accuracy better than 1%,f

Digital Moltimeter UDL4 346.?800,02
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Generator, 20 to 1300 MHz,
level 0 dBm, low sideband
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sion > 35 dB, with mode"
lation ‘ ‘ ‘

Signal Generator,
0.05 to 1360 MHZ
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Power meter, 50 9,
Accuracy < 0.1 dB,
Frequency range
20 to 1300 MHz
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Calibrating attenuator
50 Q, 0 to 110 dB,
Accuracy < 0.3 dB

Programmable attenuator

Pelee generator with pulse
according to CISPR, 50 R,
adjuetable pulse regetition
freg., e.g. Schwarzbeck
Magelektronik: VHF-UHF
Calibrating Pulee Gene“
rater CISPR 2/4 IGU

DPVP 214.8017.55
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iItem C) Type of instrument
Required characteristics

,0 Recommended Res instr.

Type Identifi—
cation No.

Application
see section

10 MHZ,
10 mV/cm

Oscilloscope,
Singlewohannel,

Oscilloscope BOL £374.2000.02

3:24154-3 l

50 Q,
0 to 100%

Imoedanoe meter,
20 to 1300 MHZ,

vector Analyzer
with Tuner

1

l zav
zav

“32:2
“292.0010.02
291.4012.92‘

Selective microvoltmeter
SO 9, 600 to 1350 MHZ,
e.g. Takeda Riken TR4172

lav
3.2.8

Lowpaas filter 50 R,
Attenuation of
2nd harmonic > 60 dB {A

lb
-1

W
.
‘
l

M
M

M

m
afi

a-
m

4
’L

L
JN

W
‘

10 Poeer divider 50 Q
Decoupling > 25 dB,
20 to l300 MHZ

W
U.

)
I
! M
M

i
t

.4
“;

31 Broadband dipole antenna
20 to 89 MHZ

Log-periodic Antenna
80 to 1300 MHz, .
(Normal field 10 vym)

3L0“
123A}

3.2.14

32 Power amolifier, 10 W,
50 S2, 20 to 1300 MHz 3.2.14

13 Frequency counter
Sensitivity < 10 mV

3.2.1.4
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3.2 i Check of NOminal Characteristics

Before undertaking a check of the nominal characteristics..a
functional check of the teat receiver is made according to
section 2.2.4. The purpose of this is to avoid testing a not
fully functional instrument.

3.2.1 Check of Level-measurement Accuracy

The accuracy of the level measurement in the 35V? is determined
by the accuracy of the .

+ Calibration generator
+ Internal calibration attenuators
+ A/D converters

The resulting, permissible total error in the averageevalae
indication for an cnmodulated ainewave signal (S/N > 16 dB)
is 4 1 dB.

In the tests, the measuring time should be set to the standard
valne (0.3 sec or 1 sec for CISPR) unleee otherwise specified.

-3.2.1.1 Check of Level Indication in.20edB Operating Range

a) Average value

RSVP settings: Indicating mode ... AV
IF attenuation ... 40 dB
RF attenuation ... 50 d8
IF bandwidth ... 120 kHz
Calibrate ESVP

Measure a einewave signal of 98 dBuV $0.1 dB in the frequency
range 20 MHz to 1300 MHz (level check with thermal power
meter).

Nominal indication ............... 98.0 dBuV
Fermieaible error in
level indication .. ....... ......... < 0.6 dB

b) Peak value

RSVP settings: Indicating mode ... PEAK
IF attenuation ... 40 dB
RF attenuation ... 40 dB
IF bandwidth ... 1 MHz (mod. 52, S6)

200 kHz (mod. 53)
Calibrate RSVP

[$1 I tn354.3000.52 3.3



c}

63)

Apply a pmlse level of 88 dBBV/MHZ with a pulse frequency of
180 Hz to the RF input of the RSVP. This corresponds in the
Schwarzbeck CISPR 2/4 Standard Pulse Generator to a setting of
58 d8 (Note: ri‘his pulse generator has a frequency response
usable to 1000 MHZ).

Nominal indication ............... 88.0 dBuV (mod. 52. 56)
75.8 dBuV (mod. 53)

Permissible error in '
level indication ........ .......... a 2 dB

Spectral pulse density:

88V? settings: indicating mode ... MIL
(other settings as
in 3.2.1.1 b)

Naminal indication I I II I lllll i II In t I l 88-0 dBnV/MHZ

Permissible error in
level indication .................. c 2 dB

Check of indication response and analog level indication:

(same as in 3.2.5.? a)

6"?“ X
From full deflection of the analog indication. reduce the
level 20 dB in ledB steps by _switching the external

ESV? settings:

Test setup:

~e——{%w ESVP

‘calibration attenuator.

Check the Laws of the analog level indication from maximum to
minimum (left end ofi scale).

Check of indications:
Permissible indication error ..... < 0.2 dB

3.2.1.2 Check of Level Indication in 40/68—dB Operating Range

a) Average value:

ESVP settings: Indicating mode ...
IF attenuation ....
RF attenuation ....

AV
40 d8
30/30 dB

IF bandwidth ...... 120 kHz
Calibrate ESV? '

Measure a sinewave signal of 98 dBaV $0.1 dB in the frequency
range 20 to 1300 MHz.

Nominal indication ....... ..... ... 98.0 dauv
Permissible error in
lava}. indication .‘IIII-Il-fliiliil'tll (1.56%

354.3000.52 3.4 BHS



b) Peak value:

ESVP settings: Indicating mode ... PEAK
IF attenuation .... 40 dB
RF attenuation .... 20 dB _
IF bandwidth . ..... 1 MHz (mod. 52 and 56)

200 kHz (mod. 53)

Apply a guise level of 88 dBnV/MHZ with pulse frequency of
100 Hz to the RF input of the RSVP. This corresponds to a
setting of 58 dB of the Schwarzbeck CISPR 2/4 Standard Pelee
Generator.

Nominal indication ....... ..... ... ....... 88.0 da (mod. 52.
and 56)

75.0 dBuV (mod. 53)
Permissible error in level indication ... < 2 d3

0) Spectral pulse density:

RSVP aettinge: Indicating mode ... MIL
(other settings as
in 3.2.1.2 b)

Nominal indication ..... .......... 88.0 dBuV/MHZ
Permissible error in
level indication ................. < 2 dB

d) Check of indications and of analog level indications:

ESVP settings: Operating range .. 40/60 dB
(other eettings as
in 3.2.1.2 a)

From full deflection of the analog indication. reduce the
level by 40/60 dB in ZudB etene by switching the calibration
attenuator.

Check the lights of the analog level indication from maximum
to minimum (left end of scale).

Check of indications:

Permissible indication error ..... < 3 dB

L11 I U1354.3000.52 3.5



~3.2.1.3 Check of Level Indication in Indicating Mode ClsPR

ESVP settings: Indicating mode ...... CISPR
Attenuation .......... AUTO. LOW NOISE

Connect to the 'RF input of the ESVP a standardwpulee generator
that furnishes a standard CISPR pulse with an EMF or 0.044 q
(zgut = 50 S2) with a pulse repetiticn frequency of 100 Hz.

Nominal indication .................., 60.0 dBuv
Permissible error in indication ...... 4 1 dB

-When the pulse frequency is changed in accordance with Fig. 4-4.
the'ESVP.indication must remain within the tolerance limits ape”
cified there.

3.2.1.4 Check of Generator Output

a) In the TWO PORT operating mode:

ESVP settings: Operating mode ... TWO PORT

Connect a thermal power meter to the generator output fig of
the ESVP.

Nominal indication concoctioouliut "17 dB?“

PermiSSible GEViation Ifllliliiifli ‘ 0'3 dB

(independent of the receiver frequency set)

b) In the REM. FREQ. operating mode:

ESVP settings: Operating mode ... REM. FREQ.

Connect a counter with a sensitivity of <10 m? to the genera“
tor output.

Insert a edgnal of known frequency into the RF input of the
ESVP. When the RSVP is detnned within the 3—68 limit frequen—
cies of the IF bandpass. the frequency indication on the
counter must not change.

354.3000.S2 3.6 EH3



3.2.1.5 Check of Attenuator

ESVP settings: Indicating mode ...... AV
Operating range ...... 20 dB
RF attenuation . ...... 90 dB
IF attenuation ....... 20 dB
IF bandwidth ......... 7.5 kHz (mod. 52, 53) or

10 kHz (mod. 56)

Types of measurements as in section 3.2.1.1 d.

Tune the eignal generator with an outout level of 118 dBuV to the
ESVP receiver frequency and set the external attenuator to 0 dB
attenuation. {Only with a level of 137 dBuV can the attenuator be
checked to 140 dB.)

indication III. lllllllllllllll IlOlétl-ti 118.0 dauv

Increase the attenuation {M3 the external. attenuator ix: 10mdB
eteoe and reduce the RSVP “RF attenuation from 90 dB corresponm
oingly and note the deviation of the level indication from nomim
nal value.

Permissible deviation .... ............ < 0.4 53.

3.2.1.6 Check of IF Level Switch

ESV? eettinga: Indicating mode ...... AV
RF attenuation ....... 60 dB
IF attenuation ....... 40 58
IF bandwidth ........ . 7.5 kHz (mod. 52, 53) or

' 10 kHz (mod. 56)
Indicating range ..... 20 dB

Test setup ae in section 3.2.1.1 d.

Tune the signal generator with an output level of 118 dBuV to the
ESVP receiver frequency and set the external attenuator to 10 dB
attenuation.

Indication tut!iiiiliiiiilillilritl-lill118.0 dBuV

Reduce the IF attenuation of the RSV? in TOmdB steps and increase
the external attenuator setting corresoonoingly in 1&3d steps
and note the deviation of the indication from nominal value.

Permissible deviation ........... ..... a 0.2 dB
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3.2.2 Check of Analog Indioations

3.2.2.1 Check of Analog Level Indication

ESVP settings: Indicating mode ......
' Operating range ......

RF attenuation
IF attenuation
IF bandwidth
Calibrate ESVP

Test setup as in section 3.2.1.? d.‘

titliflli.

AV
20 dB
60 dB
40 dB
120 kHz

Tune the signal generator with an output level of 118 dBuV to the
RSV? receiver frequency.

Set external attenuator to 10 dB,
ChéCk LEDS Ilil.'U.‘.F.'.I.IFQCH.I‘.‘fll

Set external attenuator to 20 dB,
Cheek LEDS IIItilitiiifilliiiiitiliiiili

Set external attenuator to 30 dB,
Cheek LEDS ii.liii¢iiiiiflfiiiiliiiflitli

Set external attenuator to 40 dB.
Cheek LEES IlfillItifilfiilitQIQiIIliiiii

Set external attenuator to 0 dB,
Cheek LEDSI!I_Irfoinwciiitiiiiiliil'rivfii.

right end of scale

centre of aeale

left end of scale

LED "MIN" lights

LED "max" lights

3.2.2.2 Check of Analog Offset Indioation

RSVP settings: (same as in section 3.2.2.1)

Test setup as in eeetion 3.2.1.1 d.

Check Of LEDS filiifll‘liiiflfiiiillilfiltil

Detune the signal generator
to a frequency .............
below the ESVP receiver frequency

Cheek LEDS Qt! IIIII Iiilfliil

Detune signal generator
to a frequency ............
above the ESV? receiver frequency

Cheek LEDS #iflliiltifillillliiit

liilliiififli

Centre of ecale.
centre LED lights-

50 kHz

5th LED right of centre

50 kHz

5th LE8 left of centre



3.2.3- Check of Special Functions

3.2.3.1 Check of AH Modulation-depth Heaeuremente

ESVP eettingei Special Function ..... "10"
Operating range ...... 60 dB
RF attenuation ..... .. 20 dB
IF attenuation ....... 40 dB
IF bandwidth .. ..... .. 120 kHz
Calibrate ESVP

To the RF input of the EéVP apply a eignal of 10d dBuV with an AM
modulation depth of 50% and food = 1 kHz at the ESVP receiver
frequency.

a} Modulation depth m. Spec. Func. .. "21"
Nominal indication ............... 50% m
Permissible deviation ............ 5%

b) Poe. modulation peak m+,
Spec. Function .....L.....l.....L. “23"
Nominal indication ............... 50% m+
Permissible deviation ............ 5%

c) Neg. modulation peak me.
Spec. Function ................... "25"
Nominal indication ............... 50% m—
Permieeible deviation ............ 5%

3.2.3.2 Check of Frequency Measurement

ESVP settings: Special Functions ..... “10". "38"
ESVP receiver frequency 3000 MHz

Insert a 78duV signal of frequency 1000.0000 MHz ($100 Hz) into
the RF input of the ESVP.

Nominal indication ................... 1000.000.000 MHz
Permissible deviation ................ < 5 kHz

3.2.3.3 Check of Frequency Offset Heaeurement

ESVP settings: Special Functions .... "10", "33"
ESVP receiver frequency 1630 MHZ,

Insert a 78duV signal of frequency 1000.0100 MHz (i100 Hz) into
the RF input of the ESVF.

Nominal indication ............. ....... 30.000 kfiz
Permissible deviation ................. < lOO Hz _
(with consideration of deviation from section 3.2.3.2)



3.2.3.4 Check of Frequency Deviation Measurement

ESVP settings: Special Functions .... "30. 41, 43. 45“
Attenuation .......... AUTO, LOW NOISE
Operating range ...... 60 63

Apply a Signal to the RF input of the ESVP:

level e 118 dBuV. FM deviation as ehown in table below,
and feed = 1 kHz.

I? IFM Nominal Permissible
1bandwidth deviation 1 indication i deviation

dev, dev+, dev—

10 kHz (mod. 56)
12 kHz (mod. 52, 53) 3 kHz I 3 kfiz E $0.5 kHz

120 kHz (all mod.) 30 kHz I 30 kHz :2 kHz
200 kHz (mod. 53) 50 kHz 50 kHz :6 kHz

3 MHZ (mod. 52, S6) 190 kfiz 100 kfiz :7 kHz
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3.2.4 Check of AH Demoéulation

ESVP settings: Basic setting ............... “RCLQ”
Connect a signal generator for supylying RM and FM modulated eiw
gnals to the RF input of the ESVP. Check
AF demodulatore by aurally monitoring the audio volume.

the functioning oE the

RSVP settings Signal generator Check

EmJL mJ‘L FM: Ema = 1 kHz
31?? 5 kHz (mod. 52,53)| Deviation e 2.8 kHz\

12 kHz:] 1 same E
10 kHz (mod. 56) ‘ E volume
120 kHz (all mod. ) Deviation = 40 kHz :
100 kHz (mod. 56) , L
1 MHZ (mod 52, 53) Deviation = 40 kHz1 lower 1
200 kHz (mod 53) L volume 1

ABJ JJl. EAM: fmgd e 1 kHz same
1 f volume
:ABJ I]! t m = 0‘3 and pitch

A3JL A3J_L itAM: fmd = 1 kHz l

8197.5 kHz:](mod. 52,53) m e 0.3 ;
12 kHz t
10 kHz (mod. 56) same
320 kHz (all mod.) volume I
1 MHz (mod. 52, 56) t
200 kHz (mod. 53) E
300 kHz (mod. 56) E l

A? fie: 100 MHZ, E Iwkfiz
unmodulated tone

A9 fa: 100.001 MHZ ' —--

1 . 99.999 MHz _I”1-kez
unmodulated tone

AP Out: PM: fmod = 3 kHz AF not
I (or at most I

'BIFzzo kHz \ Deviation e 40 kHz weakly)
audible i
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3.2.5 Check of IF Bandwidths'

ESVP settings: Indication mode ...... AV
Operating range ...... 20 dB
IF attenuation ....... 40 dB
RF attenuation ....... 30 dB

Tune a eignal generator connected to the RF input of the 38V? to
the RSV? receiver frequency and adjust its output to an indicam
tion of exactly 80 dBuV. For each of the four I? bandwidths de—
tune the generator in both directions until the level indication
drope_by 3 dB or 6 dB. The I? bandwidth is the difference between
generator frequency at the upper and lower limit points defined
by the level drop.

3.2.6 Check of Noise Indication

ESVP eettinge: Indicating mode ...... AV
Operating range ...... 20 dB
RF attenuation ....... 0 dB.
IF bandwidth ......... 7.5 kHz (mod. 52, 53)

10 kHz (mod. 56}

Terminate the RF input of the RSV? with 50 Q.

Check the noiee indication for the different indicating modes
against the following values:
(With mod. 56, the bandwidth factor 10 x log {9.0 kHz/7.5 kHz) 2
0.8 dB ie to be added to the values indicated in the indicating
modes AV and PEAK).

'Noiee indication
- | without i with

Indicating mode preamplificetion' preamplification

typical maximum typical maximum’

AV 20 to < 520 MHZ 1"14 denv -10 dBuV #22 dBuV —16 dBuV
520 to 1300 MHZ [#12 dBaV -8 dBeV #20 dauv *14 dBDVl

F PEAK 20 to < 520 MHZ *3 633V "9 dBuV
i 520 to 1300 MHZ i"‘ dBaV i “7 dBeV

i CZSPR 29 t0 1000 MHZ {+4 dBliV r '4 dBiiV t

MIL (RIP 3 1 MHZ) [20 dBuV/ +14 dBuV/
(mod. 52) MHZ MHz
(BIF = 200 kHZ)

i (mod. 53)

........
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3.2.7 Check ofi_;aput Reflection Coefficient

Test setup:

ESVP
‘-‘ GEN.

~em—_——o9~ 1: see cit} cc 7r —esa
$3 ' t}

Termimiiae m \ / m
RNA / £

\huriiun was!"

Fetter
lnztynr
ZP‘J

[2222223
It
fi3"

“

The Vector Analyzer (e.g., a ZPV) operates at the tuning frequenm
cy of the receiver.

RF attenuation: 0 68
Return loss > 9.5 dB (8 (2)

> 7.5 dB (8 <2.5) with preamplifioation

RF attenuation: > 10 dB
Return lose > 20 dB (5 (1.2)

3.2.8 Check of Oscillator Interference Radiation at RF Input

RSVP settings: RF attenuation ............ 0 dB

Connect a selective indicator (e.g., analyzer) to the RF input of
the RSVP, whose reception frequency must'be as follows:

For frequencies 20 to < 520 MHz: fe + 810.7 MHz
, 520 to < 1820 MHz: fe + 310.7 MHz

£01: 1020 to 1300 MHz: fie - 310.7 MHZ
2 . foj: 1020 to 1300 MHZ: 2 - (f9 - 310.7 MHZ)



Preamplifioation
fe

not out in-. -out in

20 to < 520 MHZ <10 dBuV < "5 dBuV
520 to < 1020 MHz <20 dBuV S dBuV

1020 to 1300 MHz £01: typ. 30 dBuV typ. 15 dEuV
2 * £01: typ. 50 dBuV

3.2.9 Check of IF Interference Rejection

RSVP Settings: Indicating.mode ....... AV
RF attenuation ........ 0 dB
IF attenuation ..... ... 0 dB
IF bandwidth .......... 7.5 kHz (mod. 52, 53)

10 k5: (mod. 56)

To the RF input of the ESVP apply a Signal at the receiver Erew
quency and at a level of 90 dBuV (with 80 dBuV preamplification)
and a eideband S/N ratio > 130 00/82. The frequency of the input
signal is. for

fe<520 MHZ: iliitilltiltififliltlltl 810'? MHZ

fa; 520 MHZ: nonunion-Ioltlonoiooii 310.7 MHZ

Maximum indication of RSVP
without preamplifioation ......... < 10 dBeV
with preamplifioation ............ < 0 dBuV

3.2.10 Check of Image—frequency Rejection

ESVP settings: (same as in section 3.2.9)

Signal frequency for
fe < 520 MHZ: .............. fe + 2 - 810.? MHZ
fe > 520 MHZ to < 1020 MHz: fe + 2 - 310.7 MHz
fe 1020 MHz to 1300 MHz: fe - 2 - 310.7 MHz

1 Range Image frequency rejection

20 to < 520 MHZ > 80 dB typ. 100 dB
520 to < 1020 MHz > 80 dB typ. 100 dB

1020 to 1300 MHZ > 70 dB
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3.2.11 Bistortion Factor of 2nd Order (aKz)

A signal of frequency f: and~low harmonic content is applied to
the RF input of the ESVP. Because of the nonlinearity of the in-
put mixer, a signal of frequency f2 = 2 : f: is generated.
The level of this signal is measured and related to the level of
the generatimg signal. A quadratic relationship exists between
the level of the interference product and the generating level:

* This meane that if the signal level ie increased by n dB, the in“
tetference product is increased by 2 « 1: dB and that the level
separation between the two signals is decreased by n dB.

The requirements on the test setup for the measurement of distor~
tion and intermodnlation are especially high because of the
ESVP's outstanding dynamic characteristics.

Test setup:

Signal Lowpass } Atte~ ESVP
generator filter nuator '

SMPC DPVP

The lowpase filter should attenuate the second harmonic of the
generator signal at least 60 dB, the harmonic suppression of the
generator should be at least 35 dB.

Calculation of the distortion factor and the KZ-intercept:

Input Signal to ESVP: Level P1 (dBm), frequency f:
Generated interfierence signal: Level P2 (dam), frequency f2
Dietortion factor: 3K2 (d8) e P: — P2
Intercept point: KZ—intercept (dBm) e P: +332

ESVP eettings: Indicating mode ..... . AV
RF attenuation ...... 0 dB
IF bandwidth ......... 7.5 kHz (mod. 52, 53)

10 kHz (mod. 56)

KZHintercept point without
preamplification .. ..... .............. > 40 dBm

KZ—intercept point with
preamplification Uitéiltlfiilitliiifiifii >20 63?“
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3o2o12 3rd~order Intermodulatidn Products (afi3)

Apply two signals of frequency f; and f2 respectively and low
harmonic content to the RF input of the ESVP. Because of the non"
linearity of the input mixer, the following signals of third or"
der are generated:

333
f4

2'f2-f}
2‘f1"f2I?

I!

The levels of the £3 and f4 signals are meaeured, the mean of
the level differences between P1, P2 and P3, P4 yielés
the intermodulation attenuatien faotor aD3.

The signals f1 and f2 must differ in frequency by more than
2 MHz. The requirements on the setup for measuring the intermedaw
lation products are especially high because of the ESVP'S outw
standing dynamic characteristics.

The inherent intermodulationwlevel/signal ratio of the test setup
should be about 20 dB better than the ESVP.values being measured.

Calculation of the intermodulation attenuation factor and the
corresponding intercept:

Input signals

Level P1 (dam), frequency f1
Level P1 = P3? frequency f2

Generated 3rdwerder
difference tones

Level P3 (dBm), frequency f3 e 2'f2 m f;
Level P4 (dam), frequency f4 = 2*f1 w f2

P3+P4
lntermodulation attenuation factor 303 e P} -

2

_ 303
Intercept pomnt D3 = P; + __a



Measurement setug:

694’ ”we [7‘

SMPC BPVP I Power 1
eiv. -w—ce ESVP

67" W I;

SMPE OPVP

Both generators Operate at full level. The attenuation of the
lowpass filtere must be greater than 60 dB at twice the ueefiol
frequency.

ESVP settings: Indicating mode ...... AV
RE attenuation ....... 0 dB
IF bandwidth ......... 7.5 kHz (mod. 52, 53)

10 kHz (moo. 56)
Indication unit ...... 68m

Generator level for P1 and P2 .,.... #10 dBm

RSVP indioation for F3 and P4:

without preamplifioation . < #56 dBm
with preamolifioation .... < “32 dBm
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3.2.13 Desensitization

Test setup: (same as in section 3.2.12)

Level of the generator tuned to the
ESVP receiver frequency: ............. 39 dBuV

Level of the generator whose eutput frequency is mere than 2 MHz
higher than the ESV? receiver frequency:

without preamplificetien ............. 110 deuv
with preemplificetion ................ 100 dBuV

Indication on ESVP .................. typ. < 1.68

3.2.14 Check of RF Leakage

Test setup:

G .._.......... D = ESVP

Electromagnetic field strength ....... 3 V/m

Maximum level indication at all
ESVP receiver frequencies ............ < 0 dBuV



3.2.15 Check of Outputs

3.2.15.1 IF Output 10.7 MHz (broad) (52)

ESVP settings: RF attenuation ........ 0 dB
Receiver frequency .... 500 MHZ

Apply a signal of 80 dBeV to the RF input of the RSVP.

Output level on 50 Q (with 6—dB bandwidth > 2 MHz)

without preamplification ............ typ. 87.5 dBuV
with preamplification . ..... .......... typ. 97.5 dBaV

3.2.15.2 IF Output 10.? MHz (narrow) (51)

RSVP settinga:' (same as in section 3.2.15.1)

Output level on 50 9 ... ............. . > 100 dBeV

The bandwidtha for 3* or 6d fallwoff correspond to the entered
IF bandwidths.

3.2.15.3 AM—demodulator Output {53)

Make the measurement with a high~impedance (» 30~ka) device with
a 50% modulated signal on the RF input of the ESVP (modulation
sidebande lying within the IF paseband).

Vpp octet aaaaaaaa IIIIQ eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 1V

Permitted deviatio ... ...... . ........ 10%

3.2.15.4 Fundemodulator Output (54)

Apply a signal of exactly known frequency (operate signal genera-
tor and RSVP with an external reference) to the RF input of the
ESVP and measure the receiver tuned to the latter‘a frequency on
the FM demodulation output.

Voltage ............. ..... ........ .......... O V

?ermissible deviation ........ ............. . < $500 mv correap.
IF bandwidth 7.5 kHz/32 kHz (mod. 52. 53) ta $0.5 kHz

10 kHz (mod. 56)

fiermisaible deviation ..... ...... . .......... < $150 mv correep.
IF bandwidth 100 kHz (mod. 56)/120 kHz/ to :18 kHz
200 kHz (mod. 53)/l MHZ (mod. 52. 56)
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When the receiver: is detuned to higher frequencies, then with
every 1wkHz step (IO-kHz Step} for bandwidths 7.5/12 kHz (mod.
52, 53), 10 kHz, 100 kHz (mod. 56), 120 kHz/I MHz (mod. 52, 56)
or 200 kHz (mod. 53) the voltage meet increase by 1 (0.1) V +80
mv.

When detuning similarly to lower frequencies, the voltage in"
ereaeee negatively. Measure the voltage across a high resistance
(>> 10 k9) by detuning an amount

5 kHz (IF bandwidth 12 kHz (mod. 52, 53) or 10 kHz (mod. 56)}

Offset voltage ....................... is V
PermiSSible dSViatiOn uuoooooloana-in- < 400 REV

500 kHz (IF bandwidth 1 MHZ), only with model 52 and 56

Offset valtage Illillliflliiii!tlllliii isv

Permissible deviation ................ 400 mv

100 kHz (IF bandwidth 200 kHz), only with model 53

Offset valtage iliiiiiliiillliillliiif i1V

Permissible deviation ................ 80 av

3.2.15.5 Frequency Offset Output (55)

ESVP setting as in 3.2.15.4.

Level:

Voltage .............................. O V

Permissible deviation ................ < $500 mv corresponding
to 0.5 kHz

IF bandwidth 7.5 kHz/12 kHz (mod. 52, 53)
10 kHz (mod. 56)

Permissible deviation ................ < $250 mv corresponding
IF bandwidth 120 kHz (all mod.)/ to 2.5 kHz
100 kHz (mod. 56)

Permissible deviation ................ < $150 mV corresponding
IF bandwidth 1 MHz (mod. 52, 56)/ to 15 kHz
200 kHz (mod. 53)

When the receiver ia detened to higher frequencies, the following
voltage variations result depending on IE“ bandwidth and step—
width:

IF bandwidth Voltage variation (£80 mV)

7.5/12 kHz (mod. 52, 53)
10 kHz (mod. 56) 1 V/T kHz
120 kHz/100 kHz (mod. 56) 1 V/1O kHz
1 MHz (mod. 52, 56) 1 V/100 kHz
120 kHz/200 kHz (mod. 53, SS) 1 V/ZO kHz
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3.2.15.6 Level Output AV/PEAK (5?)

RSVP settings: Indicating mode: .... AV or SP or MIL

Measure a positive output voltage with a highereeietanoe
(» IO kn) device for full scale deflection of the RSVP (digital
indication).

Voltage (for fed) ................... 4 V
Permissible error ................... £75 mv

For CISPR indication:
Voltage (for fed) ................... 4 V
Permissible error ................... $75 mV

3.2.15.7 Level Output CISPR (56)

ESV? settings: Indicating mode ..... CISPR

VOltage {for £36) IiliIiIiIIGIII#UI-II 2V

. Permissible error ................... :58 mv

This output containe an instrumenteeinoltating lowpaee filter ao—
cording to CISPR {Publications 2 and 4).

3.2.15.8 External Reference (59}

RSVP settings: {See section 3.2.3.2.)
However. supply the signal generator and ESVP
with a common reference frequency
(5 MHz or 10 MHZ}.
Switch RSVP to external reference frequency (22}.

Nominal indication ‘fifiliiifiiflflfilffl§lfl ‘000l0000000 MHZ

Permissible deviation ................ < 100 Hz

3.2.15.9 External Trigger (58)

ESVP Settings: Special Function ..... "Q4“

Initiate a meaeurement by applying a poeitive (or negative) going
pulse (TTL Signal).

3.3 Electrical Maintenance

Because» of its design, the test receiver ESVP requires very
little electrical maintenance.

The following periodic checks and adjnetmente are recommended:

+ Check the frequency accuracy according to section 4.2, and
adjust the reference oscillator once a year.
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+ Check the calibration levele according to section 4.2 once a
year it ‘ ‘

*- Check the lithium battery (51 on the computer board (voltage
3.6 V) every six months.

3.4 Rechenicel.uaintenance

The RSV? has very few moving parts. so that very little mechaniw
cal neintenence is required. The neceeeary work will depend on
the type and frequency of use of the instrument.

An instrument frequently used in a helicopter or a land vehicle
will require more maintenance then one in laboratory use.

The following maintenance work should be done:

+ If the front panel becomes soiled. wipe it clean with a soft
cloth moistened with alcohol.

+ Check that: all cable and other electrical connectors seat
firmly and that all screws are firmly seated.

3.5 Storage

The ESVP can be stored for longer periods at temperatures between
“zeac and +780C. The self-discharge rate of the lithium battery
however increases with temperature. If stored at high temperature
and humidity. the instrument should be kept in a plastic. if pos~
sible airtight, sack. as a precautionary measure.

If the instrument hes been stored at high humidity for any length
of time, it should be dried out-es follows before it is placed in
operation:

+ Unscrew and remove the top and bottom panels,

+ Unscrew and remove the top. bottom and side covers.

+ Dry the instrument for 4 to 6 hours at +40 to +450C.

+ Check the functioning of the instrument according to section
2.2.4.
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